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Stratification in Drying Particle Suspensions

Yanfei Tang

(ABSTRACT)

This thesis is on molecular dynamics studies of drying suspensions of bidisperse nanoparticle

mixtures. I first use an explicit solvent model to investigate how the structure of the dry

film depends on the evaporation rate of the solvent and the initial volume fractions of the

nanoparticles. My simulation results show that the particle mixtures stratify according to

their sizes when the suspensions are quickly dried, consistent with the prediction of recent

theories. I further show that stratification can be controlled using thermophoresis induced

by a thermal gradient imposed on the drying suspension. To model larger systems on longer

time scales, I explore implicit solvent models of drying particle suspensions in which the

solvent is treated as a uniform viscous background and the liquid-vapor interface is replaced

by a potential barrier that confines all the solutes in the solution. Drying is then modeled

as a process in which the location of the confining potential is moved. In order to clarify the

physical foundation of this moving interface method, I analyze the meniscus on the outside

of a circular cylinder and apply the results to understand the capillary force experienced by

a spherical particle at a liquid-vapor interface. My analyses show that the capillary force is

approximately linear with the displacement of the particle from its equilibrium location at

the interface. An analytical expression is derived for the corresponding spring constant that

depends on the surface tension and lateral span of the interface and the particle radius. I

further show that with a careful mapping, both explicit and implicit solvent models yield

similar stratification behavior for drying suspensions of bidisperse particles. Finally, I apply



the moving interface method based on an implicit solvent to study the drying of various soft

matter solutions, including a solution film of a mixture of polymers and nanoparticles, a

suspension droplet of bidisperse nanoparticles, a solution droplet of a polymer blend, and a

solution droplet of diblock copolymers.
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Stratification in Drying Particle Suspensions

Yanfei Tang

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Drying is a ubiquitous phenomenon. In this thesis, I use molecular dynamics methods

to simulate the drying of a suspension of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles that have

two di↵erent radii. First, I use a model in which the solvent is included explicitly as point

particles and the nanoparticles are modeled as spheres with finite radii. Their trajectories are

generated by numerically solving the Newtonian equations of motion for all the particles in

the system. My simulations show that the bidisperse nanoparticle mixtures stratify according

to their sizes after drying. For example, a “small-on-top” stratified film can be produced in

which the smaller nanoparticles are distributed on top of the larger particles in the drying

film. I further use a similar model to demonstrate that stratification can be controlled by

imposing a thermal gradient on the drying suspension. I then map an explicit solvent system

to an implicit one in which the solvent is treated as a uniform viscous background and only

the nanoparticles are kept. The physical foundation of this mapping is clarified. I compare

simulations using the explicit and implicit solvent models and show that similar stratification

behavior emerge in both models. Therefore, the implicit solvent model can be applied to

study much larger systems on longer time scales. Finally, I apply the implicit solvent model

to study the drying of various soft matter solutions, including a solution film of a mixture

of polymers and nanoparticles, a droplet of a bidisperse nanoparticle suspension, a solution

droplet of a polymer blend, and a droplet of a diblock copolymer solution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Evaporation is a ubiquitous process that plays an important role in many diverse fields

including climate, environment, and industry [1]. It is also frequently used in material fab-

rications. For example, controlled evaporation is used to make polymer thin films [2, 3],

polymeric particles [4], and nanocomposites [5, 6], and to assemble building blocks including

particles into superstructures [7–12]. In a relatively simple case where a suspension con-

taining particles undergoes drying, the structure of the final dry film is determined by three

competing factors: the di↵usion of the particles, their sedimentation due to gravity, and the

receding motion of the liquid-vapor interface induced by solvent evaporation [13, 14]. For

the systems concerned here the particles are small enough that the e↵ects of gravity can be

ignored. For example, for aqueous solutions, we can neglect gravity for particles with radius

smaller than about 300 nm [15]. Furthermore, gravitational e↵ects can also be suppressed

by using a solvent with a density matching that of the particles. In these scenarios, sedi-

mentation is not important and the competition between evaporation and particle di↵usion

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

is quantified by a dimensionless Péclet number,

Pe =
Hve

D
, (1.1)

where H is the thickness of the interfacial region a↵ected by evaporation and can be taken

as the film thickness for thin films, D is the di↵usion constant of the particles, and ve is the

receding speed of the interface. The Péclet number is the ratio of two time scales: one is

the di↵usion time scale ⌧D = H
2
/D and the other is the time scale of drying ⌧e = H/ve.

Routh and Zimmerman derived the governing equation for the evolution of particle volume

fractions, which is referred to as the RZ model hereafter, and obtained numerical solutions

at various Péclet numbers [13]. Their analyses showed that when Pe � 1, the particles are

trapped and accumulated near the liquid-vapor interface, forming a skin layer since their

di↵usion is slow compared to the recession of the interface. However, when Pe ⌧ 1, the

di↵usion of the particles is faster than the motion of the interface and the particles remain

almost uniformly distributed in the drying film.

Since the di↵usion constant of a particle depends on its size, the situation becomes partic-

ularly intriguing when the suspended particles are polydisperse. From the Einstein-Stokes

relationship, D = kBT/(3⇡⌘d), where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, ⌘

the solvent viscosity, and d the particle diameter. The Péclet number is thus proportional

to d. The simplest polydisperse system is a suspension containing particles of two sizes dl

and ds with a size ratio ↵ = dl/ds > 1. Trueman et al. extended the RZ model to such

bidisperse suspensions and combined numerical simulations and experiments to show that

the larger particles accumulate while the smaller ones are depleted near the interface when

Pel > 1 > Pes [16, 17]. This is called the “large-on-top” stratification. Using the extended

RZ model, Atmuri et al. studied the e↵ects of inter-particle interactions amongst the same

species (i.e., the particles of the same size) on the particle distribution during drying of the
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suspension [18]. They also investigated suspensions containing particles of the same size but

some of them are neutral while the others are charged. Their numerical simulations showed

that in this case the charged particles are depleted at the receding interface because of the

repulsion between charged particles. As a result, neutral particles remain and accumulate

near the interface. This finding is consistent with an earlier study of Nikiforow et al. [19],

who studied a latex blend of charged and neutral particles of roughly the same size and

found that stratification between the two species readily occurred after drying of the film

with the neutral particles accumulating immediately below the film-air interface.

From these previous studies, it was believed that in bidisperse particle suspensions, strat-

ification would likely be produced if the Péclet numbers of the two components were on

di↵erent sides of unity (e.g., Pel > 1 > Pes) and the particles with a smaller di↵usivity (e.g.,

the larger particles) would accumulate at the top of the dried film [16, 17]. However, Fortini

et al. recently discovered the occurrence of a novel “small-on-top” stratifying scenario when

Pel � Pes � 1 [20, 21]. Namely the smaller particles accumulate near the interface when

the evaporation is very fast for both large and small particles, as shown in Fig. 1.1. They

proposed that for very fast evaporation both large and small particles first accumulate just

below the receding interface, creating gradients of their concentration distributions in the

direction perpendicular to the film. The concentration gradients lead to gradients of the

associated osmotic pressure, which cause the particles to drift. However, the drift velocity is

asymmetric for the large and small particles. Fortini et al. argued that if the volume fraction

of small particles is large enough to make them the majority phase just below the film-air

interface, then the large particles will drift away from this region faster than the small par-

ticles roughly by a factor of ↵2
� 1. The net result is an accumulation of small particles at

the top of the drying film. This mechanism leading to ‘small-on-top” stratification is termed

di↵usiophoresis. The finding of Fortini et al. seems to be consistent with a phenomenon
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Figure 1.1: Schematic figure about process of “small-on-top” stratification in a drying thin
film of a bidisperse mixture of colloidal particles. All the particles are uniformly distributed
in the film prior to evaporation while after fast drying, the smaller particles are preferentially
distributed on top of the larger particles.

observed earlier by Luo et al., who studied drying aqueous dispersions containing a mixture

of latex particles with a diameter ⇠ 550 nm and much smaller ceramic nanoparticles and

found an enrichment of nanoparticles in interstitial spaces among latex particles near the

top surface of the drying film [22]. Howard et al. performed numerical simulations based on

an implicit solvent model, similar to the one used by Fortini et al., to systematically study

the e↵ects of particle size ratios and evaporation rates on stratification [23]. They found

that “small-on-top” stratification can persist even when the Péclet numbers are of order 1

and noticed an unexpected accumulation of the larger particles near the substrate at small

evaporation rates (i.e., small ve).

To better understand stratifying phenomena, Zhou, Jiang, and Doi proposed a di↵usion

model, referred to as the ZJD model hereafter, for mixtures of hard spheres up to second virial

coe�cients [24]. The equations describing the time evolution of particle concentrations in the

ZJD model are similar to those in the extended RZ model but the expressions for chemical
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potential are di↵erent [16, 24]. Analyses and numerical solutions of the ZJD model revealed

that the “small-on-top” structure is created by the cross-interactions between particles of

di↵erent sizes, which a↵ect the larger particles much more strongly than the smaller ones

roughly by a factor of ↵3 [24]. A state diagram in the Pes–�s plane was predicted where

stratification occurs if ↵2(1 + Pes)�s > 1, with �s being the initial volume fraction of the

smaller particles.

Makepeace et al. recently combined experiments and simulations to test the ZJD model [25].

They found that at low particle concentrations the ZJD model fit their measurements and

modeling data reasonably well while for concentrated suspensions the ZJD model significantly

over-predicts “small-on-top” stratification, i.e., actual stratification occurs at ↵, Pes, and �s

much larger than those predicted by the ZJD model. Liu et al. performed experiments

on the drying of suspensions containing a mixture of larger polystyrene nanoparticles and

smaller silica nanoparticles and identified “small-on-top” states via atomic force microscopy

(AFM) characterization of the film surface [26]. Their results seem to fit the ZJD model,

though their measurements are in the Pel > 1 > Pes regime. Mart́ın-Fabiani et al. showed

that stratification can be turned on and o↵ on demand by mixing smaller particles, whose

size can be varied by changing the pH of the suspension, and larger particles with a fixed

size [27]. At low pH, ↵ ⇡ 7 and “small-on-top” stratification occurs while at high pH, ↵

decreases to about 4 and stratification is suppressed. Their work demonstrated the e↵ects

of high particle concentrations and the associated jamming that prevents the particles to

stratify.

From the reported studies we now understand that stratifying phenomena in a drying suspen-

sion containing a bidisperse mixture of neutral particles depend on several factors including

the evaporation rate of the solvent, the initial volume fractions of the particles, the particle

size ratio, and the interactions between the particles [18, 20, 23–25]. The ZJD model predicts
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that for the initial volume fractions only that of the smaller particles matters [24]. However,

in previous simulations [16–18, 20, 23, 25] and theory [24] the solvent was treated as an

implicit, uniform viscous background. Very recently, Sear and Warren used the Asakura-

Oosawa model to study the drift of a large particle in a solute (i.e., small particle) gradient

[28, 29], taking into account the contribution from the solvent back-flow to the pressure

gradient, and showed that the analyses of Fortini et al. and the ZJD model based on an

implicit solvent overestimate the drift velocity of large particles roughly by a factor of ↵2

[29]. With this correction, their prediction is that “small-on-top” stratification occurs only

when Pes�s & 1. Therefore, the threshold of Pes driving a system into the “small-on-top”

regime at a given �s is higher than the ZJD prediction roughly by a factor of ↵2, which

may provide an explanation of the finding of Makepeace et al. that the ZJD model tends to

over-predict stratification [25]. Hereafter we refer the work of Sear and Warren as the SW

model. In another recent work [30], Sear applied a gelation model originally developed by

Okuzono and Doi for the drying of a polymer film [31] to stratifying phenomena and consid-

ered the jamming of particles at high volume fractions and the resulting dynamic arrest of

particle motion, which occur when the accumulation of particles near a receding liquid-vapor

interface surpasses the jamming point. In the Sear model, “small-on-top” stratification only

occurs for a finite range of �s: 0.64/Pes < �s < 0.2. These studies thus point to the im-

portance of including a solvent explicitly when studying the drying of a particle suspension.

Furthermore, all the theoretical models developed so far are based on isothermal systems

but a previous work revealed that temperature and density gradients can emerge in a fast

evaporating liquid [32], whose roles in stratifying phenomena are unclear.

To fill the gap, in Chapter 2 we use large scale molecular dynamics simulations with an

explicit solvent model to investigate the e↵ects of the evaporation rate of the solvent and the

volume fractions of the nanoparticles on the nanoparticle distribution in a drying film. We
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examine the density profiles of the solvent and nanoparticles as a function of time. An order

parameter is then defined to quantify the degree of stratification and three possible states,

“small-on-top”, “large-on-top”, and “uniform”, can be identified using the order parameter.

A state diagram in the plane of Pes and �s is constructed and compared to the predictions of

the ZJD model, the SW model, and the Sear model. Our results show that “small-on-top”

stratification can occur when Pes�s & c with c ⇠ 1.

In the simulations discussed in Chapter 2, only a layer of the solvent adjacent to the bottom

substrate is thermalized at a given temperature during solvent evaporation, mimicking a

typical experimental situation in which the substrate is held at a constant temperature. For

such systems, evaporative cooling at the surface of the suspension makes the temperature

at the liquid-vapor interface lower than that in the bulk. As a result, a negative temper-

ature gradient is generated from the bulk to the interface in the normal direction of the

film. The di↵usion of nanoparticles is a↵ected by this thermal gradient, a process termed

thermophoresis. In particular, we find that the larger the nanoparticles, the stronger their

tendency to migrate toward a cooler region. Therefore, for the systems studied in Chapter

2, themophoresis has a net e↵ect of pushing a larger fraction of larger nanoparticles toward

the liquid-vapor interface during evaporation. Thermophoresis is thus at competition with

di↵usiophoresis that yields “small-on-top”. This competition explains our observation that

only weak “small-on-top” stratification was found in the systems studied in Chapter 2. At

extremely high evaporation rates, evaporative cooling can be significant, resulting in large

thermal gradients and strong thermophoresis that can dominate di↵usiophoresis and drive

the system into “larger-on-top” instead of “small-on-top” predicted by the di↵usiophoretic

models [20, 24, 29, 30].

The results in Chapter 2 indicate that if a positive thermal gradient, instead of a negative

one induced by the evaporative cooling e↵ect, is present in a drying suspension (i.e., if the
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temperature at the liquid-vapor interface is higher than that in the bulk of the suspension),

then the associated thermophoresis will push a larger fraction of larger nanoparticles away

from the interface as the temperature there is higher. As a result, themophoresis and di↵u-

siophoresis will work in synergy and lead to enhanced “small-on-top” stratification. However,

if a negative thermal gradient is tuned such that thermophoresis and di↵usiophoresis cancel

out each other, then a dry film with a uniform distribution of nanoparticles can be obtained.

In Chapter 3, we demonstrate this strategy and show that a thermal gradient imposed on

a drying suspension can be used to control the distribution of nanoparticles in the dry film.

“Larger-on-top”, “small-on-top”, and uniform distributions can be produced with an appro-

priate choice of the thermal gradient. We also discuss experimental approaches to achieve

various thermal gradients in a drying particle suspension.

The explicit solvent models in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are powerful in terms of revealing

the fundamental physics underlying the drying process of a particle suspension. However,

simulations based on such models require a huge amount of computational resources, which

limit the size and time of a system that can be modeled. To overcome these limitations,

it is desirable to use alternative approaches to model a drying process. One possibility is

to map an explicit solvent system to an implicit one by treating the solvent as a uniform

viscous background. The liquid-vapor interface is then replaced by a potential barrier that

confines all the particles in the suspension. As the physical foundation of this mapping, it

is crucial to understand the capillary force experienced by a spherical particle when it is

displaced out of its equilibrium position at a liquid-vapor interface. To this end, a complete

theory is needed on a meniscus on the outside of a cylinder that is vertically aligned and

penetrates a liquid-vapor interface. We fulfill these two tasks in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5,

respectively. Our analyses show that a harmonic potential can be approximately used to

describe the confining e↵ect of a liquid-vapor interface on a spherical particle, with a spring
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constant that depends on the particle radius, the interfacial tension, and the lateral span of

the interface. Such a relationship was also discovered earlier by Joanny and de Gennes for a

pinned contact line [33].

In Chapter 6, we map an explicit solvent system to an implicit one and compared the

behavior of the two systems during drying. We find that comparable stratification occurs

in both models when the suspensions are dried quickly. Our results thus justify the usage

of implicit solvent models for particle suspensions. We also discuss the potential limitations

and pitfalls of the implicit solvent approach. In Chapter 7, we apply an implicit solvent

model to the drying of various soft matter solutions, including a solution film of a mixture

of polymers and nanoparticles, a suspension droplet of bidisperse nanoparticles, a solution

droplet of a polymer blend, and a solution droplet of diblock copolymers. A rich set of

structures after drying is discovered.

In Chapter 8, we summarize all the studies presented in this thesis. A brief discussion about

the limitations of our work is provided. An outlook is included on the future of possible

research on drying particle suspensions.



Chapter 2

Stratification in drying bidisperse

nanoparticle suspensions

This chapter is part of our publication [34]:

Yanfei Tang, Gary. S. Grest, and Shengfeng Cheng, “Stratification in drying films contain-

ing bidisperse mixtures of nanoparticles.” Langmuir 34, 7161 (2018). Copyright (2018) by

American Chemical Society.

I designed and built all the models for molecular dynamics simulations. Dr. Grest ran

all the simulations. I performed all the data analyses and prepared figures. All authors

contributed to the writing of this paper. My contributions to this paper were under Dr.

Cheng’s supervision.
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we report large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the drying of

bidisperse particle suspensions, with the solvent modeled explicitly. The model is built upon

an earlier model of monodisperse nanoparticle suspensions developed by Cheng and Grest

[35] to study the evaporation-induced self-assembly of nanoparticles. To span regimes from

Pel � Pes � 1 to Pel � 1 & Pes, we use nanoparticles with diameters 20 and 5 times of

that of the solvent. In particular, we focus on the role of the evaporation rate (i.e., Pes)

and the volume fraction of the smaller nanoparticles, �s, in controlling the distribution of

nanoparticles in the resulting dry films.

2.2 Methods

The solvent is modeled by beads with a mass m interacting through a standard Lennard-

Jones (LJ) potential, ULJ(r) = 4✏ [(�/r)12 � (�/r)6 � (�/rc)12 + (�/rc)6], where r is the dis-

tance between the centers of two beads, ✏ the unit of energy, and � the diameter of beads.

The interaction is truncated at rc = 3.0�. The nanoparticles are modeled as a uniform

distribution of LJ particles of a mass density 1.0m/�
3. The diameter of a large nanoparticle

(LNP) is dl = 20� and of a small nanoparticle (SNP) is ds = 5�. The mass is ml = 4188.8m

and ms = 65.4m, respectively, for LNPs and SNPs. The nanoparticle-nanoparticle interac-

tion potential, Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13), can be determined analytically by integrating over

all the interacting LJ particles within the two nanoparticles [36, 37]. The same Hamaker

constant Ann = 39.48✏ sets the strength of interaction between all the nanoparticles. To

avoid flocculation [38, 39], we set the nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions to be purely

repulsive by truncating the potential at 20.574�, 13.086�, and 5.595�, respectively, for the
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LNP/LNP, LNP/SNP, and SNP/SNP pairs. The interaction between a solvent bead and a

nanoparticle, Eq. (7.11), can be described similarly with an integrated LJ potential. We

set the interaction strength between the solvent and the nanoparticles as Ans = 100✏ and

truncate the potential at d/2 + 4� where d is the nanoparticle diameter. As a result, both

the LNPs and SNPs are fully solvated by the solvent [40].

All the solvent beads are placed in a rectangular simulation box with dimensions Lx⇥Ly⇥Lz,

where Lx = 201�, Ly = 201�, and Lz = 477�. These beads form a liquid film with a thickness

H ⇠ 300� (see Table 2.1 for the value of H in each system), which serves as the solvent,

and a vapor phase above it. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the x-y plane,

in which the liquid-vapor interface is located. The nanoparticles are randomly dispersed in

the liquid solvent and the system is equilibrated before evaporation is turned on. All the

particles are confined between two flat walls at z = 0 and z = Lz via a LJ 9-3 potential,

UW (h) = ✏W [(2/15)(D/h)9 � (D/h)3 � (2/15)(D/hc)9 + (D/hc)3], where ✏W = 2.0✏ is the

interaction strength, D the characteristic length, h the distance between the center of the

particle and the wall, and hc the cuto↵. We set D = � and hc = 3� (0.8583�) at the lower

(upper) wall for the solvent/wall interactions; the upper wall is thus repulsive for the solvent.

For the nanoparticle/wall interactions we set D = d/2 and hc = 0.8583D at both walls to

make them purely repulsive for all the nanoparticles.

All simulations were performed with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

Simulator (LAMMPS) [41]. The equations of motion were integrated using a velocity-Verlet

algorithm with a time step �t = 0.01⌧ , where ⌧ = �(m/✏)1/2 is the time unit. During the

equilibration, Langevin dynamics were applied to all the particles with a damping constant

� = 0.1⌧�1 at a reduced temperature T = 1.0✏/kB. We equilibrated the system for at least

4⇥ 105⌧ so that all the nanoparticles were well dispersed in the solvent. In the evaporation

runs, the Langevin thermostat was applied only for the solvent and the nanoparticles within
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10� of the lower wall [32]. The evaporation was implemented by removing the vapor beads

in the deletion zone [Lz � 100�, Lz], which was about 70� away from the equilibrium liquid-

vapor interface. The evaporation rate was controlled by varying the rate at which the vapor

beads in the deletion zone were removed from the system. As the initial thickness of the

liquid film is about 300� and we only focus on the range of drying where the film is still

more than half of its initial thickness, the distance from the thermalized layer to the liquid-

vapor interface is thus at least 140�. This separation is more than su�cient to ensure that

the evaporating behavior at the interface is not a↵ected by the thermostat employed in our

simulations [32, 42].

2.3 Results and discussion

Table 2.1: Parameters for the fifteen systems studied.

System Nl Ns �l �s H/� ⇣ v⌧/� Pel Pes
�0.011R30 200 1920 0.072 0.011 289.2 30 1.14⇥10�3 109.7 27.4
�0.011R5 200 1920 0.072 0.011 289.2 5 2.05⇥10�4 19.7 4.9
�0.034R30 200 6400 0.068 0.034 304.4 30 1.13⇥10�3 114.3 28.6
�0.034R5 200 6400 0.068 0.034 304.4 5 2.04⇥10�4 20.7 5.2
�0.034R1 200 6400 0.068 0.034 304.4 1 4.33⇥10�5 4.4 1.1
�0.068R30 200 12800 0.068 0.068 306.5 30 1.04⇥10�3 105.9 26.5
�0.068R5 200 12800 0.068 0.068 306.5 5 2.03⇥10�4 20.8 5.2
�0.068R1 200 12800 0.068 0.068 306.5 1 4.21⇥10�5 4.3 1.1
�0.10R30 200 19200 0.067 0.10 309.7 30 8.69⇥10�4 89.7 22.4
�0.10R5 200 19200 0.067 0.10 309.7 5 1.96⇥10�4 20.2 5.1
�0.10R1 200 19200 0.067 0.10 309.7 1 4.15⇥10�5 4.3 1.1
�0.13R30 200 25600 0.067 0.13 307.2 30 7.61⇥10�4 78.0 19.5
�0.13R5 200 25600 0.067 0.13 307.2 5 1.91⇥10�4 19.6 4.9
�0.16R20 200 32000 0.065 0.16 317.8 20 6.37⇥10�4 67.5 16.9
�0.16R5 200 32000 0.065 0.16 317.8 5 1.85⇥10�4 19.6 4.9

All of our simulations have Nl = 200 large nanoparticles (LNPs) of a diameter dl = 20�,

where � is the unit of length. The small nanoparticles (SNPs) have a diameter ds = 5� and
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their number, Ns, is varied from 1920 to 32000. Further details of the simulations are given

in the Methods section 2.2. All the nanoparticles are initially dispersed in a liquid consisting

of Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles of a size � in equilibrium with its vapor in a rectangular box

with dimensions Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz, where Lx = 201�, Ly = 201�, and Lz = 477�. The number

of LJ particles vary from about 7⇥ 106 for Ns = 1920 to about 5⇥ 106 for Ns = 32000. The

initial volume fraction of nanoparticles is �i ⌘ ⇡Nid
3
i
/(6LxLyH), where i 2 {l, s} and H is

the film thickness at equilibrium. Evaporation of the solvent is implemented by removing the

LJ particles in the deletion zone [Lz � 100�, Lz] [32]. The evaporation rate is controlled by

setting the number of particles, ⇣, removed every ⌧ , where ⌧ is the LJ unit of time. When the

solvent evaporates into a vacuum, the evaporation rate is initially very high (⇣ ⇠ 600), then

decreases with time, and finally reaches a plateau value corresponding to ⇣ ⇠ 20–30, which

slightly depends on �s [32]. For the drying nanoparticle suspensions studied in this chapter,

we set ⇣ constant and the values of ⇣ are varied to span very fast evaporation (⇣ = 20 or

30) to the slowest evaporation rate (⇣ = 1) accessible with current computational resources.1

We label each system as ��sR⇣ using the values of �s and ⇣. For each system we directly

follow the location of the liquid-vapor interface during evaporation and compute ve, which

quantifies the speed of evaporation. For di↵usion constants, we take Dl = 3⇥10�3
�
2
/⌧ from

our previous study [35] and assume Ds = Dldl/ds = ↵Dl. The values of Péclet numbers

can then be estimated. In particular, Pes =
Hve
Ds

⇡
ve

4⇥10�5�/⌧
. For the systems studied here,

ve ⇡ 4⇣⇥10�5
�/⌧ . As a result, the values of ⇣ and Pes are close, the latter of which can thus

be roughly read from the subscript of R in the system label ��sR⇣ . Then Pel = ↵Pes = 4Pes.

All the systems and parameters are listed in Table 2.1.

Snapshots of 4 nanoparticle suspensions under various evaporation rates are shown in Fig. 2.1.

These 4 are picked as they are representative to demonstrate how the distribution of nanopar-

1The simulation results with ⇣ = 30 or 20 are very close to those obtained with the solvent evaporating
into a vacuum.
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ticles in a drying film changes when the evaporation rate (i.e., Pes) and �s are varied. Snap-

shots of the other 11 systems can be found in the Appendix A. We first focus on the systems

�0.10R30, �0.10R5, and �0.10R1 with Ns = 19200 [Figs. 2.1(a)-(c)] and investigate the role of

evaporation rates. For the ultrafast evaporating system �0.10R30, the SNPs quickly accu-

mulate and form a dense skin layer near the liquid-vapor interface, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a).

However, the LNPs are also found to accumulate just below this interfacial layer of SNPs.

When the evaporation rate is reduced by a factor of 6 in the system �0.10R5, the skin layer of

SNPs becomes less distinct, though the SNPs still accumulate near the interface, as shown in

Fig. 2.1(b). In this case the extent of accumulation for the LNPs just below the surface layer

of SNPs diminishes significantly. As a result, the “small-on-top” stratification is enhanced

in �0.10R5, in which the solvent evaporates more slowly than in �0.10R30. This trend is not

predicted by the existing theories [20, 24], which anticipate that “small-on-top” stratifica-

tion should be suppressed and become less distinct when the evaporation rate is reduced.

Below we will show that this unexpected behavior results from the density gradients of the

solvent that develop during evaporation. When the evaporation rate is further reduced by a

factor of 5 in the system �0.10R1, the accumulation of nanoparticles near the interface almost

disappears and the LNPs and SNPs are uniformly distributed in the drying film, as shown

in Fig. 2.1(c).

Figure 2.1(d) shows the system �0.034R5, which has the same evaporation rate as �0.10R5

[Fig. 2.1(b)], but �s is smaller by a factor of 3. Compared to �0.10R5, the surface accumulation

of SNPs during solvent evaporation is weaker and the enrichment of LNPs near the receding

interface is much stronger in �0.034R5.

To further quantify how the distributions of the solvent, LNPs, and SNPs evolve during

evaporation, we plot their density profiles in Fig. 2.2 at various times corresponding to the

snapshots in Fig. 2.1. The density profiles for the remaining 11 systems can be found in the
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Figure 2.1: Snapshots of the systems during evaporation for (a) �0.10R30, (b) �0.10R5, (c)
�0.10R1, and (d) �0.034R5. Time is indicated below each snapshot with t = 0⌧ for the
equilibrium state prior to evaporation. Corresponding density profiles are plotted in Fig. 2.2.
Color code: LNPs (orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue). For clarity, only 5% of the
solvent beads are visualized. In the last frame the volume fractions of nanoparticles are: (a)
�l = 0.15, �s = 0.23; (b) �l = 0.11, �s = 0.16; (c) �l = 0.080, �s = 0.12; (d) �l = 0.11,
�s = 0.057.
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Appendix A. The density is defined as ⇢i(z) = ni(z)mi/(LxLy�z), where ni(z) represents the

number of i-type particles in the spatial bin [z��z/2, z+�z/2] with the bin width �z = 1.0�

and mi is the mass of i-type particles. The unit of density is thus m/�
3. For a nanoparticle

occupying several bins, we partition the nanoparticle mass to bins based on the partial volume

of the nanoparticle enclosed by each bin. For computing the solvent density, the solvent

particles are treated as point masses and the excluded volume occupied by nanoparticles in

each spatial bin is subtracted.2 To understand the density profiles of the solvent, we also

include in Fig. 2.2 (top row) the corresponding local temperature, T (z), which is computed

as the mean kinetic energy of solvent beads in the spacial bin [z�2.5�, z+2.5�]. The results

clearly show evaporative cooling, especially for ultrafast evaporation rates, which leads to

negative temperature gradients in the liquid solvent. The calculation of temperature in an

evaporating system, which is out of equilibrium, as well as the fact that T (z) has a minimum

at the liquid-vapor interface, is discussed in detail in Ref. [32].

Figure 2.2 shows quantitatively the trends that are qualitatively identified from Fig. 2.1. It

is noted that for all the systems at equilibrium there is always a slight density peak near

the liquid-vapor interface for the SNPs since they are smaller and their centers can get

closer to the interface. When the solvent evaporates very fast, both the LNPs and SNPs

are found to accumulate near the interface, as shown in Figs. 2.2(c) and (d) for �0.10R30.

When the evaporation rate is reduced, the SNPs still accumulate near the interface but the

LNPs are almost uniformly distributed in the region below the surface layer where SNPs are

concentrated [Figs. 2.2(g) and (h)]. As a result, the “small-on-top” stratification becomes

more significant for �0.10R5. This change is accompanied by a change of the density profile

of the solvent as the evaporation rate is reduced. As shown in Fig. 2.2(b) for �0.10R30 with

a ultrafast evaporation rate, the solvent density increases significantly at the liquid-vapor

2The radius of the spherical excluded volume of a SNP (LNP) is determined to be 3.12� (10.6�) which
is 0.62� (0.6�) larger than its nominal radius.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature profile during evaporation (top row) and density profiles for the
solvent (second row), LNPs (third row), and SNPs (bottom row) for �0.10R30: (a)–(d),
�0.10R5: (e)–(h), �0.10R1: (i)–(l), and �0.034R5: (m)–(p). For each system, each set of curves
of the same color corresponds to the snapshot with time indicated in the same color in
Fig. 2.1. The vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface. For
clarity, the density profiles for LNPs (SNPs) are shifted upward by 0.1m/�

3 (0.2m/�
3)

successively. The inset in (p) shows a weakly negative gradient of SNP density for �0.034R5

at time t = 6⇥ 105⌧ with a dashed horizontal reference line.

interface due to strong evaporative cooling [Fig. 2.2(a)], leading to a large positive gradient

of the density profile. The gradients are much smaller for �0.10R5 with a smaller evaporation

rate [Figs. 2.2(e) and (f)]. In the systems studied here, the nanoparticles are well solvated

and form a uniform dispersion in equilibrium prior to solvent evaporation. A density gradient

of the solvent that develops during evaporation induces a chemical potential gradient, which

drives nanoparticles to regions with a higher solvent density. Our simulations thus indicate

a phoretic e↵ect on nanoparticle motion when the solvent evaporates ultrafast. Hereafter we
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use the term “thermophoresis” to denote the drift of nanoparticles under a density gradient

of the solvent, which is caused by the thermal gradient in the evaporating solvent [43].

A disscusion about thermophoresis of nanoparticles is in Appendices B. A similar e↵ect

associated with the density gradients of polymers was observed in our previous work where

a polymer solution containing nanoparticles underwent drying [44].

As the solvent evaporates, the liquid-vapor interface recedes and the nanoparticles with

Pe > 1 have a tendency to accumulate near the interface. When the SNPs are the major

phase and their accumulation at the interface leads to a concentration gradient that is large

enough, the LNPs are pushed away by an osmotic pressure induced by the gradient of SNP

concentration. This di↵usiophoretic mechanism is underlying the current physical models of

“small-on-top” stratification [20, 24, 29, 30]. However, a positive gradient of solvent density

can develop during evaporation because of evaporative cooling of the liquid-vapor interface

and its magnitude is large when evaporation is ultrafast. This gradient of solvent density

tends to drive all nanoparticles to the interface, but the thermophoretic e↵ect is stronger

for LNPs than for SNPs (see the Appendix B for direct evidence of this behavior). The

net e↵ect of the positive gradient of solvent density is thus to push more LNPs toward the

interfacial region. The competition between thermophoresis favoring more LNPs near the

interface and a fast receding interface, which leads to SNP concentration at the interface and

pushes LNPs out of this region via di↵usiophoresis, is the key to understand our results. For

ultrafast evaporation (⇣ = 30), thermophoresis is significant and we observe an accumulation

of LNPs just below the skin layer of SNPs, as in the system �0.10R30 [Figs. 2.2(c) and (d)].

When the evaporation rate is reduced to ⇣ = 5 as in the system �0.10R5, the density gradient

of the solvent, as well as the temperature gradient, is much smaller [Figs. 2.2(f) and (e)],

which cannot overcome the concentration gradient of SNPs any more in terms of transporting

LNPs. Therefore, thermophoresis is strongly suppressed and the LNPs do not accumulate
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near the interface in �0.10R5, resulting in stronger “small-on-top” stratification [Figs. 2.2(g)

and (h)].

That the solvent density develops a positive gradient in the interfacial region during ultrafast

evaporation is due to strong evaporative cooling at the interface [32], as shown in Fig. 2.2

(top row). In this case the di↵usion of the solvent toward the interface is driven by a

temperature gradient. Evaporative cooling also makes nanoparticles to di↵use more slowly

near the receding interface, which increases the Péclet numbers of those nanoparticles. This

e↵ect is stronger for higher evaporation rates which lead to stronger evaporative cooling.

The Péclet numbers used in this chapter are defined with the di↵usion constants in the

solvent at the bulk temperature and are thus the lower bounds of actual values. However,

this simplification does not a↵ect the results and conclusions presented in this chapter, as

discussed in more detail later.

When the evaporation rate is reduced, the degree of interfacial cooling decreases. More

examples of the temperature profile at various evaporation rates are included in the Appendix

A. For low evaporation rates, the thermal conduction in the suspension is fast enough to

maintain a uniform temperature profile and the density profile of the solvent is almost flat.

This situation is realized in the system �0.10R1 [Figs. 2.2(i)–(l)], where evaporation is not fast

enough to enable SNPs to accumulate at the interface and there is no density gradient of the

solvent to drive nanoparticles into the interfacial region either. As a result, the nanoparticles

are almost uniformly distributed in the drying film for �0.10R1.

Comparison of �0.10R5 with Ns = 19200 and �0.034R5 with Ns = 6400 shows the e↵ect of

the initial volume fraction of SNPs, �s, on the evaporation-induced stratification. In both

cases the evaporation rate is the same (⇣ = 5) and the density gradients of the solvent

and the temperature gradients are similar [Figs. 2.2(e), (f), (m), and (n)]. However, the

interfacial region in which SNPs are accumulated is wider for �0.10R5 which has a larger �s
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[compare Figs. 2.2(h) and (p)]. In �0.10R5 the LNPs are almost uniformly distributed in the

region below the SNP-rich skin layer [Fig. 2.2(g)], even though Pel � 1. The underlying

reason is that the di↵usiophoretic force due to the gradient of SNP concentration, which

drives the LNPs away from the interface, almost balances the thermophoretic force from

the small positive gradient of solvent density, which pushes the LNPs toward the interface.

For �0.034R5 which has a much smaller �s, however, there is a strong accumulation of LNPs

near the interface [Fig. 2.2(o)], as �s is too small to yield a noticeable gradient of SNP

concentration that is needed to balance the gradient of solvent density. In other words, �s is

too small to enable di↵usiophoresis to neutralize thermophoresis. In the late stage of drying,

the distribution of SNPs in �0.034R5 even shows a negative gradient and ⇢s(z) decreases

slightly toward the interface [Fig. 2.2(p) and inset], indicating “large-on-top” stratification.

This trend is qualitatively consistent with the prediction of the existing theories that a

transition from “small-on-top” to “large-on-top” will occur when �s is reduced [24, 29, 30].

Presently, there is actually no universally adopted criterion on how to identify and quantify

stratification. In experiments, especially in those using surface characterization such as

AFM measurements, an excess of small particles at the top surface is taken as a signature of

“small-on-top” stratification as it is di�cult to probe depth profiles of particle concentrations

[25, 26]. However, this criterion is not suitable for our simulations as an excess of SNPs at

the surface of the film even occurs in equilibrium. In theory, a “small-on-top” state is

usually defined as the one in which large particles have a negative concentration gradient

going toward the surface of the film [24, 25]. Here, to obtain a quantitative measure of the

degree of stratification, we use the full concentration profile of nanoparticles and compute

the average positions of SNPs and LNPs along the z direction (i.e., normal to the film) as

hzii =
1
Ni

NiP
n=1

zin with i 2 {l, s}, as well as the average separation hzli � hzsi. The results are

shown in Figs. 2.3. At equilibrium, both hzli and hzsi are very close to H/2, where H ⌘ H(0)
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Figure 2.3: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against the extent of drying, quantified as (H�H(t))/H, for (a) LNPs
and (b) SNPs. Panel (c) shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs, normalized
by H(t)/2, as a function of the extent of drying. Data are for �0.10R30 (red circles), �0.10R5

(blue triangles), �0.10R1 (green squares), and �0.034R5 (orange diamonds).
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is the equilibrium film thickness. If the i-type nanoparticles are accumulated (depleted) near

the liquid-vapor interface during evaporation, then hzii becomes larger (smaller) than H(t)/2

with H(t) as the film thickness at time t. In Figs. 2.3(a) and (b) we plot hzli �H(t)/2 and

hzsi �H(t)/2, all normalized by H(t)/2, against (H �H(t))/H, which quantifies the extent

of drying. Fig. 2.3(a) clearly shows that the LNPs accumulate near the interface for �0.10R30

(faster evaporation) and �0.034R5 (smaller �s), while they are depleted near the interface in

the late stage of drying for �0.10R5 (reduced evaporation rate, larger �s). Fig. 2.3(b) shows

in the early stage of drying, the SNPs always accumulate near the receding interface, even

for Pes ' 1 as in �0.10R1.

In Fig. 2.3(c), we plot hzli � hzsi, normalized by H(t)/2, as a function of (H � H(t))/H.

A “small-on-top” stratifying state corresponds to hzli � hzsi < 0 while a “large-on-top”

case has hzli � hzsi > 0. A larger negative (positive) value of hzli � hzsi indicates stronger

small-on-top (large-on-top) stratification. If the distribution of nanoparticles in the film is

uniform, then hzli � hzsi ' 0. Our analyses show that the classification scheme adopted

here yields results consistent with those based on concentration gradients of particles. To be

consistent with the criteria used in the ZJD and SW models [24, 29], we focus on the range

of drying up to H(t) = H/2 and regard the state at this stage as the stratification outcome.

Fig. 2.3(c) shows that “small-on-top” only emerges at late times for �0.10R30 but occurs very

quickly for �0.10R5. It is clear that “small-on-top” stratification is enhanced as Pes is reduced

(�0.10R30 ! �0.10R5). When Pes is reduced further, a “small-on-top” to “uniform” transition

occurs (�0.10R5 ! �0.10R1). When �s is reduced at a given Pes, there is a transition from

“small-on-top” to “large-on-top” (�0.10R5 ! �0.034R30: �s changes from 0.10 to 0.034).

In Fig. 2.4, all 15 systems studied here are included in the state diagram in the Pes–�s plane,

and compared to the predictions of the ZJD model [24], the SW model [29], and the Sear

model [30]. The 4 systems shown in Figs.2.1–2.3 are already classified. The identification
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Figure 2.4: The state diagram for the 15 systems studied here with the predictions of the ZJD
model [24], the SW model [29], and the Sear model [30]. The systems showing “small-on-top”
or “large-on-top” stratification are indicated by upward or downward triangles, respectively.
The systems that do not show stratified distributions of nanoparticles are designated as
“uniform” and indicated with squares. The ZJD model predicts that “small-on-top” occurs
when Pes & 1/(↵2

�s)� 1 (black dashed line) and “uniform” occurs when Pes < 1/↵ (brown
dashed line). The SW model predicts that “small-on-top” occurs when Pes & 2/�s (red
dash-dotted line). The Sear model predicts that “small-on-top” occurs only for a finite
range of �s, corresponding to 0.64/Pes < �s < 0.20 (purple dotted line).
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of the stratifying outcome for the remaining 11 systems is included in the Appendix A.

In our simulations, only 4 systems show “small-on-top” stratification, including �0.10R30,

�0.10R5, �0.13R30, and �0.16R20. Other 4 systems have a uniform distribution of nanoparticles

after drying, including �0.068R1, �0.10R1, �0.13R5, and �0.16R5. The remaining 7 exhibit

“large-on-top” stratification. Note that all systems simulated here are in the “small-on-top”

regime predicted by the ZJD model. However, the simulation data show that “small-on-top”

stratification only occurs at Pes and �s much higher than the threshold value from the ZJD

model that predicts ↵2(Pes + 1)�s > 1. The comparison thus indicates that the ZJD model

significantly overestimates “small-on-top” stratification, in agreement with Makepeace et al.

[25] and Sear and Warren [29].

As discussed before, the Péclet numbers used to construct Fig. 2.4 are the lower bounds. If

the temperature dependence of the di↵usion constants were accounted for, then the actual

Péclet numbers might even be higher especially for high evaporation rates (i.e., for ⇣ = 30

or 5), shifting the corresponding data points in Fig. 2.4 upward. Furthermore, the amount

of shift is very small as the Péclet numbers enter Fig. 2.4 on a logarithmic scale. As a result,

Fig. 2.4 and the discussion below are not a↵ected by the simplification adopted here that

the Péclet numbers are defined using the di↵usion constants in the solvent thermalized at

T = 1.0✏/kB (see Methods section for more details) and ignoring their potential variation

during evaporation because of evaporative cooling.

It is challenging to distinguish the SWmodel and the Sear model using our simulation results.

The SW model predicts that the “small-on-top” regime roughly corresponds to Pes & 2/�s

[29]. Our data fit to this prediction reasonably well with 3 systems exhibiting “small-on-

top” as expected by the SW model. This agreement indicates that the explicit solvent model

used here has successfully captured the back-flow of the solvent when nanoparticles drift,

as emphasized in the SW model. This back-flow largely cancels out the osmotic pressure
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on LNPs from the concentration gradient of SNPs. As a result, much larger Pes and �s

are needed to drive a system into the “small-on-top” regime. However, our simulations

also indicate that the solvent develops negative temperature and positive density gradients

for ultrafast evaporation because of evaporative cooling at the interface. The presence of

thermophoretic e↵ects associated with these density gradients can explain the deviation of the

simulation results from the prediction of the SW model. For example, the system �0.10R5 is

predicted to be in the “large-on-top” regime but actually shows “small-on-top” stratification,

which as discussed earlier is due to thermophoresis of nanoparticles from the density gradient

of the solvent. As another example, the systems �0.068R30 is at the boundary of the “small-

on-top” regime according to the SW model. However, for this ultrafast evaporating system

the large positive gradient of solvent density pushes LNPs toward the interface much more

strongly than SNPs, i.e., thermophoresis is significant. Consequently, �0.068R30 shows clear

“large-on-top” stratification.

Our data also seem to be roughly consistent with the Sear model [30], which predicts that

“small-on-top” stratification only occurs when 0.64/Pes < �s < 0.2. Fig. 2.4 shows that

the 4 “small-on-top” systems identified in our simulations are roughly consistent with this

prediction. However, �0.068R30 and �0.034R30 are in the “small-on-top” regime predicted by

the Sear model, but actually are identified as “large-on-top” in our simulations. In these

systems where �s is small, the thermophoretic e↵ects from the density gradients of the solvent

dominate, which push LNPs toward the interface strongly and drive the systems into the

“large-on-top” regime.

Both the SW and Sear models predict that the boundary of the “small-on-top” regime is

roughly at Pes�s & c with c at the order of 1 [29, 30]. This prediction is supported by

our simulation results. To test the Sear model further, one would need data for �s > 0.2.

However, with the present model, if �s is too large, some SNPs move into the vapor during
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evaporation.3 At present, the regime of very high volume fractions of SNPs remains an open

problem.

Limitations of the computational model used here should be noted. The SNPs in this study

have a diameter about 5 times of the size of the solvent particle. If we denote the Péclet

number of the solvent as Pe0, then Pe0 ' Pes/5. In our simulations, Pes varies from about

1 to 30. As a result, Pe0 is about 0.2 to 6. In most experiments, Pe0 is much less than 0.1.

This comparison indicates our simulations are all in the ultrafast evaporation regime from

an experimental perspective.

Similar conclusions can be drawn if we examine the receding speed of the liquid-vapor in-

terface, ve. The lowest value of v in our simulations is ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�5
�/⌧ . With a typical

value of �/⌧ at 100 m/s, this speed is about 4 mm/s in simulations. For water evaporating

under ambient conditions, v is typically about 0.1 µm/s. Recently, Utgenannt et al. used

infrared radiation to speed up the evaporation of water and increased v to about 2 µm/s

[10]. In the experiment of Luo et al., v is about 2.5 µm/s [22]. Even so, the value of v in our

simulations is still about 2⇥103 times larger than that in the experiments. This large factor

can be understood as follows. In a typical experiment on the drying of particle suspensions,

the thickness of films is usually around 0.1 to 1 mm. However, in our simulations, the film

thickness is about 300�, or 150 nm if we set � = 0.5 nm. To achieve the same Péclet num-

ber, Pe ⌘ vH/D, the value of v in our simulations has to be larger than that in a typical

experiment by a factor of about 103 to 104. However, if a drying experiment was performed

on a liquid film with submicron thickness containing nanoparticles, the evaporation rates

(i.e., the values of v) would have to be similar to those studied here in order to drive the sys-

tem into the regime where “small-on-top” stratification might occur. Density/temperature

gradients are expected to develop in such liquid films that undergo ultrafast drying and the

3We have observed that some SNPs (⇠ 500) moved into the vapor during solvent evaporation for �s = 0.13
and 0.16. These SNPs are exlcuded from the analyses presented here.
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thermophoretic e↵ects found in our simulations may become experimentally relevant.

The solvent in this study is modeled as a LJ liquid at temperature T = 1.0✏/kB, where ✏

is the unit of energy (see the Methods section). This temperature is about 0.9Tc, where Tc

is the critical temperature of a LJ liquid. At this temperature the solvent can evaporate

extremely fast, which leads to strong evaporative cooling and large density gradients near

the interface. For water with Tc = 647 K, this condition would correspond to a temperature

around 600 K and a pressure around 120 atm to maintain a liquid-vapor coexistence at this

temperature. If water evaporates at 600 K into a vacuum, then the evaporation rate and the

corresponding receding speed of the interface will be comparable to those in our simulations.

The density gradients of the liquid are also expected to emerge in such systems.

In order to design MD simulations of the drying of nanoparticle suspensions that are more

comparable to typical experiments, one would need to decrease v, but keep Pes ⇠ 1. One

viable possibility is to decrease the di↵usion constant of nanoparticles. For example, larger

particles can be used but they would require more solvent particles to form suspensions,

rendering very big systems that may be inaccessible with current computational resources.

Another way is to make the solvent more viscous with regard to the di↵usion of nanoparticles

but to maintain the liquid-vapor coexistence, which is needed for the evaporation process

to be fast enough to be modeled via MD. Several options include tuning the nanoparticle-

solvent interactions to slow down the di↵usion of nanoparticles or adding other solutes such

as polymer chains into the suspension to increase its viscosity. The nanoparticle-nanoparticle

interactions are another factor that may be explored. In this chapter to be consistent with

most theoretical models based on hard spheres, we set the direct nanoparticle-nanoparticle

interactions to be purely repulsive, though there exist weak solvent-mediated attractions

between nanoparticles. It is interesting to see how the outcome of drying changes when

nanoparticles strongly attract each other. All these remain potential directions for future
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studies.

2.4 Conclusion

MD simulations with an explicit solvent are reported on the drying of bidisperse nanoparticle

suspensions and indicate that “small-on-top” stratification occurs when the evaporation rate

(quantified by the Péclet numbers of the nanoparticles: Pel and Pes) and the volume fraction

of the smaller particles (�s) are large enough. Boundary of the “small-on-top” regime is found

to be roughly Pes�s & c with c ⇠ 1, consistent with the SW model (c = 2) [29] and the Sear

model (c = 0.64) [30]. In the Pes–�s plane, this boundary is to the right of and above the

boundary, roughly Pes�s & ↵
�2 for small �s, predicted by the ZJD model that treats the

solvent as an implicit viscous background [24]. The two predictions di↵er roughly by a factor

of ↵2, which can be quite large if the particle size ratio ↵ � 1. As pointed out by Sear and

Warren [29], this is due to the fact that the implicit solvent model neglects the back-flow of

the solvent when particles drift, which largely cancels out the di↵usiophoretic drift of LNPs

induced by the concentration gradient of SNPs. As a result, the drift velocity of LNPs in

a drying film is overestimated by a factor of ↵2 by the implicit solvent model [20, 24]. Our

results are consist with the SW and Sear models, confirming that it is important to include

the solvent explicitly in a physical model of stratification, or generally the drift of particles,

in a suspension.

Our simulations further reveal that the solvent can develop positive density gradients in ul-

trafast evaporating suspensions because of evaporative cooling of the interface, which leads

to thermophoretic e↵ects on particle motion. For a bidisperse nanoparticle suspension un-

dergoing quick drying (Pel > Pes � 1), the net thermophoretic e↵ect is to push more LNPs

toward the interfacial region. This e↵ect can lead to “large-on-top” stratification at high Pes
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even when “small-on-top” stratification is expected. This deviation is due to thermophoresis

which favors “large-on-top” and competes with a fast receding interface that drives “small-

on-top” as emphasized in the di↵usiophoretic models [20, 24, 29, 30]. Similar e↵ect can

also make “small-on-top” stratification stronger as the evaporation rate is reduced, since

the thermophoretic driving which favors LNPs on top is mitigated. Our results confirm the

necessity of considering solvent explicitly in theory and modeling. In the presence of gravity,

a convective flow can form to balance the solvent gradient from ultrafast evaporation. This

points to the potential need of considering convective flow in next-generation physical models

of stratifying phenomena.

Because of thermophoresis that drives more LNPs toward the receding interface, the simu-

lations reported here only show weak “small-on-top” stratification when it actually occurs.

In other cases thermophoresis is strong enough that the stratification of large and small

particles is reversed to “large-on-top” even when “small-on-top” is predicted by the di↵usio-

phoretic models [29, 30]. In order to promote “small-on-top” stratification, thermophoresis

needs to be suppressed. Indeed, we have observed stronger “small-on-top” stratification if all

the liquid and vapor are thermalized at a constant temperature during evaporation, where

thermal and density gradients and associated thermophoretic transport are removed. How-

ever, thermophoresis can also be exploited to produce “large-on-top” stratification under

circumstances where it is not expected. Our results thus indicate that phoretic e↵ects can

be used as a knob to control the outcome of stratification. Work along this line is discussed

in the next chapter.
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3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we demonstrated the occurrence of counterintuitive “small-on-top”

stratification when a suspension of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles is dried extremely

fast. At present, the idea of di↵usiophoresis being responsible for “small-on-top” stratifica-

tion is widely supported [20, 23, 24, 29, 30, 34]. In this picture, when the Péclet number of

the smaller particles, Pes, is much larger than 1 and the volume fraction of the smaller par-

ticles, �s, is above certain threshold that depends on Pes, the smaller particles congregate

near the receding interface during evaporation and their distribution develops a gradient

that decays into the drying film. This gradient tends to push the larger particles out of

the interfacial region and consequently the larger particles are depleted near the interface,

resulting in “small-on-top” stratification.

The key ingredient of the di↵usiophoretic model is that the cross-interaction between the

large and small particles has asymmetric e↵ects on the phoretic drift of particles and drives

the larger ones away from the interfacial region faster than the smaller ones [24, 29]. There-

fore, the size asymmetry, quantified as ↵ = dl/ds, is a crucial parameter that controls

the outcome of stratification, with larger ↵ favoring “small-on-top” stratification. Mart́ın-

Fabiani et al. studied a system with the smaller particles coated with hydrophilic shells and

explored the e↵ect of changing the pH of the initial dispersion [27]. In a dispersion with low

pH, ↵ is large enough to lead to “small-on-top” stratification. When the pH is raised, ↵ is

reduced as the hydrophilic shells swell substantially, and stratification is switched o↵.

The approach of Mart́ın-Fabiani et al. can be used for systems where the particle size can

be tuned with external stimuli [27]. However, other possible approaches of controlling strat-

ification for systems with fixed particle sizes have rarely been explored. In a previous work

[34], we used molecular dynamics (MD) modeling to study drying suspensions of a binary
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mixture of nanoparticles and found that for fast evaporation rates, the solvent can develop

a negative temperature gradient toward the interface because of evaporative cooling e↵ect.

This temperature gradient induces thermophoresis, in which the larger particles are pushed

more strongly into the interfacial region where the temperature is lower and the solvent

density is higher. The competition between thermophoresis generated by evaporative cool-

ing and di↵usiophoresis can thus suppress “small-on-top” stratification at ultra fast drying

rates or even turn the stratification into “large-on-top”. This discovery further indicates

that thermophoresis, with a controlled thermal gradient other than the naturally occurring

evaporative cooling, may be used to control stratification. In this chapter, we employ MD

modeling to test this idea in detail and demonstrate that stratification in a drying suspension

can be controlled on demand with a temperature gradient imposed on the system, i.e., via

controlled thermophoresis.

3.2 Methods

We performed MD simulations on a suspension of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles [34].

The solvent is modeled explicitly as beads of mass m and interacting with each other via a

Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, ULJ(r) = 4✏ [(�/r)12 � (�/r)6 � (�/rc)12 + (�/rc)6], where r is

the center-to-center distance between beads, ✏ is an energy scale, � is a length scale, and the

potential is truncated at rc = 3�. The nanoparticles are modeled as spheres with a uniform

distribution of LJ beads at a mass density 1.0m/� [36, 37]. The large nanoparticles (LNPs)

have diameter dl = 20� and mass ml = 4188.8m, while the small nanoparticles (SNPs)

have diameter ds = 5� and mass ms = 65.4m. The size ratio is ↵ = 4. The nanoparticle-

nanoparticle interactions, Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13), are given by integrated forms of a LJ

potential for spheres with a Hamaker constant, Ann, characterizing the interaction strength
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[36, 37]. In this study, Ann = 39.48✏. To ensure that nanoparticles are well dispersed in the

initial suspension, the nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions are rendered purely repulsive

by truncating them at 20.574�, 13.085�, and 5.595� for the LNP-LNP, LNP-SNP, and SNP-

SNP pairs, respectively. The nanoparticle-solvent interactions, Eq. (7.11), are described by

similar integrated forms of a LJ potential with a Hamaker constant Ans = 100✏ and a cuto↵

length d/2 + 4�, where d is the nanoparticle diameter [40].

The entire system consists of ⇠ 7⇥ 106 LJ beads, 200 LNPs, and 6400 SNPs. The system is

placed in a rectangular simulation cell of dimensions Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz, where Lx = Ly = 201�,

and Lz = 477�. The liquid-vapor interface is in the x-y plane, in which periodic boundary

conditions are imposed. In the initial suspension, the thickness of the liquid film is about

304�. The volume fractions of LNPs and SNPs in the initial dispersion are �l = 0.068 and

�s = 0.034, respectively. Along the z-axis, all the particles are confined in the simulation

cell by two walls at z = 0 and z = Lz. The particle-wall interaction is given by a LJ-like 9-3

potential, UW (h) = ✏W [(2/15)(DW/h)9 � (DW/h)3 � (2/15)(DW/hc)9 + (DW/hc)3], where

the interaction strength ✏W = 2.0✏, h is the distance between the particle center and the

wall, and hc is the cuto↵ length of the potential. For the solvent beads, DW = 1� and hc = 3�

(0.8583�) at the lower (upper) wall. With these parameters, the liquid solvent completely

wets the lower wall while the upper wall is purely repulsive. For the nanoparticles, both walls

are repulsive with DW = d/2 and hc = 0.8583DW , where d is the nanoparticle diameter.

To model evaporation of the solvent, a rectangular box of dimensions Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ 20� at the

top of the simulation cell was designated as a deletion zone and a certain number (⇣) of

vapor beads of the solvent in this zone were removed every ⌧ , where ⌧ is the reduced unit

of time. In this chapter, two evaporation rates ⇣ = 30 and ⇣ = 5 are adopted. At these

rates, the liquid-vapor interface retreats during evaporation at almost a constant speed, ve.

The value of ve is determined for each evaporating suspension by directly computing the
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location of the interface as a function of time. The di↵usion coe�cients of nanoparticles are

calculated with direct, independent simulations and the results are Dl = 1.76⇥10�3
�
2
/⌧ for

LNPs and Ds = 1.55 ⇥ 10�2
�
2
/⌧ for SNPs at the initial volume fractions of nanoparticles

prior to evaporation (see the Appendix C). The ratio Ds/Dl = 8.8 is higher than ↵ = 4,

the value expected from the Stokes-Einstein relation because of the finite concentrations of

nanoparticles [38]. With values of Dl, Ds, ve, and H determined, the Péclet numbers for

LNPs and SNPs, Pel and Pes, are computed for each evaporating system.

The Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [41] was em-

ployed for all the simulations reported here. A velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step

�t = 0.01⌧ was used to integrate the equation of motion, where ⌧ = �(m/✏)1/2 is the LJ unit

of time. In the thermalized zone(s) specified for each system, a Langevin thermostat with a

small damping rate � = 0.01⌧�1 was used for the solvent beads.

3.3 Results and discussion

Our goal is to demonstrate that a temperature gradient and the associated thermophoretic

e↵ect can be used to control stratification in a drying suspension of a polydisperse mixture

of nanoparticles. We have previously shown that particles of di↵erent sizes have di↵erent

thermophoretic responses to a thermal gradient [34]. In our previous work, only a thin layer

of the liquid solvent adjacent to the bottom wall is thermalized at Tl during evaporation,

as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Because of evaporative cooling at the liquid-vapor interface, a

negative temperature gradient develops and its magnitude is larger for faster evaporation

rates. The negative thermal gradient induces a positive gradient of the solvent density

toward the interface, which generates a driving force to transport nanoparticles into the

interfacial region [43, 45]. The thermophoretic driving force is stronger for larger particles.
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of three types of thermalizations during solvent evaporation: (a)
Only a thin layer of the liquid solvent adjacent to the bottom wall is thermalized at Tl; (b)
All the liquid and vapor are thermalized at Tl; (c) A thin layer of the liquid solvent adjacent
to the bottom wall is thermalized at Tl while the vapor zone at some distance away from the
equilibrium liquid-vapor interface is thermalized at Tv. We set Tl = 1.0✏/kB while Tv can be
higher or lower than Tl to create a thermal gradient.

For Ans = 100✏, SNPs show very weak or even no thermophoretic response (see Appendix B).

As a result, for very fast evaporation more LNPs than SNPs are driven toward the interface

in a drying bidisperse suspension [34]. The thermphoresis caused by evaporative cooling

competes with the di↵usiophoresis that leads to “small-on-top” stratification at fast drying

rates, which is why only weak “small-on-top” stratification was observed in our previous

simulations [34]. In certain cases the “small-on-top” stratification expected by the existing

theory [29] was even converted to “large-on-top” in the presence of strong thermophoresis

[34].

Based on the physical picture depicted above, it is natural to investigate the e↵ects of a

controlled thermal gradient on stratification in a drying suspension. In this chapter, we

explore this idea by comparing three types of thermalization schemes as sketched in Fig. 3.1.

The Scheme A is the same as in our previous work in which only a 10� thick layer of the

liquid solvent at the bottom of the suspension is thermalized at Tl [Fig. 3.1(a)]. Evaporative

cooling leads to a negative temperature gradient in the suspension toward the interface. In
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Scheme B, all the solvent beads in the simulation cell are thermalized at Tl [Fig. 3.1(b)]

and thus there are no thermal gradients during evaporation. In Scheme C, in addition to a

liquid layer of thickness 10� thermalized at Tl near the bottom wall, the vapor beads with

z-coordinates between Lz � 150� and Lz are thermalized at Tv [Fig. 3.1(c)]. In this way, a

positive (negative) thermal gradient is imposed if Tv > Tl (if Tv < Tl), and the magnitude

of the gradient is controlled by |Tv � Tl| and the thickness of the film. For all the systems

studied in this chapter, Tl = 1.0✏/kB. For Scheme C, Tv is varied from 0.75✏/kB to 1.2✏/kB.

Table 3.1: Parameters for all the systems studied. Refer to Fig. 3.1 for the thermalization
schemes.

System ⇣ ve⌧/� Pel Pes Thermalization Scheme
T

l

1.0⇣30 30 1.13⇥10�3 195.4 22.2 A
T

l

1.0⇣5 5 2.04⇥10�4 35.3 4.0 A
T1.0⇣30 30 1.18⇥10�3 204.4 23.2 B
T1.0⇣5 5 2.11⇥10�4 36.6 4.1 B
T

l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 5 2.04⇥10�4 35.3 4.0 C, Tv = 1.2✏/kB
T

l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5 5 1.99⇥ 10�4 34.4 3.9 C, Tv = 1.1✏/kB
T

l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5 5 2.04⇥ 10�4 35.3 4.0 C, Tv = 1.05✏/kB
T

l

1.0T
v

0.9⇣5 5 6.93⇥ 10�4 119.7 13.6 C, Tv = 0.9✏/kB
T

l

1.0T
v

0.85⇣5 5 9.90⇥ 10�4 171.0 19.4 C, Tv = 0.85✏/kB
T

l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 5 1.03⇥ 10�3 177.2 20.2 C, Tv = 0.75✏/kB

For Scheme A, the systems are labeled as T l

1.0⇣y where the subscript y denotes the value of

⇣. For Scheme B, T1.0⇣y is used to emphasize that the entire system is maintained at 1.0✏/kB

during evaporation. For Scheme C, the systems are labeled as T
l

1.0T
v

x
⇣y, where x indicates

the value of Tv. All the systems studied are listed in Table 3.1. T l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5 and T
l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5 have

results in line with T
l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5. We also studied systems with ⇣ = 5 and Tv < Tl, which show

negative thermal gradients in the suspension and thermophoresis similar to those in T
l

1.0⇣30

and T
l

1.0⇣5 where evaporative cooling occurs. However, we observed condensation of droplets

in the vapor phase if Tv is made lower than the temperature at the liquid-vapor interface in

Scheme A with the same ⇣. Despite this unwanted e↵ect, cooling the vapor at a temperature
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lower than that of the suspension could be one experimental approach to apply a negative

thermal gradient for systems which evaporate slowly or for which the e↵ect of evaporative

cooling is not as strong as that of the model LJ liquid employed in our simulations. The

last five systems in Table 3.1 with Tv varying from 0.75✏/kB to 1.1✏/kB are included in the

Appendix D. In the main text we focus on the first five systems in Table 3.1.

Snapshots of the first five nanoparticle suspensions in Table 3.1 during solvent evaporation

are shown in Fig. 3.2. For T l

1.0⇣30 and T
l

1.0⇣5 [Figs. 3.2(a) and (b)], the evaporative cooling

of the liquid-vapor interface leads to a negative thermal gradient along the normal direction

toward the interface. Although for both systems “small-on-top” stratification is expected

by the model of Zhou et al. since Pel � Pes > 1 [24], thermophoresis associated with the

negative temperature gradient works against di↵usiophoresis and transports more LNPs into

the interfacial region. As a result, the two systems exhibit “large-on-top” stratification.

When all the solvent beads in the simulation cell are thermalized during evaporation, the

temperature in the entire system is constant and no thermal gradients are produced. Ther-

mophoresis is thus suppressed and only di↵usiophoresis remains. The expected outcome is

“small-on-top” stratification for Pel � Pes > 1. The results from T1.0⇣30 and T1.0⇣5 confirm

this prediction, as shown in Figs. 3.2(c) and (d). For example, comparing the last snapshot

for T
l

1.0⇣5 (the second row of Fig. 3.2) and that for T1.0⇣5 (the fourth row of Fig. 3.2), the

transition from “large-on-top” to “small-on-top” is clearly visible after the thermal gradients

and the associated thermophoresis are inhibited.

The last row of Fig. 3.2 shows the snapshots for T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5. In this system, the vapor beads

of the solvent at ⇠ 23� above the initial liquid-vapor interface prior to evaporation are ther-

malized at Tv = 1.2✏/kB > Tl during evaporation. The top region of the drying suspension

is thus heated. Consequently, there is a positive temperature gradient in the liquid solvent

along the normal direction toward the interface. The solvent density develops a negative
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots during solvent evaporation for (a) T
l

1.0⇣30, (b) T
l

1.0⇣5, (c) T1.0⇣30, (4)
T1.0⇣5, and (5) T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5. Elapsed time since evaporation was initiated at t = 0 is listed under
each snapshot. Temperature and density profiles of the five systems are shown in Fig. 3.3.
Color code: SNPs (green), LNPs (orange), and solvent (blue). Only 5% of the solvent beads
are visualized to improve clarity.
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gradient and the accompanied thermophoresis drives LNPs toward the substrate. As a re-

sult, thermophoretic and di↵usiophoretic e↵ects are in synergy and strong “small-on-top”

stratification is generated, which is apparent in Fig. 3.2(e).

To understand quantitatively the stratifying phenomena in drying particle suspensions, we

plot the temperature and density profiles in Fig. 3.3. The local temperature T (z) at height

z is computed from the average kinetic energy of the solvent beads in the spatial bin [z �

2.5�, z + 2.5�] [32]. The temperature profiles in the top row of Fig. 3.3 clearly show the

negative thermal gradients induced by evaporative cooling for T
l

1.0⇣30 and T
l

1.0⇣5, with the

e↵ect stronger at larger evaporation rates. T1.0⇣30 and T1.0⇣5 do not exhibit thermal gradients

as all the solvent is thermalized at Tl, as shown in Figs. 3.3(i) and (m). T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 with Tv > Tl

exhibits an externally imposed positive thermal gradient [Fig. 3.3(q)].

The local density of solvent or nanoparticles is computed as ⇢i(z) = ni(z)mi/(LxLy�), where

ni(z) represents the number of particles in the spatial bin [z � 0.5�, z + 0.5�] and mi is the

particle mass. A nanoparticles straddling several bins is partitioned based on its partial

volume in each bin. When computing the solvent density, the volume occupied by the

nanoparticles is subtracted. The second row of Fig. 3.3 shows the solvent density as a

function of height and the profiles exhibit gradients in accordance with the thermal gradients.

Particularly, a positive (negative) thermal gradient generates a negative (positive) density

gradient for the solvent and the stronger the thermal gradient, the stronger the density

gradient. This correlation results from the fact that local thermal equilibrium is always

maintained even at the fastest evaporation rates adopted in our simulations [32].

The density profiles for LNPs and SNPs are shown in the bottom two rows of Fig. 3.3,

respectively. These profiles demonstrate the phoretic response of the nanoparticles to the

thermal gradients (or the density gradients of the solvent induced by the thermal gradients)

as well as the e↵ects of the evaporation rate. For all the simulations discussed here, the
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Figure 3.3: Temperature profiles (top row) and density profiles for the solvent (second row),
LNPs (third row), and SNPs (bottom row) for T l

1.0⇣30 (a-d), T l

1.0⇣5 (e-h), T1.0⇣30 (i-l), T1.0⇣5

(m-p), and T
l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 (q-t), respectively. The curves follow the same order as the snapshots
shown Fig. 3.2. The vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface.
For clarity, the density profiles for LNPs (SNPs) are shifted upward by 0.1m/�

3 (0.2m/�
3)

successively.
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evaporation rates are high enough such that Pel � Pes > 1. The corresponding fast re-

ceding liquid-vapor interface tends to trap both LNPs and SNPs just below the interface.

If no other factors are at play, this e↵ect combined with a large enough �s is expected to

yield “small-on-top” stratification via the di↵usiophoresis mechanism as suggested by Sear

and collaborators [20, 29] and Zhou et al. [24]. This scenario is indeed the case for T1.0⇣30

and T1.0⇣5, as shown in the third and fourth columns of Fig. 3.3 where there are no thermal

gradients. The di↵usiophoresis model also implies that the degree of “small-on-top” stratifi-

cation is enhanced when the evaporation rate is increased [20, 24]. However, as shown later,

T1.0⇣5 actually exhibits stronger “small-on-top” stratification than T1.0⇣30, even though the

evaporation rate is increased six fold in the latter system. This discrepancy may be due to

the small thickness of the suspension film studied in our simulations, which is limited by

the available computational resources. The e↵ect of film thickness on stratification will be

explored in the future.

When only a thin layer of solvent beads at the bottom wall is thermalized, the temperature in

the vicinity of the liquid-vapor interface decreases because of evaporative cooling e↵ect. The

resulting enhancement of the solvent density at the interface leads to thermophoretic drift

of nanoparticles with the e↵ect more significant for larger particles. This physical picture

explains the observations for T l

1.0⇣30 and T
l

1.0⇣5. In these two systems, the SNPs are found to

accumulate at the surface of the evaporating suspension as Pel � Pes > 1 [Figs. 3.3(d) and

(h)]. However, a significant accumulation of LNPs is found just below the enriched surface

layer of SNPs, as shown in Figs. 3.3(c) and (g). The net outcome is actually “large-on-top”

stratification, which will be confirmed later with an order parameter quantifying stratifica-

tion (see Fig. 3.4). Furthermore, the degree of “large-on-top” stratification is stronger for

T
l

1.0⇣5 than for T l

1.0⇣30, indicating a delicate competition between di↵usiophoresis and ther-

mophoresis. The lower evaporation rate in T
l

1.0⇣5 suppresses both processes but it appears
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that di↵usiophoresis is mitigated slightly more, creating stronger “large-on-top” for T l

1.0⇣5.

In our previous work [34], we obtained a state diagram of stratification with systems all

thermalized with Scheme A (i.e., a thin layer of liquid solvent contacting the substrate is

thermalized at Tl = 1.0✏/kB) and only observed weak “small-on-top” stratification at values

of Pes and �s far exceeding the critical values predicted the di↵usiophoretic model of Zhou

et al. [24]. The presence of thermophoresis at fast evaporation rates may help understand

the discrepancy between the simulations and the theory [34]. Indeed, when thermophoresis

is suppressed, systems that are driven into the “large-on-top” regime by thermophoresis can

be turned into (usually weak) “small-on-top”. Examples are the transition from T
l

1.0⇣30 to

T1.0⇣30 and that from T
l

1.0⇣5 to T1.0⇣5.

To achieve strong “small-on-top” stratification, a natural idea is to enable thermophoresis

that works in conjunction with di↵usiophoresis. This cooperation requires a thermal gradient

during evaporation that is opposite to the one induced by evaporative cooling. To realize

this, we thermalize the vapor zone from Lz � 150� to Lz at a temperature Tv > Tl. The

data in the fifth column of Fig. 3.3 are for T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 where Tv = 1.2✏/kB. A positive thermal

gradient and a negative density gradient of the solvent can be seen clearly in Figs. 3.3(q)

and (r), respectively. Since the gradients are reversed, the LNPs are now driven toward the

substrate via thermophoresis [Fig. 3.3(s)] while the SNPs are much less a↵ected [Fig. 3.3(t)].

The final result is strong “small-on-top” stratification where the LNPs are accumulated near

the substrate and depleted in the interfacial region while the SNPs exhibit a positive density

gradient (i.e., accumulation) toward the interface.

It is expected that for systems thermalized with Scheme C and Tv < Tl, a negative thermal

gradient develops in the liquid solvent, similar to the evaporative cooling case in Scheme

A. Consequently, systems under Scheme C with Tv < Tl could display “large-on-top” strat-

ification as long as the thermal gradient is large enough. These cases are in fact observed
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Figure 3.4: Mean separation between LNPs and SNPs normalized by H(t)/2, vs extent of
drying, (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for T

l

1.0⇣30 (red circle), T l

1.0⇣5 (blue upward triangle), T1.0⇣30

(green square), T1.0⇣5 (yellow diamond), and T
l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 (purple right-pointing triangle).

and discussed in detail in the Appendix D, where some complications are noted related to

droplet condensation in a vapor that is thermalized at low temperatures.

To quantify stratification, we define an order parameter using the full density profiles of

nanoparticles [34]. The mean heights of LNPs and SNPs are computed as hzii =
1
Ni

NiP
n=1

zin

with i 2 {l, s}. The order parameter of stratification is then computed as (2hzli�2hzsi)/H(t),

i.e., the mean separation between LNPs and SNPs normalized by H(t)/2, where H(t) is the

instantaneous thickness of the suspension. In the equilibrium suspension prior to evapora-

tion, both hzli and hzsi are very close to H(0)/2, where H(0) is the initial film thickness.

During evaporation, hzli�hzsi < 0 indicates “small-on-top” stratification while hzli�hzsi > 0

signifies “large-on-top”.

In Fig. 3.4 the order parameter of stratification is plotted against the extent of drying, quan-

tified as (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for the first five systems listed in Table 3.1. It is clear that

T1.0⇣30 and T1.0⇣5 exhibit “small-on-top” stratification when di↵usiophoresis dominates while

thermal gradients and thermophoresis are absent. The extent of stratification is slightly

stronger for T1.0⇣5, though it dries more slowly. “Large-on-top” is observed for T l

1.0⇣30 and
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T
l

1.0⇣5 and is again stronger for T
l

1.0⇣5 that has a smaller evaporation rate. Although ther-

mophoresis is much weaker for T l

1.0⇣5 because of the reduced evaporation rate, di↵usiophoresis

favoring “small-on-top” is suppressed even more when evaporation is slowed down and the

delicate interplay of the two phoretic processes leads to stronger “large-on-top” stratification

for T l

1.0⇣5.

A dramatic “small-on-top” state is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3.4 for T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5. Note that

in the equilibrium suspension, �l = 2�s. If in the final dry film all the SNPs were on top

of all the LNPs (i.e., a complete stratification) but each group is uniformly distributed in

its region, then hzli = H(t)/3 and hzsi = 5H(t)/6, yielding (2hzli � 2hzsi)/H(t) = �1. As

shown in Fig. 3.4, the order parameter of stratification reaches a minimal value around �0.5

for T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5, indicating that the vertical distribution of the binary mixture of nanoparticles

is substantially segregated in the drying film with SNPs on top of LNPs. This outcome is

clearly visible in Fig. 3.2(e) as well.

Evaporative cooling is a natural e↵ect in a fast drying liquid. If a particle suspension is placed

on a substrate that is kept at a constant temperature and the suspension undergoes very

fast solvent evaporation, then a temperature lower than that of the substrate is expected at

the evaporating interface, resulting in a negative thermal gradient in the suspension. T l

1.0⇣30

and T
l

1.0⇣5 studied here are set up to mimic such situations. However, it is challenging to

maintain a constant temperature or induce a positive thermal gradient along the normal

direction toward the interface in a drying suspension, especially when the evaporation rate

is high. One possible approach is to dissolve a gas (e.g., N2, Ar, He, or CO2) into the

solvent (e.g., water). Beaglehole showed that heating a water film with a dissolved gas from

above or below produces very di↵erent temperature distributions within the liquid [46, 47].

When heated from below, a fairly uniform temperature is found throughout the liquid.

However, when the liquid is heated from above, a temperature gradient develops in it with
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the temperature higher at the liquid-vapor interface. Then it may be possible to study the

e↵ect of solvent evaporation on the particle distribution in a drying film under isothermal

conditions and positive thermal gradients, similar to Scheme B and C.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have focused on how stratification can be controlled in a drying suspen-

sion of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles via MD simulations with an explicit solvent

model. We demonstrated that a thermal gradient and the induced thermophoresis can be

used to alter stratification from “large-on-top” all the way to strong “small-on-top”. This

strategy is based on the observation that particles of di↵erent sizes in a suspension have

di↵erent responses to a thermal gradient. In particular, larger particles experience a larger

driving force that transports them into cooler regions where the solvent density is higher.

For Ans = 100✏ adopted here, the smaller nanoparticles show little or even no response to

a thermal gradient. When a suspension undergoes fast drying and only a thin layer of the

solvent adjacent to the substrate is thermalized at Tl, mimicking an experimental situation

where the substrate supporting the suspension is maintained at a constant temperature dur-

ing solvent evaporation, a negative temperature gradient develops in the suspension because

of the evaporative cooling e↵ect that makes the temperature at the evaporating interface

to drop below Tl. A larger fraction of the larger nanoparticles are driven into the interfa-

cial region via the thermophoresis induced by this thermal gradient. As a result, the fast

drying suspensions display “large-on-top” stratification instead of “small-on-top” expected

by the di↵usiophoresis model in which the suspension is assumed to be isothermal during

evaporation.

Interestingly, when the entire suspension is maintained at Tl during drying by thermalizing
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all the solvent beads in the simulation cell, they do exhibit “small-on-top” stratification

at fast evaporation rates, consistent with the prediction of the di↵usiophoresis model [20,

24, 29]. However, the degree of stratification is found to be weak, probably due to the

fact that �s is small and the liquid film is thin for the simulations reported here. When

a positive thermal gradient is induced in the suspension by thermalizing the vapor at a

temperature higher than Tl, all the larger nanoparticles are propelled toward the substrate.

In this case, the synergy between thermophoresis and di↵usiophoresis is underlying the

observation of strong “small-on-top” stratification. Our results thus reveal a potentially

useful strategy of controlling stratification via a regulated thermal gradient in a drying

suspension of polydisperse particles.



Chapter 4

Meniscus on the outside of a small

cylinder

This chapter is based on our publication [48]:

Yanfei Tang and Shengfeng Cheng, “The meniscus on the outside of a circular cylinder from

microscopic to macroscopic scales,” J. Colloid Interface Sci. 533, 401 (2019). Copyright

(2019) by Elsevier Inc.

I performed all the analytical and numerical work under Dr. Cheng’s supervision. All

authors contributed to the writing of this paper.

4.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters, we described the moleculary dynamics simulations of bidisperse

nanoparticle suspensions that underwent drying with the solvent modeled explicitly. Such

explicit solvent models have the advantage to capture potentially important factors such as

48

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2018.08.081
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2018.08.081
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hydrodynamic interactions between nanoparticles and evaporation-induced flow in the drying

suspensions. However, these simulations are computationally expensive. It is thus desirable

to develop other methods that enable us to study larger particle suspensions over longer

times and to quickly scan parameter spaces that are of interest to theories and experiments.

In one such attempt, an explicit solvent system is mapped to an implicit one in which the

solvent is treated as a uniform viscous background [20, 21]. In the implicit solvent model,

only suspended particles are included explicitly and therefore much larger systems can be

handled with available computational resources. One key ingredient of an implicit solvent

system is a potential barrier that serves as the role of a liquid-vapor interface in an explicit

solvent system and confines all the particles in the suspension [20, 21]. A portion of a

harmonic potential was frequently used as the potential barrier [49]. To understand this

approximation, we found out that it is important to understand the capillary force exerted

on a spherical particle when it is displaced out of its equilibrium location at a liquid-vapor

interface. After a careful analysis, we realized that to fulfill this task, it is necessary to

understand the meniscus on the outside of a circular cylinder vertically penetrating a liquid-

vapor interface. In this chapter, we present a complete solution to this problem. In the

next chapter, we apply the solution to obtain the capillary force on a spherical particle at a

liquid-vapor interface.

A liquid meniscus as a manifestation of capillary action is ubiquitous in nature and our daily

life. For example, its formation and motion play critical roles in water uptake in plants

[50]. Capillary adhesion due to the formation of menisci between solid surfaces makes wet

hair stick together and allows kids to build sandcastles [51]. Menisci are also involved in

many technologies and industrial processes [52] such as meniscus lithography [53], dip-pen

nanolithography [54], dip-coating (Langmuir-Blodgett) assembly of nanomaterials [55–57],

meniscus-mediated surface assembly of particles [58], meniscus-assisted solution printing [59],
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etc.

A meniscus system frequently discussed in the literature is the one formed on the outside

of a circular cylinder that is vertically immersed in a liquid bath. One application of this

geometry is the fabrication of fiber probes by chemical etching [60]. A cylinder with radius

at the nanometer scale has also been attached to the tip of an atomic force microscope

to perform nano-/micro-Whilhemy and related liquid property measurements [61]. The

shape of the meniscus is governed by the Young-Laplace equation [62]. Extensive studies

have been reported for the scenario where the liquid bath is unbound and the lateral span

of the liquid-vapor interface is much larger than the capillary length of the liquid [63–68].

Di↵erent methods have been applied in these studies, including numerical integration [64, 65]

and analytical approaches such as matched asymptotic expansions [66–68] and hodograph

transformations for cylinders with complex shapes [68]. An approximate formula has been

derived for the meniscus height, which depends on the radius of the cylinder and the contact

angle of the liquid on the cylinder surface [63, 66]. The meniscus exerts a force that either

drags the cylinder into or expels it from the liquid depending on if the contact angle is acute

or obtuse. A recent study of the meniscus rise on a nanofiber showed that the force on the

nanofiber highly depends on the lateral size of the liquid-vapor interface if this size is smaller

than the capillary length [69].

In this chapter we consider a geometry as sketched in Fig. 4.1 where a small circular cylinder

vertically penetrating a liquid bath that is confined by a cylindrical container. With the

cylinder and the container being coaxial, the system has axisymmetry that enables certain

analytical treatments. By fixing the contact angle on the surface of the container to be ⇡/2,

we have a meniscus that systematically transits from being laterally confined to unbound,

when the size of the container is increased. For such a system, the meniscus profile is

governed by the general Young-Laplace equation that was first studied by Bashforth and
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Adams more than a century ago [70]. This equation has been discussed in various systems

including liquid in a tube [71], sessile and pendant droplets [72, 73] and a capillary bridge

between two spheres [74].

r
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Figure 4.1: A rising meniscus on the outside of a circular cylinder vertically immersed in a
liquid bath confined in a cylindrical container that is coaxial with the cylinder.

In the limit where the size of the cylindrical container is much smaller than the capillary

length, the gravitational term in the Young-Laplace equation can be neglected and the

equation becomes analytically solvable. Solutions have been reported for various capillary

bridges between solid surfaces [75–77] and tested with molecular dynamics simulations [78,

79]. We have obtained a solution for the meniscus in Fig. 4.1 based on elliptic integrals

when the lateral size of the meniscus is small and found that the meniscus height depends

on the container size logarithmically. We further numerically solve the full Young-Laplace

equation for an arbitrary container size and find that the meniscus height approaches an

upper limit found in some early work when the lateral span of the interface is much larger

than the capillary length [63, 65, 66]. Finally, we find an approximate expression of the

meniscus height on the cylinder that is applicable to any lateral size of the liquid-vapor

interface. This work is the basis of a related work on the wetting behavior of particles at a

liquid-vapor interface [80], where the theoretical results presented here are applied to study
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the detachment of a spherical particle from a liquid bath.

4.2 Theoretical considerations

4.2.1 General equation of the meniscus shape

The geometry of the system considered in this chapter is sketched in Fig. 4.1. A circular

cylinder with radius R is immersed in a liquid bath confined in a cylindrical wall with radius

L > R. The cylinder and the wall are coaxial and the system is thus axisymmetric. The

shape of the meniscus in this ring-shaped tube is determined by the surface tension of the

liquid, the contact angles on the two surfaces, and possibly gravity. Our interest is to examine

the crossover from the case where L�R is small to the case where the cylinder is immersed in

a liquid bath with an infinite lateral span. Since in the latter limit the liquid-vapor interface

is flat at locations far away from the cylinder, we will set the contact angle on the wall to

be ⇡/2. Then a meniscus will rise (depress) on the outside of the cylinder if the contact

angle on its surface, ✓1, is smaller (larger) than ⇡/2. The case where ✓1 = ⇡/2 is trivial with

the liquid-vapor interface being flat everywhere. Here we focus on the case with ✓1 < ⇡/2,

where a meniscus rises on the cylinder and generates a force to pull the cylinder into the

liquid bath. However, the final results on predicting the meniscus height also apply to the

case where ✓1 > ⇡/2.

The equilibrium shape of the meniscus is governed by a form of the Young-Laplace equation

studied by Bashforth and Adams before [70],

z
00

(1 + z02)3/2
+

z
0

r(1 + z02)1/2
=

�p

�
+

�⇢gz

�
, (4.1)
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where z(r) is the meniscus height at distance r from the central axis of the cylinder, z0 ⌘ dz
dr ,

z
00
⌘

d2z
dr2 , �p is the pressure jump from the vapor to the liquid phase at r = L and z = 0,

� is the surface tension of the liquid, �⇢ ⌘ ⇢l � ⇢v is the di↵erence of the liquid and vapor

densities, and g is the gravitational constant. A brief derivation of this equation is provided

in Appendix E.1. In the following discussion, we use a water-air liquid interface at 25�C as

an example, for which � ⇡ 0.072N/m and �⇢ ⇡ 103 kg/m3.

To facilitate discussion, we define 2H̃ ⌘
�p

�
and 2 ⌘ �⇢g

�
, i.e., �1 =

q
�

�⇢g is the so-called

capillary length, which is a characteristic length scale of the problem. For water at 25�C,


�1

⇡ 2.7 mm. Eq. (4.1) can then be made dimensionless via a variable change

x ⌘ r , y ⌘ z . (4.2)

The result is the following nonlinear di↵erential equation

y
00

(1 + y02)3/2
+

y
0

x(1 + y02)1/2
=

2H̃


+ y , (4.3)

with boundary conditions

y
0 = � cot ✓1 at x = R , (4.4a)

y
0 = 0 at x = L and y = 0 . (4.4b)

As pointed out in Ref. [71], Eq. (4.3) is invariant under the transformation y ! �y, ✓1 !

⇡� ✓1, and H̃ ! �H̃, indicating the symmetry between a rising and a depressing meniscus.

This second-order nonlinear di↵erential equation can be rewritten in terms of the local titled

angle of the liquid-vapor interface, �, as defined in Fig. 4.1. Since y0 ⌘ dy
dx = dz

dr = tan�, Eq.
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(4.3) then becomes

d sin�

dx
+

sin�

x
= �

2H̃


� y . (4.5)

Eq. (4.5) and dy
dx = tan� can be further rewritten into a pair of coupled first-order nonlinear

di↵erential equations in terms of x(�) and y(�),

dx

d�
= �

 
2H̃


+ y +

sin�

x

!�1

cos� , (4.6a)

dy

d�
= �

 
2H̃


+ y +

sin�

x

!�1

sin� . (4.6b)

with boundary conditions

� = �1 at x = R , (4.7a)

� = �2 at x = L and y = 0 , (4.7b)

where �1 = ✓1 + ⇡/2 and �2 = ⇡ for the system sketched in Fig. 4.1. Here ✓2 is the contact

angle on the wall and is fixed at ⇡/2 in this chapter. Generally, �2 =
3⇡
2 � ✓2 for 0  ✓2  ⇡.

In a general case, Eq. (4.6) can be numerically solved by the shooting method [81]. For the

case where contact angle ✓1 is close to ⇡/2, a zero-order solution is provided in Appendix

E.2. For a general contact angle ✓1, analytical solutions of the meniscus can be found when

L ⌧ 
�1, where the terms on the right sides of Eqs (4.1), (4.3), and (4.6) due to gravity

are negligible [Sec. 4.2.2]. In the opposite limit where L � 
�1, the �p term is negligible

and an approximate solution of the capillary rise on the outside of a small cylinder with

R ⌧ 
�1 was found before by James using the method of asymptotic matching expansions

[Sec. 4.2.3]. Below we discuss these limits and numerical solutions of Eq. (4.6) for R ⌧ 
�1
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and an arbitrary L (which is of course larger than R). The results naturally show the

crossover from one limit (R ⌧ L ⌧ 
�1) to the other (R ⌧ 

�1
⌧ L).

4.2.2 Analytical solution in the L ⌧ 
�1 limit

When the radius of the cylindrical wall is small, i.e., L ⌧ 
�1, the Bond number gL2�⇢/� ⌧

1. As a result, the gravity’s e↵ect can be ignored and Eq. (4.1) reduces to

z
00

(1 + z02)3/2
+

z
0

r(1 + z02)1/2
= 2H̃ , (4.8)

with H̃ being the local mean curvature of the liquid-vapor interface. This equation has been

solved analytically before for a capillary bridge between a sphere and a flat surface [76, 82].

Here we use the same strategy to solve it for the meniscus in a ring-shaped container as

depicted in Fig. 4.1.

It is convenient to introduce reduced variables X = r/R, Y = z/R and a parameter u =

sin�. Eq. (4.8) is then simplified as

�2H =
du

dX
+

u

X
, (4.9)

where H is the dimensionless mean curvature defined as H ⌘ RH̃. The boundary conditions

are

� = �1 at X = 1 , (4.10a)

� = �2 at X = l and Y = 0 , (4.10b)

where �1 = ✓1 + ⇡/2, �2 = ⇡, and l = L/R is the scaled radius of the cylindrical container.
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The solution for Eq. (4.9) is

u =
c

4HX
�HX . (4.11)

The boundary condition in Eq. (4.10b) yields c = 4H2
l
2. The other boundary condition in

Eq. (4.10a) can then be used to determine the dimensionless mean curvature as

H =
sin�1

l2 � 1
. (4.12)

From Eq. (4.11) and dY/dX = tan�, we obtain the analytic solution of the meniscus profile,

X(�) =
1

2H

✓
� sin�+

q
sin2

�+ c

◆
, (4.13)

Y (�) =
1

2H

Z
�

�2

✓
� sin t+

sin2
t

p

sin2
t+ c

◆
dt . (4.14)

The solution for Y (�) in Eq. (4.14) can be written in terms of elliptic integrals,

Y (�) =
1

2H
(cos�� cos�2) +

p
c

2H

h
E(�, j)� E(�2, j)� F (�, j) + F (�2, j)

i
, (4.15)

where j2 ⌘ �
1
c
. F (�, j) and E(�, j) are the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind and

second kind, respectively,

F (�, j) =

Z
�

0

1p
1� j2 sin2

t

dt , (4.16)

E(�, j) =

Z
�

0

q
1� j2 sin2

t dt. (4.17)
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The meniscus rise can be easily computed as �h = RY (�1), or explicitly,

�h =
R

2H
(1� sin ✓1) +

R
p
c

2H

h
F (⇡/2� ✓1, j)� E(⇡/2� ✓1, j)

i
. (4.18)

Some examples of the meniscus profile are shown in Fig. 4.2 for L/R = 5 and ✓1 = 0�, 30�,

and 60�, respectively.

Figure 4.2: Meniscus profiles from the analytic solution in Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) for L/R = 5
and ✓1 = 0� (blue solid line), 30� (green dashed line), and 60� (red dash-dotted line).

The analytical prediction in Eq. (4.18) actually indicates that �h ⇠ R ln(L/R) when �1
�

L > R. To see this scaling behavior transparently, we examine the limit where �1
� L � R,

i.e., the cylinder is much smaller than the cylindrical container and both are much smaller

than the capillary length. In this limit we can take l � 1 and j
2
! �1, and approximate

the elliptic integrals in Eq. (4.18) by series expansions. The mathematical derivation is

provided in Appendix E.3. The final result on the meniscus height is

�h = R cos ✓1
h
ln

2L

R(1 + sin ✓1)
�

1

2

i
. (4.19)

A more intuitive way to see the logarithmic behavior is to note that in the limit of l � 1, the
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dimensionless mean curvature H approaches zero and Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as [62, 69],

r

(1 + r02)1/2
= R cos ✓1 , (4.20)

where r0 ⌘ dr
dz . The solution of this equation is known as a catenary curve [62]. The meniscus

is thus a catenoid with its generatrix given by

z(r) = R cos ✓1 ln
h
L+ (L2

�R
2 cos2 ✓1)1/2

r + (r2 �R2 cos2 ✓1)1/2

i
. (4.21)

The meniscus height can be computed as �h = z(R) and an approximate expression is

�h = R cos ✓1 ln
h 2L

R(1 + sin ✓1)

i
, (4.22)

where the condition L/R � 1 � cos ✓1 is used. In both Eqs. (4.19) and (4.22) the scaling

dependence of �h on R ln(L/R) is obvious. However, the expression in Eq. (4.19) for �h is

smaller than Eq. (4.22) by (R cos ✓1)/2. This di↵erence stems from the di↵erent boundary

conditions at the wall. Eq. (4.19) is based on Eq. (4.14) which describes a meniscus that

meets the wall with a contact angle ⇡/2. However, Eq. (4.22) is based on a catenary curve,

for which the contact angle at the wall is close to but not exactly ⇡/2.

4.2.3 Approximate solution in the L � 
�1 limit

In the literature, the meniscus on the outside of a circular cylinder vertically penetrating a

liquid bath was mostly investigated for the case where the lateral span of the liquid bath is

much larger than the capillary length [63–68], i.e., L � 
�1. In this limit, H̃ ! 0 and the
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Young-Laplace equation that needs to be solved reads

y
00

(1 + y02)3/2
+

y
0

x(1 + y02)1/2
= y . (4.23)

The boundary condition Eq. (4.4a) remains the same but Eq. (4.4b) is replaced by

y
0 = 0 at x ! 1 and y = 0 . (4.24)

Figure 4.3: Comparison of the meniscus height (�h) between the Derjaguin-James formula
(Eq. (4.25), solid lines) and numerical results (symbols) using Huh-Scriven’s integration
scheme [65] as a function of the radius of the cylinder, R, for di↵erent contact angles:
✓1 = 0� (blue line and �), 30� (orange line and ⇤), and 60� (red line and ⇧). The lateral
span of the liquid bath is treated as infinite by using Eq. (4.24) as a boundary condition.
Inset: the relative deviation of the numerical results on �h from the prediction using the
Derjaguin-James formula is plotted against R.

Eq. (4.23) has been studied with methods of numerical integration [64, 65] and matched

asymptotic expansions [66, 67]. The meniscus height is approximately given by the Derjaguin-

James formula [63, 66],

�h = R cos ✓1
h
ln

4�1

R (1 + sin ✓1)
� E

i
, (4.25)
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where E = 0.57721... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Eq. (4.25) is expected to predict

the meniscus height accurately when the radius of the cylinder is much smaller than the

capillary length that is in turn much smaller than the lateral span of the liquid bath, namely

R ⌧ 
�1

⌧ L. A comparison between the Derjaguin-James formula and numerical results

has been fully discussed in Ref. [66] for L ! 1. This comparison is revisited in Fig. 4.3.

Practically, for water at room temperature it is legitimate to use the Derjaguin-James formula

to estimate the meniscus height on a cylinder when its radius is less than about 0.1 mm.

4.3 Numerical results and discussion

As discussed in Sec. 4.2.1, the general Young-Laplace equation [Eq. (4.3)] can only be solved

numerically. We rewrite Eq. (4.3) into a pair of coupled firs-order di↵erential equations

[Eq. (4.6)] and adopt the shooting method to obtain their numerical solutions for a given

R that is much smaller than �1 and an arbitrary L that varies from 2R to a value much

larger than �1.

Figure 4.4 shows numerical solutions of the meniscus height on a circular cylinder immersed

vertically in water when L is varied. Cylinders with radii R from 100 nm to 10 µm and

contact angles ✓1 from 0 to 60� are used as examples. The data show the following trends.

When L is smaller than 1 mm, i.e., L/R < 102 for R = 10µm, L/R < 103 for R = 1µm, and

L/R < 104 for R = 100 nm, the meniscus height �h is well predicted by Eq. (4.18), which

is derived with gravity ignored. In this limit, �h grows with L logarithmically. In the other

limit where L is larger than 10 mm, i.e., L/R > 103 for R = 10µm, L/R > 104 for R = 1µm,

and L/R > 105 for R = 100 nm, the meniscus height fits to the Derjaguin-James formula in

Eq. (4.25), which is derived assuming R ⌧ 
�1 and L ! 1. For L with an intermediate

value between 1 mm and 10 mm, the numerical data on the meniscus rise show clearly the
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Figure 4.4: The meniscus height, �h, for di↵erent contact angles on the surface of the
cylinder: (a) ✓1 = 0�, (b) 30�, and (c) 60� as a function of the lateral span of the liquid bath,
L. The solid line is the analytical expression of �h for L ⌧ 

�1 [Eq. (4.18)]. The horizontal
dashed lines are the predictions of the Derjaguin-James formula for L � 

�1 [Eq. (4.25)].
The vertical horizontal lines indicate where L = 

�1. The symbols are numerical solutions of
Eq. (4.6) for an arbitrary L using the shooting method. Data are for cylinders with di↵erent
radii: R = 100 nm (red �), 1µm (orange ⇤), and 10µm (blue ⇧). Both �h and L are
normalized by R.

crossover between the logarithmic regime [Eq. (4.18)] and the saturation regime described by

the Derjaguin-James formula. The latter thus provides an upper bound of the meniscus rise

on the outside of a circular cylinder with a radius much smaller than the capillary length.

The results in Fig. 4.4 indicates that for a cylinder with R ⌧ 
�1, the Young-Laplace

equation without gravity as shown in Eq. (4.8) can be used to describe the meniscus on

the outside of the cylinder when L . 0.4�1, while the liquid bath can be considered as

unbounded and the Derjaguin-James formula applies when L & 4�1. The range 0.4�1 .

L . 4�1 is the crossover region in which the full Young-Laplace equation [Eqs. (4.1),

(4.3), (4.5), or (4.6)] needs to be employed. This conclusion seems to hold for other liquids

with di↵erent capillary lengths. For example, we have solved Eq. (4.6) numerically for a

hexadecane-water mixture at 25 �C, for which �1 = 4.824 mm, and found roughly the same

crossover zone.

An interesting finding is that the intersection between the solid line from Eq. (4.18) and

the corresponding dashed line from the Derjaguin-James formula in Eq. (4.25) occurs at
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L ⇡ 1.85�1 for all the systems considered here. The relationship can be understood if

we compare Eq. (4.19), which is an approximate form of Eq. (4.18) on the meniscus height

in the limit of �1
� L � R, to the Derjaguin-James formula in Eq. (4.25). At L =

2e1/2�E

�1

⇡ 1.85�1, the two predictions are equal. This estimate is in perfect alignment

with the discovery that at L ⇡ 1.85�1, the meniscus height from Eq. (4.18) matches that

predicted by the Derjaguin-James formula. In a related work, we find that L ⇡ 1.85�1

is also the saturation length of the lateral span of a liquid-vapor interface when discussing

how the e↵ective spring constant experienced by a detaching particle depends on the lateral

size of the interface [80]. Note that Eq. (4.18) holds for �1
� L > R and is thus more

general than Eq. (4.19), which requires �1
� L � R. Our numerical results indicate that

Eq. (4.18) provides a good estimate of �h for L up to about 0.4�1.

Based on this observation and the finding that the crossover zone, 0.4�1 . L . 4�1, is

relatively small, we propose that for a cylinder with radius R ⌧ 
�1 and vertically immersed

in a liquid bath with lateral span designated as L, the meniscus height on the outside of the

cylinder can be computed using Eq. (4.18) with the parameter l given as follows,

l =

8
>><

>>:

L/R if L  1.85�1 ,

1.85�1
/R if L > 1.85�1 .

(4.26)

Note that the parameter l, in addition to ✓1 and R, enters in the computation of the pa-

rameters H, c, and j in Eq. (4.18). For L  1.85�1, the meniscus height �h depends on L

logarithmically while it saturates to the upper bound expressed in the Derjaguin-James for-

mula when L > 1.85�1. Our numerical data indicate that Eq. (4.18) with l from Eq. (4.26) is

quite accurate for the meniscus height. Even within the crossover region 0.4�1 . L . 4�1,

the relative deviation of the actual meniscus height from the prediction based on Eqs. (4.18)

and (4.26) is less than 5%, as shown in Fig. E.1 in Appendix E.4.
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By carefully examining the relative error of using Eqs. (4.18) and (4.26) to compute the

meniscus height �h and how the error depends on L, R, and ✓1 [see Appendix E.4 for

detail], we arrive at an approximate analytical expression of �h for an arbitrary L that

reads

�h = �h(elliptic)⇥ {1�m(L)[R(1 + sin ✓1)]
0.12

} , (4.27)

where �h(elliptic) is the meniscus height from Eq. (4.18) based on elliptic integrals with the

parameter l given in Eq. (4.26) and m(L) is a universal function given as follows,

m(x) =

8
>><

>>:

0.085 exp [(x� 1.85)1.83/0.74] if x  1.85 ,

0.085 exp [(1.85� x)/0.875] if x > 1.85 .

(4.28)

Note that m(L) is independent of the contact angle, ✓1, and the cylinder radius, R. The

dependence of �h on R and ✓1 enters through �h(elliptic) and the R(1 + sin ✓1)0.12 term

in Eq. (4.27).

Figure 4.5: The numerical solutions of the meniscus height (symbols) at various combinations
of R and ✓1 as a function of L are compared to the analytical expression in Eq. (4.22).
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In Fig. 4.5, the analytical result on the meniscus height �h in Eq. (4.22) is compared

with numerical solutions of the full Young-Laplace equation rewritten as Eq. (4.6). A very

good agreement has been found between the two, indicating that Eq. (4.22) can be used to

accurately predict the meniscus height on the outside of a circular cylinder with R ⌧ 
�1

for a meniscus with an arbitrary lateral span, including the crossover zone 0.4�1 . L .

4�1. However, Eq. (4.22) is a result obtained by comparing the analytical expression of the

meniscus height in the limit of L ⌧ 1 and the numerical results for a full range of L. It

remains an open question if the universal expression of �h in Eq. (4.22) for arbitrary L, R

(as long as it is less than �1), and ✓1 can be derived with an analytical approach.

The results presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 are for L changing from 2R to a value much larger

than �1 and for R changing from 100 nm to 10 µm, i.e., R ⌧ 
�1. There are several limits

that are of interest but not explored in detail in this chapter. In one, if R is made much

larger than �1, then the system depicted in Fig. 4.1 can be regarded as a meniscus between

two flat walls (or even be reduced to a meniscus on one flat wall if L � R � 
�1) [83].

There is a crossover from the R ⌧ 
�1 limit, the focus of this chapter, and the R � 

�1

limit. In the crossover, R is comparable to �1 and the numerical procedure of dealing with

the Young-Laplace equation rewritten as Eq. (4.6) can be applied. In the limit of R being

reduced to nanometer scales, the line-tension e↵ect associated with the large curvature (R�1)

of the contact line on the surface of the cylinder may become important [84]. In the case

where L�R is small enough, factors including disjoining pressure will kick in [78]. If L�R is

further reduced such that the molecular nature of a liquid has to be taken into account, the

continuum theory of capillarity may break down [78]. These limits are intriguing directions

for future studies.
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4.4 Conclusions

The problem of a small circular cylinder immersed in a liquid bath has been studied for

many years. The focus was mainly on the limit where the liquid bath is much larger than

the capillary length (i.e., L � 
�1

� R) [63–68] or on the case where gravity is negligible and

the liquid-vapor interface can be described as a catenary (i.e., �1
� L � R) [62, 69]. In this

chapter, we provide a comprehensive discussion of the meniscus on the outside of a circular

cylinder with R ⌧ 
�1 vertically positioned in a liquid bath with lateral span L ranging from

microscopic to macroscopic scales. We obtain an analytical solution of the meniscus profile

based on elliptic integrals when �1
� L > R and the solution reduces to a catenary when


�1

� L � R. In these solutions, the meniscus height �h ⇠ R ln(L/R). Our numerical

solutions of the full Young-Laplace equation for an arbitrary L indicate that �h indeed

scales with R ln(L/R) up to about L . 0.4�1. In the opposite limit where L & 4�1, the

meniscus height agrees well with the prediction of the Derjaguin-James formula and scales

with R ln(�1
/R). The range 0.4�1 . L . 4�1 is the crossover region where the actual

value of �h deviates from the prediction of either the analytical solution based on elliptic

integrals or the Derjaguin-James formula.

Our analyses reveal a universal behavior that the analytical solution [Eq. (4.18)], which

predicts �h ⇠ R ln(L/R), always reaches the upper bound set by the Derjaguin-James

formula at L ⇡ 1.85�1. Therefore, the analytical solution with its parameter l = L/R

when L  1.85�1 and capped at l = 1.85�1
/R when L > 1.85�1 can be used to estimate

the meniscus height �h. The relative deviation of the actual value of �h determined via

numerical solutions from this estimate is found to be only noticeable in the crossover region

but still less than 5%. We further find that the relative errors at di↵erent R and contact

angles at the surface of the cylinder, if properly scaled, as a function of L all collapse

to a master curve. With a fitting function to this master curve, we obtain an analytical
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expression [Eq. (4.22)] that can be used for accurate prediction of �h for the whole range

of L from microscopic to macroscopic scales including the crossover zone. Although in this

chapter we only consider cases with the contact angle on the wall being fixed at ⇡/2, the

theoretical analyses and numerical treatments of the general Young-Laplace equation can

also be extended to more general cases with other contact angles at the wall surface.



Chapter 5

Small particle at a liquid-vapor

interface

This chapter is based on our publication [80]:

Yanfei Tang and Shengfeng Cheng, “Capillary forces on a small particle at a liquid-vapor

interface: theory and simulation,” Phys. Rev. E 98, 032802 (2018). Copyright (2018) by

American Physical Society.

I performed all the analytical and numerical work under Dr. Cheng’s supervision. All

authors contributed to the writing of this paper.

5.1 Introduction

Recently, the drying of colloidal suspensions has attracted great attention as it provides

a facile procedure to generate dry colloidal films and superstructures with controlled ar-

rangements of particles [85]. To understand the structural formation in colloidal suspensions

67
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induced by solvent evaporation, much e↵ort has been made to model such systems using

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [11, 20, 21, 23, 34, 86]. In these simulations, one key

aspect is the representation of the solvent. In a few works, the solvent is modeled explicitly

as Lennard-Jones liquids [34, 86]. However, such simulations are extremely expensive and

the parameter space that can be explored is rather limited [34]. In others, an implicit sol-

vent model is adopted and a liquid-vapor interface is modeled as a confining potential for

all the solutes in the solution [11, 20, 21, 23]. Usually, a harmonic potential is used with the

potential minimum indicating a particle’s equilibrium position relative to the interface [49].

The evaporation process of the solvent is mimicked by moving the interface in a controlled

manner. In this moving interface method of modeling the evaporation process of a suspen-

sion, a spring constant has to be assumed in the harmonic potential to capture the confining

e↵ect of the interface on the particles in the liquid solvent. Though a harmonic potential for

a particle adsorbed at an interface is intuitively sensible and has been widely used [49, 87],

there lacks a systematic physical interpretation of the associated spring constant. A deeper

understanding is thus needed on the e↵ective potential experienced by a particle when it is

displaced out of its equilibrium position at a liquid-vapor interface.

Understanding the behavior of a particle at a liquid-vapor interface (or more generally, a

fluid-fluid interface) is also important in many fields such as interfacial self-assembly of

particles [88–91], emulsion and foam stabilization [92–94], fabrication of colloidal gels [95],

interfacial particle adsorption [87, 96], flotation processing of minerals [97], and granular

materials [98]. A comprehensive review of this topic can be found in Ref. [99]. Because

of its practical importance, the detachment of a particle from a planar liquid surface has

been studied for a long time [97, 100–110]. The problem of the quasistatic removal of a

sphere from a liquid surface has a strong connection with the meniscus on the outside of a

cylinder in a liquid bath, which is governed by the Young-Laplace equation [62]. White and
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Tallmadge [64], and Huh and Scriven [65] numerically studied the meniscus on a cylinder

vertically penetrating an unbound liquid surface. A formula for the meniscus height was

proposed by James for this case [66], which was actually suggested earlier by Derjaguin [63]

(see the note at the end of Ref. [66]). We call this result the Derjaguin-James formula,

which is very accurate for small cylinders. A similar formula for the meniscus height on a

sphere at the surface of a large liquid bath has been widely used in later research [97]. Pitois

and Chateau studied the work of detachment of removing a small particle from an interface

both experimentally and analytically using a theory based on the Derjaguin-James formula

[105, 106]. Anachkov et al. recently refined Pitois and Chateau’s theory by correcting the

filling angle at which a capillary bridge ruptures and compared the theory with experimental

data collected with a colloidal-probe atomic force microscope (AFM) [108]. Experimental

e↵orts have been reported where the capillary force and meniscus shape were examined by a

laser scanning confocal microscope for a microparticle detaching from a liquid surface [111].

Pulling a small sphere from a liquid surface can be used as a technique known as sphere

tensiometry to measure the surface tension of the liquid and its contact angle on the surface

of the sphere [100, 103]. This method is based on the fact that surface tension is the physical

origin of the capillary force on a particle that controls its detachment behavior. Depending on

the size of the particle, gravity and buoyancy force may also come into play [101, 102]. To the

best of our knowledge, in most studies reported so far on particle detachment from a liquid

surface, the surface was assumed to be unbound laterally [97, 100–106, 108, 110, 112]. This

assumption is valid when the lateral size of the liquid bath L is much lager than the capillary

length �1 of the interface. However, in recent AFM experiments the size of the particle is

at the scale of micrometers and the lateral span of the meniscus can be comparable or even

smaller than 
�1 [108]. De Baubigny et al. showed that the lateral size of a liquid bath

can a↵ect the capillary force and meniscus rise on a nanofiber [69]. Recently, we studied
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the meniscus on a small cylinder located at the center of a liquid-vapor interface that is

confined in a cylindrical container of a finite radius L [48]. Our results show the crossover

from nanometer/micrometer scales where the meniscus rise grows with L logarithmically to

macroscopic scales where the meniscus rise saturates to a value predicted by the Derjaguin-

James formula. Similar crossover is expected to occur for a small sphere at a liquid-vapor

interface as well.

In a seminal work on contact angle hysteresis, Joanny and de Gennes showed that the

capillary force associated with contact line pinning on a defect exhibits a linear dependence

on the deformation of the contact line, and the resulting spring constant has a logarithmic

dependence on a length scale, which can be interpreted as the average distance between the

defects [33]. An experiment by Nadkarni and Garo↵ on the contact line pinning on a single

defect confirmed the theoretical prediction of Joanny and de Gennes and revealed a relation

between the pinning of a contact line and the removal of a particle from a liquid surface [113].

A similar connection was discussed by O’Brien as well [104]. Later works by Preuss and Butt

[114], and by Ettelaie and Lishchuk [115, 116] showed that a linear force-displacement curve

emerges not only for a particle detaching from a planar liquid surface but also in the case of

a surface with an overall curvature. A similar behavior was observed for spheroidal particles

by Davies et al. [117].

In this chapter our goal is to study the force-displacement curve for a particle at a liquid-

vapor interface with a finite lateral extent ranging from nanometer to macroscopic scales.

To achieve this goal, we study a small particle with radius R at a liquid-vapor interface with

both the macroscopic theory of capillarity and MD simulations, the latter of which has been

widely used recently to study capillary phenomena at nanometer scales [78, 79, 118–120].

In particular, we place the liquid in a cylindrical container with radius L (> R) and the

particle along the central axis of the container. The meniscus around the particle and the
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capillary force on it are computed when it is placed at di↵erent height across the liquid-

vapor interface. This geometry allows us to systematically explore the crossover from a

region where L ⌧ 
�1, and thus gravity can be ignored, to a region where L & 

�1 and

gravity starts to play a role. We systematically study this crossover with the macroscopic

theory of capillarity based on the Young-Laplace equation. At nanometer scales, we perform

MD simulations and compare the simulation results on the meniscus profile and capillary

force with the predictions of the macroscopic theory. A good agreement is found between

the two. At micrometer to macroscopic scales, we compare the theory with the experimental

data by courtesy of Anachkov [108] and show that the finite extent of the menisci involved

in the experiments needs to be considered in order to understand the experimental results.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2 we present a complete theory of a meniscus

on the outside of a sphere with the lateral span of the meniscus varying from nanometer to

macroscopic scales. The MD simulation methods are introduced in Sec. 5.3. In Sec. 5.4 we

discuss and compare the results from the theory, simulations, and experiments. We conclude

this chapter in Sec. 5.5 by summarizing the results on the e↵ective confining potential on

a particle from a liquid-vapor interface, which provide a physical foundation of the moving

interface method of modeling solvent evaporation.

5.2 Macroscopic theory of capillarity

5.2.1 General theory

The geometry of the systems studied in this chapter, as well as a snapshot from MD simula-

tions, is sketched in Fig. 5.1, where a particle of radius R straddles a liquid-vapor interface.

The liquid bath is placed in a cylindrical container with radius L. The central axis of the
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Figure 5.1: (a) Sketch of a spherical particle at the center of the surface of a liquid bath in
a cylindrical container: particle at an equilibrium height (dashed light yellow sphere) and
being pulled upward (solid orange sphere). (b) Snapshot from MD simulations of a system
with a spherical particle pulled from a liquid-vapor interface.

container is taken as the z axis, along which the particle’s center is located. A bottom wall

at z = 0 is used to confine the liquid from below. To study the crossover from a system

where L is larger than but comparable to R to a system where the meniscus is unbound (i.e.,

L ! 1), we set the contact angle of the liquid on the container surface to be ⇡/2. First,

this choice guarantees the flatness of the liquid-vapor interface far away from the particle

when L ! 1, which is expected for an unbound meniscus [64, 65]. Second, with this choice

the analytical solution of the Young-Laplace equation is greatly simplified for L ⌧ 
�1 and

the numerical treatment of the equation at L ' 
�1, where the gravitational contribution

to the local pressure jump across the liquid-vapor interface has to be taken into account, is

much easier to implement [48].

The contact angle of the liquid on the particle surface is denoted as ✓1. Here we do not

consider any pinning e↵ect of a contact line on the surface of either the particle or the

container. When the particle is in its equilibrium location, the liquid-vapor interface is flat

and intersects with the particle surface at a filling angle  = ⇡� ✓1, as shown in Fig. 5.1(a).
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We denote the height of this flat interface in equilibrium as h0. The equilibrium position of

the particle center is then at h0 �R cos ✓1 [121].

When the particle is pulled upward or pressed downward vertically (i.e., along the central

axis of the cylindrical container), the liquid-vapor interface will bend and form a meniscus,

as shown in Fig. 5.1 for pulling. If we denote the distance from the bottom of the particle

to the bottom wall as D, then its value for a particle in the equilibrium location is D0 =

h0 � R(1 + cos ✓1) and �z ⌘ D � D0 = D � h0 + R(1 + cos ✓1) is the displacement of the

particle from its equilibrium height. In this chapter, our main goal is to understand how the

capillary force on the particle depends on �z. For this purpose, we must solve the meniscus

profile z(r). For simplicity, we define z0(r) ⌘ z(r) � h, where h is the height at which the

meniscus meets the container surface. The range of z0 is then [0,�h] (or [�h, 0]), where �h

denotes the meniscus rise (or depression).

Considering that a meniscus can develop a neck where |
dz0
dr | is infinite, the function z0(r)

becomes double-valued for a range of r near the neck. It is therefore more convenient to

represent the meniscus as r(z0), which is always a single-valued function of z0 2 [0,�h] for a

rising meniscus (or z0 2 [�h, 0] for a depressed meniscus). The function r(z0) is the solution

of a form of the Young-Laplace equation studied by Bashforth and Adams before [70],

r
00

(1 + r02)3/2
�

1

r(1 + r02)1/2
=

�p

�
+

�⇢gz0
�

, (5.1)

where r0 ⌘ dr
dz0

, r00 ⌘ d2r
dz20

, �p is the pressure jump from the vapor to the liquid phase at r = L

(i.e., the pressure on the vapor side minus that on the liquid side across the liquid-vapor

interface at r = L), � is the surface tension of the liquid, �⇢ ⌘ ⇢l � ⇢v is the di↵erence of

the liquid and vapor densities, and g is the gravitational constant. Equation. (5.1) is for a

rising meniscus that may have a neck. To describe a depressed meniscus, the left hand side
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of Eq. (5.1) should be multiplied with �1.

A physical solution of Eq. (5.1) for a given D needs to satisfy the constraint that the volume

of the liquid bath,

V = ⇡

Z �h

0

r
2(z0) dz0

+ ⇡L
2
h�

⇡R
3

3

�
2� 3 cos + cos3  

�
, (5.2)

is fixed at a constant set by parameters h0, L, R, and ✓1, which set up the physical problem

at hand. Since for the particle in its equilibrium location, �h = 0, h = h0, and  = ⇡ � ✓1,

the fixed volume is

V = ⇡L
2
h0 �

⇡R
3

3

�
2 + 3 cos ✓1 � cos3 ✓1

�
. (5.3)

Equations (5.1)–(5.3) actually provide an implicit relation for the filling angle  , which in

turn determines the meniscus profile on the outside of the particle. For a given �z, we have

D = �z + h0 �R(1 + cos ✓1) . (5.4)

The procedure of solving the meniscus profile for the given �z starts with an assumed filling

angle  . Then Eq. (5.1) is solved either analytically or numerically to obtain the meniscus

profile, r(z0), including the meniscus height, �h. The height of the liquid-vapor interface at

r = L is furthermore given by

h = D +R(1� cos )��h . (5.5)

With r(z0), �h, and h determined, the volume of the liquid bath can be computed with
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Eq. (5.2) and compared to Eq. (5.3) until for the given �z, a filling angle  is found to

satisfy the volume constraint.

After the meniscus profile is determined at a given �z, i.e., after the filling angle  is found

for the given �z using the self-consistent procedure described above, the total capillary force

on the particle can be computed as

F = 2⇡�R sin sin(✓1 +  )

� (�p+�⇢g�h) ⇡R2 sin2
 

��⇢g
⇡R

3

3

�
2� 3 cos + cos3  

�
, (5.6)

where the first term is a direct contribution from the surface tension of the liquid at the

contact line on the particle surface, the second term captures the contribution of the Laplace

pressure with the gravitational e↵ect included, and the last term is a buoyancy force.

The full Eq. (5.1) is hard to solve analytically. The main di�culty is the presence of the

gravitational term, the importance of which is captured by a capillary length defined as,


�1 =

r
�

�⇢g
.

For water at room temperature, �1
⇡ 2.7 mm. In this chapter, we are mainly concerned

about a small particle with size ranging from nanometer to micrometer scales. Therefore, it

is always the case that R ⌧ 
�1. In the limit of R < L ⌧ 

�1, the gravitational term in

Eq. (5.1) is negligible and the equation can be solved analytically with the elliptic integrals.

In the opposite limit where R ⌧ 
�1

⌧ L, the approximate Derjaguin-James formula can

be used to estimate �h [63, 66]. In the crossover region where L ⇠ 
�1, we recently found

another approximate formula [48], based on numerical solutions of Eq. (5.1), to predict �h.
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In the following we first discuss a way to transform Eq. (5.1) that allows numerical treatments

in general and then analyze the di↵erent regions in detail.

Equation (5.1) can be made dimensionless via a change of variables,

x ⌘ r , y ⌘ z0 . (5.7)

The result is the following nonlinear di↵erential equation for a rising meniscus,

x
00

(1 + x02)3/2
�

1

x(1 + x02)1/2
=

2H̃


+ y , (5.8)

where x
0
⌘

dx
dy , x

00
⌘

d2x
dy2 , and 2H̃ ⌘ �p/�. Again, the two terms on the left hand side

need to flip signs for a depressed meniscus. This second-order di↵erential equation can be

rewritten into two coupled first-order di↵erential equations for which numerical treatments

are much easier. To this end, we take the local normal vector of the liquid-vapor interface

pointing toward the liquid phase and introduce an angle parameter t, which is the angle of

rotating the z axis counterclockwise to the local normal vector, as shown in Fig. 5.1. It is

easy to show that t always changes from ⇡ at the surface of the container to ✓1 +  on the

particle surface. For a rising meniscus, ✓1 +  < ⇡ while for a depressed one, ✓1 +  > ⇡.

Equation (5.8) can be rewritten in terms of t as

d sin t

dx
+

sin t

x
= �

2H̃


� y . (5.9)

Equation (5.9) is actually more general than Eq. (5.8) as Eq. (5.9) applies no matter whether

the meniscus is rising or depressed while Eq. (5.8) only describes a rising meniscus, though

both can deal with a meniscus with a neck. It is thus advantageous to use Eq. (5.9) to

describe an (axisymmetric) meniscus on the outside of a spherical particle at a liquid-vapor
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interface.

Rewriting Eq. (5.9) for dx
dt and using dy

dx = tan t, we obtain a pair of coupled first-order

nonlinear di↵erential equations,

dx

dt
= �

 
2H̃


+ y +

sin t

x

!�1

cos t , (5.10a)

dy

dt
= �

 
2H̃


+ y +

sin t

x

!�1

sin t , (5.10b)

with the following boundary conditions,

t = ✓1 +  at x = R sin , (5.11a)

t = ⇡ at x = L and y = 0 . (5.11b)

Generally, numerical solutions of Eq. (5.10) can be obtained by the shooting method [81]. It

should be emphasized that Eq. (5.10) provides a unified description for a rising or depressed

meniscus with or without a neck. The di↵erence only shows up in the boundary condition in

Eq. (5.11a). For a meniscus rising on the particle surface, ✓1 +  < ⇡ while for a depressed

one, ✓1 + > ⇡. Moreover, if ✓1 + < ⇡/2 or ✓1 + > 3⇡/2, then the meniscus has a neck.

5.2.2 L ⌧ 
�1 limit

In the limit of R < L ⌧ 
�1, the Bond number Bo ⌘ gL

2�⇢/� = 
2
L
2 is much smaller than

1, indicating that gravity can be ignored in the treatment of the meniscus. Equation (5.1)

for a rising meniscus can be simplified as

r
00

(1 + r02)3/2
�

1

r(1 + r02)1/2
= 2H̃ (5.12)
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with 2H̃ ⌘ �p/�. For a depressed meniscus, the right hand side of Eq. (5.12) should be

�2H̃. Equation. (5.12) can be solved analytically for the boundary condition sketched in

Fig. 5.1. The derivation below benefits from a seminal paper of Orr et al. on the theory of

pendular rings [76] and a recent work by Rubinstein and Fel [82].

We first make Eq. (5.12) dimensionless by introducing new variablesX = r/R and Y = z0/R.

Defining u = sin t with the angle parameter t introduced previously, we can rewrite Eq. (5.12)

as

�2H =
du

dX
+

u

X
, (5.13)

where H ⌘ RH̃ is the dimensionless mean curvature of the meniscus. The boundary condi-

tions are

t = t1 at X1 = sin , (5.14a)

t = t2 and Y2 = 0 at X2 = l , (5.14b)

where t1 = ✓1+ , t2 = ⇡, and l = L/R > 1 is the scaled radius of the bucket. Like Eq. (5.9),

Eq. (5.13) applies to both rising and depressed menisci and is more general than Eq. (5.12).

The solution for Eq. (5.13) is

u =
c

4HX
�HX . (5.15)

The boundary condition Eq.(5.14a) indicates that

c = 4H sin [H sin + sin(✓1 +  )] . (5.16)
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The other boundary condition Eq.(5.14b) yields

c = 4H2
l
2
. (5.17)

As a result, H is given by

H =
sin sin(✓1 +  )

l2 � sin2
 

. (5.18)

Note that l ⌘ L/R > 1 and therefore the denominator in Eq. (5.18), l2 � sin2
 , is always

positive. For a rising meniscus, H > 0 as 0 < ✓1 +  < ⇡ while for a depressed one, H < 0

as ⇡ < ✓1 + < 2⇡. When the particle is in its equilibrium location, ✓1 + = ⇡ and H = 0,

which is expected for a flat liquid-vapor interface. Generally, H asymptotically approaches

0 when l ⌘ L/R ! 1.

Equation (5.15) yields a parametric relation, X(t), which must be positive definite. Then

the solution of the meniscus profile Y (t) can be determined by noting that dY/dX = tan t.

The results are

X(t) =
1

2H

⇣
� sin t±

p
sin2

t+ c

⌘
, (5.19)

Y (t) =
1

2H

Z
t

t2

 
� sin�±

sin2
�p

sin2
�+ c

!
d� , (5.20)

where the + (�) sign is for a rising (depressed) meniscus. Hereafter, when the sign ± or ⌥

appears in an equation, the upper sign is always for a rising meniscus while the lower sign

is for a depressed one. In general, t2 = 3⇡/2� ✓2 where ✓2 is the contact angle of the liquid

on the container surface. For the systems considered here, ✓2 = ⇡/2 and therefore t2 = ⇡.
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Equation (5.20) can be evaluated by the elliptic integrals and the result is

Y (t) =
1

2H
(cos t� cos t2)

±

p
c

2H

h
E(t, j)� E(t2, j)� F (t, j) + F (t2, j)

i
, (5.21)

where j
2
⌘ �

1
c
. F (t, j) and E(t, j) are the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind and

second kind, respectively,

E(t, j) ⌘

Z
t

0

q
1� j2 sin2

� d�, (5.22)

F (t, j) ⌘

Z
t

0

1p
1� j2 sin2

�

d�. (5.23)

The meniscus height, �h, is given by Y (t1) with t1 = ✓1 +  and the result is

�h =
R

2H

h
cos(✓1 +  ) + 1

i

±
R
p
c

2H

h
E(✓1 +  � ⇡, j)� F (✓1 +  � ⇡, j)

i
. (5.24)

Equation (5.24) holds as long as �1
� L > R. An approximate formula can be derived for

�h in the limit of �1
� L � R using the series expansions of the elliptic integrals and the

asymptotic behavior,

H =
sin sin(✓1 +  )

l2 � sin2
 

'
sin sin(✓1 +  )

l2
! 0. (5.25)
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The result is

�h ' R sin sin(✓1 +  )

⇥

n
ln

2L

R sin [1� cos(✓1 +  )]
�

1

2

o
, (5.26)

which indicates that �h ⇠ R ln(L/R) for �1
� L � R. Our numerical results indicate

that this scaling relationship holds up to about L . 0.4�1 [48]. Equation. (5.26) is very

close to the result for a catenoid for which H = 0, except for the �1/2 term in the curly

braces [48].

Again, a self-consistent procedure using the constraint that the volume of the liquid bath is

fixed needs to be employed to determine the filling angle  for a given displacement, �z.

This procedure can be facilitated if we note that for the solution of the meniscus profile given

in Eqs. (5.19) and (5.21), the volume of the liquid bath can be expressed analytically as

V

R3
=

⇡

8H3
Js + ⇡l

2 h

R
�

1

3
⇡(2� 3 cos + cos3  ) , (5.27)

where

Js = (4 + c)(cos t1 � cos t2)

�
4

3

�
cos3 t1 � cos3 t2

�

±
p
c

⇢
8 + c

3

h
E(t1, k)� E(t2, k)

i

�
4 + c

3

h
F (t1, k)� F (t2, k)

i�

⌥
2

3

h
sin(2t1)

p
sin2

t1 + c� sin(2t2)
p

sin2
t2 + c

i
. (5.28)

After  is determined for a given �z, the capillary force in the limit of �1
� L > R can
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be computed as

F = 2⇡�R
h
sin sin(✓1 +  )�H sin2

 

i
(5.29)

with H given in Eq. (5.18).

Since for l = L/R � 1, the dimensionless mean curvature H ! 0, the capillary force is

dominated by the surface tension term,

F ' 2⇡�R sin sin(✓1 +  ) , (5.30)

and the meniscus height can be approximated as

�h ' R sin sin(✓1 +  ) ln
2L

R
. (5.31)

From Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), we have

�z = �h+ h� h0 +R(cos ✓1 + cos ) . (5.32)

For l = L/R � 1, the meniscus height satisfies �h � R(cos ✓1+cos ) and the displacement

of the liquid-vapor interface far away from the particle becomes negligible, i.e., h = h0.

Therefore, we have approximately

�z ' �h . (5.33)

Combining Eqs. (5.30), (5.31), and (5.33), we finally arrive at the Joanny-de Gennes’ Hookean
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law [33],

F '
2⇡�

ln(2L/R)
�z , (5.34)

which yields an e↵ective spring constant for a particle at a liquid-vapor interface that softens

with the lateral span of the interface as ln�1(2L/R). The denominator ln(2L/R) in Eq. (5.34)

was absent in the form derived by Pieranski [49], which was used in many papers including

the recent ones on modeling solvent evaporation with the moving interface method [11, 20,

21, 23]. This omission is easy to understand since in Pieranski’s model, the liquid-vapor

interface is always flat even for a particle out of its equilibrium location at the interface

[49]. However, in the model discussed here the meniscus height on the outside of the particle

scales with ln(2L/R).

5.2.3 Region with L & 
�1

Our previous work indicated that the theory presented in Sec. 5.2.2 can be used to describe

a meniscus on the outside of a small circular cylinder pretty accurately for L up to ⇠ 0.4�1

[48]. For L & 4�1, the interface can be treated as unbound and the meniscus height is given

by the Derjaguin-James formula

�h = R sin sin(✓1 +  )

⇥

n
ln

4�1

R sin [1� cos(✓1 +  )]
� E

o
, (5.35)

where E = 0.57721... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

In the crossover region 0.4�1 . L . 4�1, our previous work revealed an approximate
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expression of �h as [48]

�h = �h(elliptic)

⇥

n
1�m(L)

⇣
R sin [1� cos(✓1 +  )]

⌘0.12o
, (5.36)

where �h(elliptic) is the expression of the meniscus height in Eq. (5.24) based on the elliptic

integrals and m(x) is a kink function that reads

m(x) =

8
>><

>>:

0.085 exp [(x� 1.85)1.83/0.74] if x  1.85 ,

0.085 exp [(1.85� x)/0.875] if x > 1.85 .

(5.37)

Note that l ⌘ L/R is a key parameter entering the expression of �h(elliptic) in Eq. (5.24).

In the Derjaguin-James formula [Eq. (5.35)] the term L/R is replaced by �1
/R. We can

therefore make Eq. (5.36) applicable for an arbitrary L (as long as it is larger than R) by

using the following definition of l for �h(elliptic),

l =

8
>><

>>:

L/R if L  1.85�1 ,

1.85�1
/R if L > 1.85�1 .

(5.38)

The particular choice of the cuto↵ 1.85�1 can be understood by equating �h in Eq. (5.26),

which is a close approximation of Eq. (5.24), to that in the Derjaguin-James formula in

Eq. (5.35). At L = 2e1/2�E

�1

⇡ 1.85�1, the two expressions are equal. With l defined in

Eq. (5.38), the meniscus height �h in Eq. (5.36) reduces to the expression in Eq. (5.24) for

L ⌧ 
�1, while it reduces to the Derjaguin-James formula in Eq. (5.35) for L � 

�1. It also

agrees well with the numerical solutions of �h in the crossover region where L ⇠ 
�1 [48].

It should be clarified that the analytical results in Sec. 5.2.2 for L ⌧ 
�1 and the empirical
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results [Eqs. (5.36), (5.37), (5.38)] for a full range of L are obtained with the assumption that

the contact angle on the container surface ✓2 is fixed at ⇡/2. When L � 
�1, the meniscus

can be treated as unbound and the meniscus profile around the central sphere is independent

of ✓2. In this limit the meniscus rise is given by the Derjaguin-James formula. In the opposite

limit where L . 
�1, the meniscus profile depends on ✓2. However, all di↵erent results on

the meniscus rise for di↵erent values of ✓2 at L . 
�1 will converge to the same limit set

by the ✓2-independent Derjaguin-James formula, when L is increased to be much lager than


�1. The transition to an unbound meniscus at a general ✓2 is an interesting problem for

future research. Here we only consider the case ✓2 = ⇡/2.

For L & 
�1, the displacement of the liquid-vapor interface (i.e., h � h0) induced by the

particle displacement is negligible and thus h ' h0. As a result, the particle displacement

�z ⇡ �h+R(cos ✓1 + cos ) . (5.39)

Equation (5.39) and (5.36) together provide an expression of �z with the filling angle  as

a parameter for L & 
�1 (other physical quantities, L, R, and ✓1 are already known when

the problem is set up). In this limit, there is no need to use the volume constraint of the

liquid bath to connect  to �z.

The capillary force in the region with L & 
�1 becomes

F = 2⇡�R
h
sin sin(✓1 +  )�

1

2

2�hR sin2

 

�
1

6

2
R

2(2� 3 cos + cos3  )
i
. (5.40)

The Laplace pressure term drops out because H ' 0 in this limit. In this chapter we are

concerned about particles with R ⌧ 
�1 and then the buoyancy force and the gravitational
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contribution in Eq. (5.40) are negligible compared to the surface tension contribution. As a

result, the capillary force is dominated by the surface tension term. Equation (5.40) provides

an expression of the capillary force with  as a parameter. Combining Eqs. (5.40), (5.39),

and (5.36), we obtain a force-displacement curve parameterized by  for L & 
�1.

5.3 Simulation methods

A snapshot from MD simulations of a particle at a liquid-vapor interface is shown in

Fig. 5.1(b). In order to address generic behavior, we consider a molecular liquid consisting of

short linear chains of four spherical beads. This tetramer model captures many aspects of the

behavior of short hydrocarbon chains [78, 79]. All the beads interact with a Lennard-Jones

(LJ) potential,

VLJ(a) = 4✏

"⇣
�

a

⌘12
�

⇣
�

a

⌘6
�

✓
�

ac

◆12

+

✓
�

ac

◆6
#

, (5.41)

where a is the distance between the centers of beads, � represents an e↵ective bead diameter,

and ✏ is an energy scale. The LJ potential is truncated at ac = 2.5�. Two neighboring beads

on a chain are connected by a bond described by a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE)

potential [122],

VFENE(a) = �
1

2
KR

2
0 ln

✓
1�

a
2

R
2
0

◆
, (5.42)

where the canonical values are adopted with R0 = 1.5� and K = 30✏/�2.

A spherical particle is modeled as a uniform distribution of LJ mass points. The interaction

between the particle and a LJ bead is determined by integrating the LJ potential between
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the bead and all the mass points on the particle [36, 37]. The resulting potential is

Uns(a) =
2

9

R
3
n�

3
Ans

(R2
n � a2)3

⇥


1�

(5R6
n + 45R4

na
2 + 63R2

na
4 + 15a6)�6

15(Rn � a)6(Rn + a)6

�
, (5.43)

where a is the center-to-center distance between the bead and particle and the radius of the

particle is Rn. In our simulations Rn = 10�. If we take � ' 0.5 nm, then Rn is about 5 nm.

The particle-bead potential is truncated at ac = 14�. The Hamaker constant Ans controls

the wetting behavior of the liquid on the particle surface.

The liquid bath is placed in a cylindrical container of nominal radius Ln. Two values,

Ln = 50� and 75�, are used in our simulations. The central axis of the container is along

the z axis. Without the particle, the free liquid-vapor interface is parallel to the horizontal

x-y plane. Two horizontal walls are used at z = 0 and z = 100� to confine the liquid and

vapor. The interaction between a LJ bead and the top, bottom, or side wall is governed by

a LJ 9-3 potential

Uw(a) = ✏w

"
2

15

⇣
�
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�
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✓
�
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◆3
#

, (5.44)

where a is the distance from the bead center to the wall and ac = 2.5�, 0.8583�, and 3.0�

are the cuto↵ distances at the side, top, and bottom wall, respectively. The interaction

strength is set with ✏w = 2.1✏ to yield a 90� contact angle on the side wall, as confirmed with

independent simulations.

The whole system is thermalized at a constant temperature T = 0.7✏/kB, where kB is

the Boltzmann constant. At this temperature, the tetramer LJ liquid has a density ⇢l =

0.927m/�
3 and the vapor density ⇢v = 0. Our motivation to pick this nonvolatile liquid is to
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!1
!

"d

Figure 5.2: Contact angle ✓1 vs. Hamaker constant Ans for a particle with Rn = 10� at the
surface of the tetramer liquid. The inset shows the equilibrium configuration of the particle
straddling the liquid-vapor interface, where  = ⇡ � ✓1.

generate a liquid-vapor interface that is sharp and can equilibrate quickly. To determine the

surface tension of the tetramer liquid, we simulated a liquid film in a cubic simulation cell

with a liquid-vapor interface in the x-y plane, in which the periodic boundary conditions are

used. The liquid film is in contact with a bottom wall at z = 0 and confined by a top wall

at z = 100�. The liquid-vapor interface is located at about z = 51�. The surface tension

was computed with the Kirkwood-Bu↵ formula [123],

� =
1

2

Z 
pzz(z)�

pxx(z) + pyy(z)

2

�
dz , (5.45)

where pxx(z), pyy(z), and pzz(z) are the three diagonal components of the stress tensor. The

result is � = 1.018✏/�2 in the LJ units. A rough mapping between LJ and real units can be

found in a previous study [78].

The wetting behavior of the tetramer liquid on the particle surface depends on the Hamaker

constant Ans. Considering the finite radius of the particle, we identified the contact angle of

the liquid on the particle surface directly by placing the particle at the surface of the liquid

film that was used in the calculation of surface tension. When the particle settles into its
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equilibrium location, the liquid-vapor interface is flat and intersects with the particle surface

with a filling angle  = ⇡�✓1. The particle center is then at distance �d = R cos ✓1 from the

liquid-vapor interface. By computing �d in MD simulations, we can determine the contact

angle as

✓1 = arccos(�d/R) . (5.46)

To determine �d, we need to obtain the location of the liquid-vapor interface, which was

achieved by fitting the density profile of the liquid far away from the particle to the following

functional form,

⇢(z) =
1

2
(⇢l + ⇢v)�

1

2
(⇢l � ⇢v) tanh


2(z � zi)

ds

�
, (5.47)

where zi is the location and ds is the width of the interface, respectively.

The results for ✓1 as a function of Ans are shown in Fig. 5.2. The contact angle decreases

when the Hamaker constant between the particle and liquid increases [40, 124]. This trend is

expected as stronger interactions between a solid surface and a liquid favor the wetting of the

solid by the liquid. The contact angle ✓1 and surface tension � are used as material properties

when the simulation results of the meniscus on the outside of a particle are compared to the

predictions of the macroscopic theory of capillarity.

We used a pulling process to place the particle at various locations along the vertical z axis

across the liquid-vapor interface. The particle was first fully immersed in the liquid bath.

Then the particle was pulled upward with a constant speed ve = 0.02�/⌧ ⇠ 4 m/s along

the z direction. This speed is about six orders of magnitude larger than typical velocities of

displacing particles (⇠ 1 µm/s) in AFM experiments [108]. To get rid of the inertial e↵ects

[78], we allowed the meniscus to relax for at least 5000⌧ when the particle was pulled to and
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Table 5.1: Parameters of all five systems studied in this chapter.

Ans ✓1 Rn/� Ln/� h0/� No. of tetramers
100 48.5� 10 50 51.4 90000
80 76.5� 10 50 51.3 90000
60 98.2� 10 50 51.1 90000
40 120.5� 10 50 51.0 90000
100 48.5� 10 75 51.1 202612

then fixed at a certain location. After relaxation the meniscus profile was determined from

the density profile of the liquid and the capillary force on the particle was computed. The

procedure was repeated when the particle was pulled to its next location until the meniscus

broke up. The parameters of all five systems studied with MD simulations are summarized

in Table 5.1.

The Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) developed at

Sandia National Laboratories [41] was adopted to perform all the MD simulations reported

here. A velocity-Verlet algorithm was used to integrate the equation of motion with a time

step �t = 0.005⌧ , where ⌧ = �(m/✏)1/2 is the LJ unit of time and m is the mass of a LJ

bead. The particle has a mass M = 4⇡R3
m

3�3 = 4188.79m. In all the simulations, the liquid

was held at T = 0.7✏/kB via a Langevin thermostat with a damping rate � = 0.1⌧�1.

5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 Theoretical procedure to determine filling angle

With the theory in Sec. 5.2.2, the meniscus profile can be predicted in the region with

L ⌧ 
�1 when the contact angle ✓1 and the filling angle  on the particle surface are given.

Some examples for ✓1 = ⇡/4, L/R = 5, D = 4R (i.e., with the particle center fixed at

z = 5R), and various values of  are given in Fig. 5.3(a). The corresponding volume under
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the meniscus profile (V ) and the height of the meniscus rise or depression (�h) are shown in

Fig. 5.3(b). It should be pointed out that the meniscus profile, r(z0), depends on R, L, ✓1,

and  , but not on D. However, as discussed in Sec. 5.2.2 for the system sketched in Fig. 5.1,

the volume of the liquid bath is conserved. When the particle is pulled or pushed vertically

to a certain height, the filling angle of the meniscus that is physically realized needs to satisfy

the volume constraint. This fact is easy to understand as D, which sets the vertical location

of the particle, is the parameter controlled in both simulations and experiments. The filling

angle  is then a parameter set by the fixed volume of the liquid bath.

!"#

!$#

Figure 5.3: (a) Meniscus profiles for ✓1 = ⇡/4 and di↵erent filling angles:  = ⇡/6, ⇡/3,
⇡/2, 2⇡/3, 3⇡/4, 5⇡/6 (from bottom to top). The ratio L/R = 5 is used here and the center
of the particle is fixed at z = 5R (i.e., D = 4R in Fig. 5.1). (b) The volume under the
meniscus profile (solid black line) measured from the bottom wall at z = 0 and the height of
the meniscus (dashed red line) measured from the contact line on the container surface as a
function of  for the parameters in (a).
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As shown in Fig. 5.3(b), V and �h are anticorrelated but nonmonotonic when  varies.

This behavior indicates that for a certain range of initial volumes of the liquid bath, there

could be two possible values of  fulfilling the volume constraint. To determine which  

is the physical solution, we will only consider filling angles  2 [ min, max] with  min and

 max being the solutions of dV
d = 0. In particular, V has a minimal value Vmin at  =  min

and a maximal value Vmax at  =  max. Clearly, V is a monotonically increasing function

of  2 [ min, max]. Then the initial volume of the liquid bath, which is set by R, L, ✓1,

and D0 or h0 through Eq. (5.3), can be used to determine the filling angle  for the given

D, which sets the displacement of the particle, �z, through Eq. (5.4). With  determined,

the meniscus profile and the capillary force on the particle can be readily computed. If the

initial volume of the liquid bath is smaller than Vmin at the given D, then the meniscus is

assumed to be ruptured and the particle is completely in the vapor. On the contrary, if the

initial volume is larger than Vmax at the given D, then the particle is fully immersed in the

liquid bath.

We can use intuitive arguments to justify the criterion adopted here of only picking  2

[ min, max] for a givenD. For a particle in its equilibrium location at a liquid-vapor interface,

the interface is flat and the filling angle  = ⇡� ✓1. When the particle is pulled upward, the

filling angle starts to decrease from ⇡ � ✓1 as the contact line is free to slide. It is natural

to assume that the filling angle changes continuously when the particle is pulled higher and

higher until at a critical filling angle the meniscus ruptures and detaches from the particle

surface. On the contrary, if the particle is pushed downward from its equilibrium height,

then the filling angle increases continuously from ⇡� ✓1 until at another critical filling angle

the meniscus collapses and the particle submerges into the liquid. In any case, a filling angle

further away from 0 (for the case of the particle being pulled upward from its equilibrium

location) or ⇡ (for the case of being pushing downward) is more physically possible than
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the other one when there are two possible filling angles that satisfy the volume constraint.

Therefore, it is physically sensible to exclude filling angles less than  min and those larger

than  max.

A complete understanding of the rupture and collapse of a meniscus requires an analysis

of the stability of the meniscus under perturbations and fluctuations, which is beyond the

scope of this thesis. Interestingly, it can be shown rigorously that  min and  min are actually

independent of D and V . This fact is easy to understand as both D and V can be changed

arbitrarily by moving the location of the bottom confining wall in Fig. 5.1 while at the same

time the meniscus profile does not change at all. Below we further demonstrate this fact

mathematically.

We first consider the case where D is fixed as in Fig. 5.3. Note that h and �h are still

functions of  . Using dD = 0 and Eq. (5.5), we obtain

dh

d 
+

d�h

d 
�R sin = 0 , (5.48)

which is a constraint that the derivatives of h and �h have to satisfy. In this case, V is a

function of  through Eq. (5.2), from which we get

dV

d 
= ⇡[r(�h)]2

d�h

d 
+ ⇡L

2 dh

d 
� ⇡R

3 sin3
 . (5.49)

Using r(�h) = R sin and Eq. (5.48), we can rewrite dV
d as

dV

d 
= ⇡

�
R

2 sin2
 � L

2
�✓d�h

d 
�R sin 

◆
. (5.50)
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Since R sin < L, the condition dV
d = 0 when D is fixed is equivalent to

d�h

d 
�R sin = 0 . (5.51)

The boundary values of the filling angle,  min and  max, can be determined using Eq. (5.51).

Since the meniscus profile, r(z0), does not depend on D, Eq. (5.51) is independent of D,

indicating that  min and  max are D-independent as well. The approximate reflection sym-

metry between V and �h as functions of  , as shown in Fig. 5.3, can also be understood on

the basis of Eq. (5.50). From this equation, dV
d and d�h

d have opposite signs for a wide range

of  since R sin < L. This anticorrelation is particularly true for  close to the filling

angle for a flat liquid-vapor interface (i.e., when the particle is in its equilibrium location).

However, the reflection symmetry between V and �h is only approximate as the condition

dV
d = 0 is equivalent to Eq. (5.51), not d�h

d = 0.

Equation (5.51) can also be understood from a di↵erent perspective based on the intuitive

arguments discussed previously. Now we consider a liquid bath with a fixed volume V .

When the particle is in its equilibrium location at the surface of the liquid bath, the filling

angle is ⇡ � ✓1. When the particle is pulled upward (or pushed downward), the filling angle

decreases (increases) from ⇡ � ✓1 until the meniscus collapses and the particle is detached

from (enclosed by) the interface. In this perspective, D can be regarded as a function of  

under the constraint that V is fixed. From Eq. (5.5), we get

dD

d 
=

dh

d 
+

d�h

d 
�R sin . (5.52)

Since V is now a constant, dV = 0, which together with Eq. (5.2) yield

⇡R
2 sin2

 
d�h

d 
+ ⇡L

2 dh

d 
� ⇡R

3 sin3
 = 0 . (5.53)
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Combining Eqs. (5.52) and (5.53), we obtain

dD

d 
= �L

�2
�
R

2 sin2
 � L

2
�✓d�h

d 
�R sin 

◆
. (5.54)

As a result, the condition dD
d = 0 when V is fixed is also equivalent to Eq. (5.51). Since for

a meniscus with a constant V , there is an identity dD
d = d�z

d . The implication is then that

the particle displacement, �z, reaches the minimal (maximal) value at  =  max ( min) for

a fixed-volume meniscus.

The meniscus profile given by r(z0) and the meniscus height, �h, only depend on ✓1, R,

L, and  . Furthermore, �h can be written as R ⇥ f(✓1, , L/R) as shown in Eq. (5.24).

Therefore, the solutions to Eq. (5.51),  min and  max, only depend on ✓1 and L/R, not on D

or V . As a matter of fact,  min and  max can be taken approximately as the filling angles at

which the meniscus ruptures and collapses, respectively [108]. When a particle is pulled or

pushed at a liquid-vapor interface with di↵erent h0 (i.e, di↵erent V and D) but the same ✓1,

R, and L, exactly the same force-displacement curve is expected, as well as the same  min

and  max. The condition dD
d = 0 was also used previously by Anachkov et al. to find the

critical angle at which a meniscus breaks [108].

The results of the critical filling angles  min and  max as functions of ✓1, determined using

Eq. (5.51), are shown in Fig. 5.4 for L/R = 5 and 50, respectively. Some interesting behaviors

are observed. When ✓1 ! 0,  max ! ⇡ independent of L/R. When ✓1 ! ⇡,  min ! 0. A

further analysis shows that  min and  max as functions of ✓1 satisfy the following relationship,

 min(✓1) +  max(⇡ � ✓1) = ⇡ . (5.55)

This identity originates from the invariance of the Young-Laplace equation [Eq. (5.1)] under

the transformation z0 ! �z0, ✓1 ! ⇡ � ✓1, and �p ! ��p [71].
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Figure 5.4: Critical filling angles  min (bottom two lines) and  max (top two lines) vs. ✓1 for
L/R = 5 (solid lines) and 50 (dashed lines).

5.4.2 Meniscus profiles for L ⌧ 
�1

With the procedure described in Sec. 5.4.1 to determine the filling angle  , we can theoret-

ically predict the meniscus profile for any given set of R, L, ✓1, h0, and D (or �z) in the

limit of L ⌧ 
�1. Some examples are shown in Fig. 5.5 for a solvophilic and a solvophobic

sphere, respectively. The results indicate that the theory and the procedure presented here

can be used to determine the meniscus profile accurately and e�ciently for a wide range of

parameters and configurations. Below we directly compare the theoretical predictions of the

meniscus profile to those obtained from MD simulations and discuss the force-displacement

curves in detail.

To make a fair comparison between simulations and the macroscopic theory of capillarity,

care must be taken in defining the radii of the particle and the cylindrical container in the

simulations. Repulsive hard-cores of LJ potentials and their integrated forms lead to an

excluded zone on any solid surface in which no liquid resides and make the e↵ective radii

larger than the nominal radii set in the simulations. We found that the e↵ective radii are

R = 10.35� for the particle with Rn = 10� and L = 49.7� (74.7�) for the cylindrical
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Figure 5.5: Meniscus profiles predicted by the theory in Sec. 5.2.2 for L/R = 5 and V/R
3 =

125⇡. The first and second rows are for a solvophilic sphere with ✓1 = 45� and D0/R = 3.34.
The third and fourth rows are for a solvophobic sphere with ✓1 = 135� and D0/R = 4.71.
The values of  and D are indicated in each plot.

container with Ln = 50� (75�). These e↵ective radii are used in the theoretical analyses of

the systems simulated with MD.

In simulations the liquid-vapor interface can be located directly from the density distribution

of the liquid. Statistical fluctuations of the interface can be reduced numerically by noting

the axisymmetry of the systems simulated. Using color-scale plots, Fig. 5.6 shows the angle-

averaged density profile ⇢(r, z) of the liquid as a function of height z and radial distance r

from the central axis of the container. The density profiles were averaged over 51 snapshots

from MD simulations. We computed the location of the interface at a given r by fitting

⇢(r, z) to Eq. (5.47). The results are shown in Fig. 5.6 as circles. The red lines are the

predictions based on Eqs. (5.19) and (5.21). In all cases with di↵erent ✓1 and Ln, an excellent

agreement is found between the simulation and theory, no matter whether the meniscus is
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the meniscus profile between the theory in Sec. 5.2.2 and MD
simulations for (a) ✓1 = 48.5�, D = 61�, Ln = 50�, and h0 = 51.4�; (b) ✓1 = 120.5�,
D = 29�, Ln = 50�, and h0 = 51�; (c) ✓1 = 48.5�, D = 61�, Ln = 75�, and h0 = 51.1�.
The angular averaged density of the liquid is represented by a color-scale plot. The black
circles indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface from simulations. The solid red line
indicates the theoretical prediction of the meniscus profile.

rising [Figs. 5.6(a) and (c)] or depressed [Fig. 5.6(b)]. The good agreement indicates that the

particle size is large enough that possible e↵ects associated with line tensions are negligible

and the macroscopic theory of capillarity is applicable for menisci at nanometer scales.

5.4.3 Force-displacement curves for L ⌧ 
�1

Our main goal in this chapter is to understand the e↵ective potential confining a particle to

its equilibrium location at a liquid-vapor interface. In Fig. 5.7, the force-displacement curves

are shown for the systems with Rn = 10� (R = 10.35�), Ln = 50� (L = 49.7�), and various

values of ✓1. The symbols represent the capillary force computed in MD simulations using

the pulling protocol described in Sec. 5.3. To quantify the uncertainty of MD calculations,

we partitioned the total simulation time (5000⌧) during which the force was computed into

ten blocks. An average force was computed for each block. Then the average over all ten

blocks was taken as the final mean force and the standard deviation of the ten block averages

was plotted as error bars in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Capillary force (F ) vs. vertical displacement of the particle (�z) from its
equilibrium location at a liquid-vapor interface for Ln = 50� and various values of ✓1: (a)
48.5�, (b) 76.5�, (c) 98.2�, and (d) 120.5�. The red circles are results from MD simulations
and the blue lines are the corresponding theoretical predictions.

The solid lines in Fig. 5.7 are the predictions of the macroscopic theory of capillarity described

in Sec. 5.2.2. Since the simulations are in the limit of R < L ⌧ 
�1, Eq. (5.29) is used for

the capillary force in the theory. In all cases, the theoretical predictions agree reasonably

with the MD results, especially in the region of 0 . �z . R. However, the theoretical values

tend to be systematically lower than those computed in simulations in terms of magnitude.

Clear deviation is observed when the capillary force is close to its extremal values before the

meniscus breaks up or the particle submerges into the liquid bath. In particular, the theory

seems to work well for solvophilic particles with ✓1 < ⇡/2 [Figs. 5.7(a) and (b)] but less so

for solvophobic particles with ✓1 > ⇡/2 [Figs. 5.7(c) and (d)]. For the latter systems, the

theoretical predictions of the capillary force are significantly lower than the MD results for

the F < 0 branch with regard to magnitude, up to about 30% right before particle immersion.

At this point there is no physical explanation of the observed discrepancy between the theory

and simulations on capillary forces, though the two agree very well when meniscus profiles are
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concerned. One possibility might be when a solvophobic particle is close to its submerging

or detaching point, the meniscus strongly bends and the interfacial tension of such a bent

interface starts to deviate from the value computed for a flat interface without any curvature

[125].

Figure 5.8: Capillary force (F ) vs. vertical displacement of the particle (�z) from its
equilibrium location at a liquid-vapor interface for Ln = 75� and ✓1 = 48.5�. The red circles
are results from MD simulations and the blue line is the corresponding theoretical prediction.

Figure 5.8 shows the force-displacement curve for a system with Rn = 10� (R = 10.35�),

Ln = 75� (L = 74.7�) and ✓1 = 48.5�. In this case, the macroscopic theory fits well the

F < 0 branch (i.e., the region with an upward pushing force on the particle). However,

for the region where F > 0 and the capillary force is pulling the particle downward into

the liquid bath, the theoretical predictions are again lower than the simulation results. The

largest deviation occurs when the capillary force is near its maximum value at �z ' 2.3R.

The corresponding rising meniscus breaks up when the particle is pulled up further.

When the ratio l ⌘ L/R gets larger, the dimensionless mean curvature of the interface

becomes smaller roughly as l�2 [see Eq. (5.18)]. Eventually the meniscus profile reduces to
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Figure 5.9: Capillary force (F ) vs. vertical displacement of the particle (�z) from its equi-
librium location at a liquid-vapor interface: theory (solid lines) vs. the Joanny-de Gennes’
Hookean form in Eq. (5.34) (dashed lines) for (a) ✓1 = 45� and (b) ✓1 = 90� with L/R = 5
(blue), 10 (red), 100 (green), and 1000 (yellow) from the most to least tilted from horizontal
in each plot, respectively.

a catenary curve with zero mean curvature [48, 62]. The meniscus height for a catenoid is

very similar to the expression in Eq. (5.26) but without the -1/2 term in the curly braces. In

the limit of L � R, the force-displacement curve reduces to the Joanny-de Gennes’ law in

Eq. (5.34) with an e↵ective spring constant ks = 2⇡�/ ln(2L/R) [33]. In Fig. 5.9 this linear

force-displacement relationship is compared to the theoretical solutions using the elliptic

integrals for ✓1 = 45�. Even for L/R = 5, the theoretical results fit reasonably to the Joanny-

de Gennes’ law with a linear behavior apparent for |�z/R| ⌧ 1, though deviations can be
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seen at lager displacements or when the particle is close to detaching from or submerging into

the liquid. The agreement is improved and the linear region of the force-displacement curve

is widened when L/R becomes larger. For L/R = 1000, the linear force-displacement curve

from the Joanny-de Gennes’ law overlaps with the theoretical solution based on the elliptic

integrals for a wide range of �z, except very close to the extrema at which the capillary

force bends and deviates from the linear dependence on �z.

Figure 5.10: Capillary force (F ) vs. vertical displacement of the particle (�z) from its
equilibrium location at a liquid-vapor interface: theory (lines) vs. experimental data (circles,
by courtesy of Anachkov [108]). Panels (a), (c), and (d) are for particles with various radii
at a hexadecane-water interface; panel (b) is for a water-air interface. The solid and dashed
lines are from the theory in Sec. 5.2.2 with di↵erent values of ✓1 and (a) L = 4 mm, (b)
L = 4 mm, (c) L = 9 mm, and (d) L = 17 mm, respectively.

The approximate linear dependence of the capillary force (F ) on the particle displacement

(�z) has been confirmed experimentally. For example, Fig. 5.10 includes some experimental

data from the group of Anachkov for microparticles at water-air and water-oil interfaces,

where a linear relationship between F and �z is apparent unless the meniscus is close to

breaking up [108]. In the experimental setup to measure F , the liquid (water) was filled in

a cone-shaped container in the middle of a much larger vessel. Water and air or oil met at
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the opening of the cone, the radius of which was about 1 mm. Therefore, the lateral span of

the water-air (oil) interface was about 1 mm.

The interfacial tension of a water-hexadecane interface is 52.5± 0.5 mN/m and of a water-

air interface is 72 mN/m at 25 �C. The density of hexadecane is 770 kg/m3 and that of

water is 1000 kg/m3. As a result, the capillary length (�1) is about 4.82 mm and 2.7

mm for a water-hexadecane and a water-air interface, respectively. In the experiments, the

radius of the particle was varied from 1.5 to 5.62 µm, much smaller than �1. Our previous

work showed that the theory presented in Sec. 5.2.2 and the solutions of the Young-Laplace

equation based on the elliptic integrals apply for L . 0.4�1, which is about 1.9 mm for the

water-hexadecane and 1.1 mm for the water-air system, respectively. Therefore, the interface

involved in the experiments can be assumed to have a constant mean curvature and gravity

can be ignored. However, the contact angle of the interface at the edge of the cone, ✓2, is

unknown. The theory presented in this chapter is based on ✓2 = ⇡/2. In order to use the

theory in Sec. 5.2.2 to fit the experimental data, we will treat L as a fitting parameter in

the theory. This treatment is based on the assumption that a meniscus emerging in the

experiments with L = 1 mm and ✓2 6= ⇡/2 is only a portion of a meniscus with a di↵erent

L but ✓2 = ⇡/2. A more rigorous treatment may be using a fixed L ' 1 mm as in the

experiments but allowing ✓2 to vary, which requires extending the theory in Sec. 5.2.2 to the

case ✓2 6= ⇡/2. Such analyses will be reported in the future.

The lines in Fig. 5.10 are the theoretical fits using Eqs. (5.24), (5.29), and (5.32) with L as

a fitting parameter. An excellent agreement is found between the theory and experimental

results for all the cases. The two lines are for two contact angles that were reported in

Ref. [108] for each case using di↵erent measurement techniques. It should be noted that

almost identical fits can be obtained using Eqs. (5.26), (5.30), and (5.33). This fact is not

a coincidence and can be understood as follows. In the experiments L � R and the mean
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curvature of the meniscus is thus close to 0. In this limit, the meniscus is essentially a

catenoid, to which Eqs. (5.26), (5.30), and (5.33) apply.

In Ref. [108], the same experimental data included in Fig. 5.10 were fit using the Derjaguin-

James formula [Eq. (5.35)] for the meniscus rise. Some deviations were noted. The Derjaguin-

James formula was derived for a meniscus with an unbound lateral span. Our previous work

showed that it applies when L & 4�1 for ✓2 = ⇡/2 [48]. These conditions were not met in

the experiments in Ref. [108], which may explain the observed di↵erence between the fits

using the Derjaguin-James formula and the experimental data [108].

5.4.4 E↵ects of gravity for L & 
�1

In Sec. 5.2.2, it is found that a meniscus on the outside of a particle with R ⌧ L ⌧ 
�1

is a surface of revolution with a constant mean curvature. In this case, the meniscus height

(�h) grows with L logarithmically, as shown in Eq. (5.26). When L becomes comparable

to or larger than �1, gravity comes into e↵ect and the logarithmic growth ceases with �h

saturating to a value predicted by the Derjaguin-James formula [Eq. (5.35)]. The logarithmic

dependence of �h on L is the origin of the Joanny-de Gennes’ law in Eq. (5.34) for R ⌧ L ⌧


�1, which states that the e↵ective spring constant associated with a liquid-vapor interface

for a particle straddling the interface can be written as ks ' 2⇡�/ ln(2L/R). According to

this expression, ks gradually decreases as L increases. However, as �h eventually saturates

and becomes L-independent when L � 
�1, the spring constant is expected to saturate in

the same limit.

From our previous work on the wetting of a cylinder vertically penetrating a liquid-vapor

interface, we know that Eq. (5.24) is accurate for the meniscus height for L up to about

0.4�1 with the parameter l ⌘ L/R. When L > 1.85�1, Eq. (5.24) can still be used for
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�h with the parameter l replaced by 1.85�1
/R. This finding leads to a re-definition of

l in Eq. (5.38), which can be combined with Eq. (5.24) and an error correcting function

[Eq. (5.37)] to yield an approximate formula of �h. The resulting formula is shown in

Eq. (5.36) and works for an arbitrary L including the crossover zone 0.4�1 . L . 4�1.

Figure 5.11: Capillary force (F ) vs. vertical displacement of the particle (�z) from its
equilibrium location at a water-air interface: theory (solid lines) vs. the Hookean form
with the e↵ective spring constant in Eq. (5.56) (dashed lines) for ✓1 = 90�, R = 1 µm,
and L/R = 102 (blue), 103 (red), 104 (green), and 105 (yellow) from the most to least
tilted from horizontal, respectively. In particular, the black dashed line corresponds to
ks = 2⇡�/ ln(3.7�1

/R), which is the saturated value of ks for large L.

Similar to �h, the spring constant ks also exhibits crossover and saturation when the lateral

span of the liquid-vapor interface is increased. As result, we can generalize the expression of

ks as

ks '
2⇡�

ln(2l)
, (5.56)

with the parameter l given in Eq. (5.38) instead of being always L/R. This expression of

ks is expected to work for an arbitrary value of the ratio L/R. In Fig. 5.11 we plot the
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force-displacement curves for a particle at a water-air interface computed using Eqs. (5.36),

(5.39), and (5.40) for ✓1 = ⇡/2, R = 1 µm and various values of L ranging from 100 µm to

100 mm. The capillary length is �1 = 2.7 mm. The linear region of each curve has a slope

that agrees well with the e↵ective spring constant from Eq. (5.56), i.e., ks = 2⇡�/ ln(2l)

with l = L/R for L  1.85�1 while l = 1.85�1
/R for L > 1.85�1. It is clear that when

L ! 1, the spring constant ks saturates to 2⇡�/ ln(3.7�1
/R).

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive theory of the meniscus on the outside of a

small particle (i.e., R ⌧ 
�1 with �1 being the capillary length of the interface involved) at

a liquid-vapor interface confined in a cylindrical container with radius L (> R). By placing

the particle along the central axis of the container, we computed the capillary force on the

particle when it was displaced out of its equilibrium height relative to the interface. With

the contact angle of the liquid on the container surface being fixed at ⇡/2, the setup allowed

us to systematically study the crossover from a meniscus with a constant Laplace pressure

to an unbound one governed by gravity, when L is increased from L ⌧ 
�1 to L � 

�1. In

the limit of R < L ⌧ 
�1, an analytic solution based on the elliptic integrals was found for

the Young-Laplace equation, resulting in a meniscus of a constant mean curvature and with

a height that grows logarithmically with L. In the limit of R ⌧ 
�1

⌧ L, the meniscus

height saturates to a value given by the Derjaguin-James formula. In the crossover region,

which is roughly 0.4�1 . L . 4�1, an approximate formula was proposed for the meniscus

height based on our previous work on the wetting of a cylinder.

Via MD simulations we showed that the meniscus shape at nanometer scales matches well

the prediction of the macroscopic theory of capillarity based on the Young-Laplace equation.
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The capillary force is reasonably predicted by the theory as well, especially the branch

where the force is attractive and pulling the particle toward the liquid phase. However, for

the repulsive branch where the force is pushing the particle out of the liquid, the theory

always predicts a force with a magnitude smaller than that computed in MD simulations.

The origin of this discrepancy is not understood at present.

The simulation and theoretical results show that the capillary force on a small particle at

a liquid-vapor interface can be reasonably approximated as a linear function of the dis-

placement of the particle out of its equilibrium location, especially for small deviations.

This approximation holds from nanometer to macroscopic scales and the associated e↵ective

spring constant can be written as ks = 2⇡�/ ln(2l). For L  1.85�1, the parameter l = L/R,

indicating that ks decreases as the reciprocal of lnL as L increases. For L > 1.85�1, the

spring constant ks saturates to 2⇡�/ ln(3.7�1
/R).

Our result for ks di↵ers from the result of Pieranski [49], who predicted ks = 2⇡�, by the

factor ln�1(2l) associated with the lateral span of the meniscus. In Pieranski’s analyses,

the liquid-vapor interface was always flat regardless of the location of the particle’s center

relative to the interface. In other words, the deformation of the meniscus was not considered

when the particle was displaced out of its equilibrium location. The analyses were based on

free energies but not self-consistent as the force exerted on the particle by the liquid-vapor

interface was always 0. In this chapter, we fully account for the evolution of the meniscus

on the outside of a particle moving across a liquid-vapor interface. Our results thus provide

a rigorous theoretical foundation of the moving interface method in which a liquid-vapor

interface is modeled as a harmonic potential with regard to its confining e↵ect on small

particles at the interface or in the liquid phase. A physical interpretation is found for the

associated spring constant in terms of the surface tension of the interface (�), the particle

size (R), the lateral span of the interface (L), and possibly the capillary length (�1) of
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the interface when L is large. We expect this approach of modeling a liquid-vapor interface

as a confining potential for particles will find wide applications in simulating evaporation

of particle suspensions, interfacial adsorption and assembly of particles, and many other

processes involving particles at interfaces.

We derived ks using a single particle at a liquid-vapor interface. When multiple particles are

adsorbed at an interface, capillary interactions mediated by menisci can occur. In this case,

it is nontrivial to model the interface as a confining potential for each particle. However,

if we interpret L as the average interfacial distance between the particles, similar to the

treatment of Joanny and de Gennes of a contact line pinned by multiple defects [33], then

a harmonic potential with ks = 2⇡�/ ln(2l) for each particle at the interface will at least

partially capture the capillary interactions.
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Comparison between implicit and

explicit solvent models

This chapter is based on a paper that is currently under review at The Journal of Chemical

Physics :

Yanfei Tang, Gary. S. Grest, and Shengfeng Cheng, “ Stratification of drying particle sus-

pensions: Comparison of implicit and explicit solvent simulations”, submitted to The Journal

of Chemical Physics.

I designed and built all the models for molecular dynamics simulations. Dr. Grest ran the

explicit solvent simulations. I implemented the implicit solvent model in LAMMPS and ran

the implicit solvent simulations. I performed all the data analyses and prepared figures. All

authors contributed to the writing of this paper. My contributions to this paper were under

Dr. Cheng’s supervision.
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6.1 Introduction

The results in the previous two chapters provide a physical foundation of an implicit solvent

model for a particle suspension. However, it is still important to compare results from an

implicit solvent model directly with those from an explicit one and to examine if consistent

results are obtained from the two. In this chapter, we undertake this task and compare the

stratification behavior during the drying of a bidisperse particle suspension when the solvent

is treated either explicitly or implicitly.

The field of drying-induced stratification was recently reviewed by Schulz and Keddie [126].

Molecular modeling has played an important role in the process of discovering and reveal-

ing the fundamental physics of stratification [20, 23, 25, 27, 34, 86, 127, 128]. Fortini et

al. conducted Langevin dynamics simulations to unequivocally establish the occurrence of

“small-on-top” stratification during fast drying of bidisperse particle suspensions [20, 25, 27].

Howard et al. adopted a similar method and combined it with a dynamical density functional

theory to show that “small-on-top” stratification is enhanced when the particle size ratio ↵

is increased [23, 127]. Tatsumi et al. performed Langevin dynamics simulations for ↵ = 1.5,

2, and 4 with particle-particle interactions described by the Hertzian theory of a nonadhesive

elastic contact and showed that segregation is most enhanced at an intermediate value of

Pel [128]. In all these modeling studies, the solvent was treated as a continuous, viscous,

and isothermal background with hydrodynamic flow ignored, which is consistent with the

assumption usually made in phenomenological theories of stratification [20, 24]. However,

the recent analyses of Sear and Warren showed that the solvent backflow around a migrating

particle may be important and theories neglecting it may substantially overestimate strat-

ification [29]. The implication is that results based on implicit solvent models may not be

realistic [126].
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Statt et al. used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate stratification in drying

mixtures of long and short polymer chains and compared the results from an implicit and

an explicit solvent model [86]. They carefully matched the sizes of polymer chains and their

di↵usion coe�cients in the two models. With the implicit solvent, stratification was observed

while no stratification occurred in the explicit solvent under the same drying conditions.

They concluded that hydrodynamic interactions, which are not included in the implicit

solvent model, are responsible for the di↵erent outcomes. The work by Statt et al. thus

presents a serious challenge to the modeling of drying particle suspensions as it raises a

question whether one can trust the results from simulations based on implicit solvent models.

It should be noted that these simulations are for polymer solutions and it is unclear if the

results can be generalized to colloidal suspensions, though Statt et al. suggested that they

should apply to particle mixtures [86].

In our previous work [34], we have employed MD simulations with an explicit solvent modeled

as a Lennard-Jones liquid to study the drying process of suspensions of bidisperse mixtures

of nanoparticles. Though thermophoresis caused by evaporative cooling competed with

di↵usiophoresis and complicated the distribution of nanoparticles during drying, “small-on-

top” stratification was observed, underscoring the discovery of Fortini et al.. In this chapter,

we use a similar model but suppress thermophoresis by thermalizing the entire solvent and

thus keeping the system isothermal during evaporation. Then we map the explicit solvent

model to an implicit one by matching the di↵usion coe�cients of nanoparticles via tuning

the frictional damping in the corresponding Langevin equation. We compare the results from

the explicit and implicit solvent models and find comparable “small-on-top” stratification in

both. Our results thus corroborate the usage of an implicit solvent model for drying particle

suspensions. Furthermore, we use the implicit solvent model to study the e↵ect of initial

thickness of a suspension film of nanoparticles on their final distribution in the dry film when
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either the Péclet number or the receding speed of the film’s free surface is fixed.

6.2 Model and methodology

We performed MD simulations with both an explicit and an implicit solvent model to study

the drying process of suspensions of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles. The explicit

solvent model is described in detail in our previous study [34] and is summarized below. The

implicit solvent model is based on the method of Fortini et al. [20] to mimic the process of

solvent evaporation. We carefully matched the two models such that the particles have the

same, purely repulsive interactions with each other and exhibit almost the same di↵usive

behavior in the explicit and implicit solvents. By comparing the results from these two

models, we study the role of a solvent during drying. In particular, the possible e↵ects of

hydrodynamic interactions in drying particle suspensions, which are not captured by the

implicit solvent model, will be clarified.

6.2.1 Explicit solvent model

The explicit solvent is modeled as a fluid consisting of Lennard-Jones (LJ) beads of mass m

that interact with each other via a LJ potential

ULJ(r) = 4✏
⇥
(�/r)12 � (�/r)6 � (�/rc)

12 + (�/rc)
6
⇤
, (6.1)

where r is the center-to-center separation between beads, ✏ is an energy unit, and � is a

length unit. The potential is truncated at rc = 3� for the solvent. The nanoparticles are

modeled as spheres with a uniform distribution of LJ mass points at density 1.0m/�
3 [36, 37].

The large nanoparticles (LNPs) have diameter dl = 20� and mass ml = 4188.8m. The small
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nanoparticles (SNPs) have diameter ds = 5� and mass ms = 65.4m. The size ratio is

↵ = dl/ds = 4. The nanoparticles interact with each other via an integrated LJ potential

with a Hamaker constant Ann = 39.48✏ [36, 37]. To avoid aggregation, the nanoparticle-

nanoparticle interactions are made purely repulsive by truncating the potentials at their

minima, which are 20.574� for LNP-LNP, 13.085� for LNP-SNP, and 5.595� for SNP-SNP

pairs, respectively. The nanoparticle-solvent interaction is also modeled as an integrated

LJ potential with a Hamaker constant Ans = 100✏ and a cuto↵ d/2 + 4� with d being

the nanoparticle diameter [36, 37]. The nanoparticle-solvent interaction adopted here is

attractive at large separations and strong enough to guarantee that both LNPs and SNPs

are well dispersed in the solvent but not too strong to lead to a solvent layer bound to the

nanoparticles [40].

A rectangular box with dimensions Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz is used as the simulation cell, where

Lx = Ly = 201� and Lz is varied for each system. The liquid-vapor interface is in the x-y

plane, in which periodic boundary conditions are imposed. Two walls at z = 0 and z = Lz

are used to confine all the particles in the cell. The particle-wall interaction is given by a LJ

9-3 potential,

UW (h) = ✏W

⇥
(2/15)(DW/h)9 � (DW/h)3 � (2/15)(DW/hc)

9 + (DW/hc)
3
⇤
, (6.2)

where ✏W = 2.0✏ is the interaction strength, DW is a characteristic length, h is the distance

between the center of a particle and the wall, and hc is the cuto↵ of the potential. For the

solvent, we set DW = 1� and hc = 3� (0.8583�) at the lower (upper) wall. The lower wall is

thus wetted by the solvent while the upper wall is nonwetted. For the nanoparticles, both

walls are nonadsorptive with DW = d/2 and hc = 0.8583DW , where d is the nanoparticle

diameter.
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Prior to evaporation, the explicit solvent system contains 200 LNPs, 6400 SNPs, and 7.1⇥106

solvent beads. The system is well equilibrated with a liquid-vapor interface located at height

H(0) = 304�. The volume fractions are �l = 0.068 for LNPs and �s = 0.034 for SNPs.

The di↵usion coe�cients of the nanoparticles in the equilibrium suspension are determined

as Dl = 1.76 ⇥ 10�3
�
2
/⌧ for LNPs and Ds = 1.55 ⇥ 10�2

�
2
/⌧ for SNPs [129]. The ratio

Dl/Ds = 8.8, which is more than twice the size ratio ↵. The deviation from the Stokes-

Einstein relation is due to the finite concentrations of nanoparticles [37, 38]. To implement

evaporation, a rectangular box with dimensions Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ 20� at the top of the simulation

cell is designated as the deletion zone and ⇣ solvent beads are removed every ⌧ from this

zone. For this chapter, ⇣ = 30 to yield a very fast evaporation rate. At this rate, the liquid-

vapor interface recedes at an almost constant speed ve = (H(0) � H(t)))/t, where H(t) is

the film thickness at time t clocked since the start of evaporation. With Dl, Ds, H(0), and

ve known, the Péclet numbers for LNPs and SNPs are computed. All the parameters are

listed in Table 6.1.

All the simulations were conducted with Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

Simulator (LAMMPS) [41]. The equation of motion is integrated by a velocity-Verlet algo-

rithm with a time step �t = 0.01⌧ . A Langevin thermostat with a damping time � = 100⌧ is

used for the entire solvent including the vapor to fix its temperature at 1.0✏/kB. Therefore,

the system is isothermal and thermophoresis is suppressed [34], as typically assumed in an

implicit solvent model.

6.2.2 Implicit solvent model

An implicit solvent system is prepared by removing all the solvent from an equilibrated

suspension in the explicit solvent model. The nanoparticle-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-
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wall interactions remain unchanged. The role of the liquid solvent in the explicit model, in

which the nanoparticles are suspended, is replaced by a potential barrier that confines all

the nanoparticles in the suspension. For each nanoparticle, the confining potential has the

form of the right half of a harmonic potential and its minimum is always located at d/2

below the location of the liquid-vapor interface, where d is the diameter of the nanoparticle.

In other words, the contact angle of the solvent on the nanoparticle is set to 0 [80]. A

nanoparticle experiences a Hookean restoring force that pushes it back into the suspension

when the particle is near the interface. To mimic evaporation, the location of the liquid-vapor

interface is moved downward along the z-axis, i.e., the instantaneous film thickness H(t) is

decreased at a given speed, ve. Therefore, H(t) = H(0)� vet with t being the time elapsed

after the evaporation is initiated. Mathematically, the force exerted on the nanoparticle by

the liquid-vapor interface is given by

F
i

z
=

8
><

>:

ks [zn �H(t) + d/2] for |zn �H(t)|  d/2,

0 otherwise,
(6.3)

where ks is a spring constant characterizing the strength of the confining potential, and zn

is the nanoparticle position along the z axis. In a previous work [80], we have analyzed the

capillary force experienced by a spherical particle adsorbed at a liquid-vapor interface, which

depends on the contact angle of the liquid on the particle surface. Our results show that the

Hookean form in Eq. (6.3) is a reasonable approximation, though caution needs to be taken

in the physical interpretation of ks [80]. In this chapter, we use ks = 0.3✏/�2.

For all the implicit solvent simulations, the times step �t = 0.005⌧ . A Langevin thermostat is

applied to all the nanoparticles in order to maintain the temperature of the system at 1.0✏/kB.

To compare the two solvent models, we matched the di↵usion coe�cients of the nanoparticles

in the implicit solvent model to those in the explicit solvent. To this end, we tuned the
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damping time, �, of the Langevin thermostat applied to LNPs and SNPs in the implicit

solvent. With � = 11⌧ for LNPs and 1.3⌧ for SNPs, the resulting di↵usion coe�cients of

LNPs and SNPs in the implicit solvent are Dl = 1.70⇥10�3
�
2
/⌧ and Ds = 1.59⇥10�2

�
2
/⌧ ,

which are in very good agreement with those in the explicit solvent at the initial volume

fractions.

Since an implicit solvent system only contains nanoparticles and is computationally much

more e�cient, we were able to study thicker suspension films and explore the e↵ect on

stratification of the initial film thickness, H(0), with the initial volume fractions of LNPs and

SNPs fixed. The value of the receding speed of the liquid-vapor interface, ve, is either fixed,

where the Péclet numbers increase proportionally with the initial thickness of a film, or varied

to yield similar Péclet numbers as in the system with H(0) = 304� and ve = 1.18⇥10�3
�/⌧ .

All the systems studied in this chapter are summarized in Table 6.1. We use He to denote

the explicit solvent system, which has H(0) = 304� and ve = 1.18⇥ 10�3
�/⌧ . The implicit

solvent system with the same initial film thickness and evaporation rate is denoted as H1v1.

For other implicit solvent systems, Hqvf is used to indicate that the initial film thickness is

q⇥H(0) and the receding speed of the interface is ve = f ⇥ 1.18⇥ 10�3
�/⌧ . In this chapter,

we vary q from 1 to 8 and f from 1 to 1/8.

Table 6.1: Parameters for all the systems studied.

System H(0)/� Nl Ns �l �s ve⌧/� Pel Pes
He 304 200 6400 0.068 0.034 1.18⇥ 10�3 203.8 23.3
H1v1 304 200 6400 0.068 0.034 1.18⇥ 10�3 211.0 22.7
H2v1/2 626.5 400 12800 0.066 0.033 5.91⇥ 10�4 217.8 23.3
H4v1/4 1246.5 800 25600 0.067 0.033 2.96⇥ 10�4 217.0 23.2
H8v1/8 2476.5 1600 51200 0.067 0.033 1.50⇥ 10�4 218.5 23.4
H2v1 626.5 400 12800 0.066 0.033 1.18⇥ 10�3 434.9 46.6
H4v1 1246.5 800 25600 0.067 0.033 1.18⇥ 10�3 865.2 92.8
H8v1 2476.5 1600 51200 0.067 0.033 1.18⇥ 10�3 1719.0 187.2
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6.3 Results and discussion

In Fig. 6.1 we show snapshots of five suspensions before and after drying, including He, H1v1,

H2v1/2, H4v1/4, and H8v1/8 that all have similar Péclet numbers. After the film thickness is

reduced toH(t) ' 0.3H(0), all the systems exhibit “small-on-top” stratification. The “small-

on-top” state is more visually prominent for thicker films such as H2v1/2, H4v1/4, and H8v1/8,

though quantitative analyses show that the degree of stratification in these thick films is close

to that in He. Furthermore, He and H1v1 have identical distributions of nanoparticles prior

to evaporation and are dried at very similar rates. At H(t) ' 0.3H(0) when the simulations

were stopped, He exhibits slightly stronger “small-on-top” stratification than H1v1, which

may be due to the fact in the explicit solvent, the di↵usion coe�cients of the nanoparticles

decrease as their concentration increases during solvent evaporation. This observation is in

discordance with the theoretical analysis of Sear and Warren [29] and the simulation study

of Statt et al. [86]. Sear and Warren showed that back-flow around a drifting particle

in an explicit solvent suppresses the di↵usiophoretic driving on the larger particles from a

concentration gradient of the smaller particles [29]. As a result, “small-on-top” stratification

is expect to be significantly promoted in an implicit solvent model where back-flow is missing

[29]. Statt et al. used MD to simulate a mixture of long and short polymer chains in an

explicit and an implicit solvent and found that the implicit solvent system exhibits “small-

on-top” stratification while the explicit one does not [86]. However, the analysis of Sear

and Warren [29] is based on the Asakura-Oosawa model [28], which is about the di↵usion

of a very large particle in a polymer solution with concentration gradients. The simulations

of Statt et al. are for polymer mixtures [86]. We suspect that colloidal suspensions and

polymer solutions behave quite di↵erently in terms of di↵usiophoresis and stratification. It

is interesting to explore if the Asakura-Oosawa model can be extended to a particle with size

comparable to the size of polymer chains in the solution, where the curvature of the particle
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Figure 6.1: Snapshots of drying suspensions: (a) the explicit solvent system He; the implicit
solvent systems (b) H1v1, (c) H2v1/2, (d) H4v1/4, and (e) H8v1/8. For each system, the left
snapshot is for the equilibrium suspension prior to evaporation while the right is for the state
with H(t) ' 0.3H(0). Color code: LNPs (orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue).
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of density profiles for LNPs (top row) and SNPs (bottom row) for He

[(a) and (b)], H1v1 [(c) and (d)], H2v1/2 [(e) and (f)], H4v1/4 [(g) and (h)], and H8v1/8 [(i)
and (j)]. The vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface. For
clarity, each profile is shifted vertically by 0.1m/�

3 from the previous one.

comes into play.

For quantitative analyses, in Fig. 6.2 we plot the density profiles of LNPs and SNPs along the

normal direction of the film, which are computed as ⇢i(z) = ni(z)mi/(�LxLy) with i 2 {l, s}.

Specifically, ni(z) is the number of i-type particles in a spatial bin of thickness � centered

on z and mi is the mass of one i-type particle. For a nanoparticle straddling several bins,

its contribution to ni(z) is a fraction equal to the ratio between its volume enclosed by each

bin and the entire volume of the nanoparticle. To compare di↵erent films, in Fig. 6.2 we

normalize z by the initial film thickness, H(0), for each suspension film.

Several features can be easily identified from these density profiles. During drying, both LNPs

and SNPs are enriched near the receding liquid-vapor interface since Pel � Pes � 1 and

all the five systems exhibit qualitatively similar density profiles. However, the enrichment

of SNPs in the interfacial region is stronger in its degree than that of LNPs. For all the

implicit solvent systems, the density profiles at the same stage of drying (i.e., at the same

H(t)/H(0)) are all similar. In the final state with H(t) ' 0.3H(0), the density profile of

LNPs along the z-axis has a slight negative gradient for He, is almost flat for H1v1, while
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exhibits a very weak positive gradient for H2v1/2, H4v1/4, and H8v1/8. Therefore, He with

an explicit solvent is expected to display stronger “small-on-top” stratification than all the

implicit solvent systems, while stratification of similar amplitudes is expected for H2v1/2,

H4v1/4, and H8v1/8.

The state of stratification can be characterized by examining the mean heights of LNPs and

SNPs as a function of time, which are computed as hzii =
1
Ni

NiP
n=1

zin with i 2 {l, s} for LNPs

and SNPs, respectively. Here zin is the z coordinate of the n-th nanoparticle of type i. An

order parameter of stratification can then be defined as (2hzli � 2hzsi)/H(t), i.e., as the

di↵erence in average height of LNPs and SNPs normalized by a half of the instantaneous

thickness of the drying film [34]. In the equilibrium suspension before evaporation, hzli '

hzsi ' H(0)/2 and therefore hzli�hzsi ' 0. After drying is initiated, hzli�hzsi > 0 indicates

“large-on-top” stratification while “small-on-top” corresponds to hzli � hzsi < 0.

In Fig. 6.3 we plot (2hzli�H(t))/H(t), (2hzsi�H(t))/H(t), and (2hzli�2hzsi)/H(t) against

1�H(t)/H(0) that quantifies the extent of drying. As shown in Fig. 6.3(a), the data on hzli

collapse for all the implicit solvent systems H1v1, H2v1/2, H4v1/4, and H8v1/8 with similar

Péclet numbers. For most of the drying process, hzli is larger than H(t)/2, indicating that

the LNPs are enriched in the top half of the drying film. Only in the very late stage of

drying, i.e., for H(t)/H(0) . 0.35, the LNPs become more concentrated in the bottom half

of the drying film. For He, in the initial stage of drying, the LNPs show similar behavior

as those in the implicit solvent systems and are enriched in the top half of the drying film.

However, in the late stage of drying, the LNPs start to di↵use out of the top half of the drying

suspension and their average height becomes smaller than H(t)/2. The transition from an

enrichment of LNPs in the top half to a concentration in the lower half of the drying film

occurs in He around H(t)/H(0) ' 0.45, which is earlier than the transition in the implicit

solvent systems.
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Figure 6.3: Mean height relative to the center of a drying film of (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs and
(c) the di↵erence in average height of LNPs and SNPs, all normalized by H(t)/2, are plotted
against the extent of drying, (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for He (red circle), H1v1 (blue upward
triangle), H2v1/2 (green square), H4v1/4 (yellow diamond), and H8v1/8 (purple right-pointing
triangle).
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As shown in Fig. 6.3(b), the SNPs are always accumulated in the top half of the drying

film for both explicit and implicit solvent models. When H(t)/H(0) . 0.8, hzsi shows larger

variations among the implicit solvent systems with di↵erentH(0). The accumulation of SNPs

in the top half of the drying film is weaker in H1v1 and is enhanced when the initial film gets

thicker. For H2v1/2, H4v1/4, and H8v1/8, the results of (2hzsi�H(t))/H(t) vs 1�H(t)/H(0)

are close to each other and the shift from one curve to another is nonmonotonic when H(0)

is increased (i.e., for H2v1/2 ! H4v1/4 ! H8v1/8), indicating that the initial films are thick

enough to lead to a convergence in the behavior of SNPs. From Fig. 6.3(b), we also note

that the accumulation of SNPs in the top half of the drying film is always stronger in He

than in H1v1.

From hzli and hzsi, we expect that He should yield the strongest “small-on-top” stratifica-

tion while H1v1 should lead to the weakest. Furthermore, H2v1/2, H4v1/4, and H8v1/8 are

expected to be very similar in terms of the degree of stratification. The order parameter

plots in Fig. 6.3(c), (2hzli�2hzsi)/H(t) vs 1�H(t)/H(0), confirm all these predictions. Our

results clearly demonstrate the emergence of “small-on-top” stratification in both explicit

and implicit solvent models.

In contrast to the previous report of Statt et al. on polymer solutions where “small-on-top”

stratification only occurs in the implicit solvent system [86], “small-on-top” occurs in both

models here, with the degree of stratification slightly stronger in the explicit solvent. Our

results indicate that the physics of drying may have some di↵erences in colloidal suspensions

and polymer solutions. To map a polymer solution in an explicit solvent to a system with an

implicit solvent, both the monomer-monomer interactions and the viscous damping on the

monomers have to be adjusted to match the size (i.e., the radius of gyration) and di↵usion of

polymer chains. However, for a colloidal suspension in which the particles are well dispersed,

only the damping needs to be tuned to match the di↵usion coe�cient as a particle has the
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Figure 6.4: Evolution of density profiles for LNPs (top row) and SNPs (bottom row) for H1v1

[(a) and (b)], H2v1 [(c) and (d)], H4v1 [(e) and (f)], and H8v1 [(g) and (h)]. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface. For clarity, in each plot a
profile is shifted upward by 0.1m/�

3 from the previous one.

same size in both models. Statt et al. concluded that hydrodynamic interactions are not

captured by the implicit solvent model and their missing leads to the occurrence of “small-on-

top” stratification in their polymer solutions with the implicit solvent [86]. In nanoparticle

suspensions studied here, hydrodynamic interactions seem to play a much weaker role but

more work is needed to elucidate their possible e↵ects.

Using the implicit solvent model, we have also studied the e↵ect of increasing the initial

film thickness at a fixed evaporation rate. We compare four systems, H1v1, H2v1, H4v1, and

H8v1, where H(0) is increased from 304� to 2476.5� but ve is fixed at 1.18 ⇥ 10�3
�/⌧ . As

results, the Péclet numbers increase proportionally with H(0) and Pel increases from 211.0

to 1719.0. As shown in the bottom row of Fig. 6.4, the density profiles of SNPs plotted

against z/H(0) are qualitatively similar for the four systems. The main di↵erence is that

the peak value of ⇢s(z) at the evaporating interface becomes slightly larger for larger H(0).

Another di↵erence is the appearance of a plateau of ⇢s(z) just right below the highly SNP-

enriched skin layer at the evaporating liquid-vapor interface when the film is thick enough,
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as in H2v1, H4v1, and H8v1. The absolute thickness of this plateau zone increases as H(0) is

increased, possibly indicating a jammed state of SNPs in this zone. Below this plateau, ⇢s(z)

first decreases substantially in a very narrow region and then gradually decreases as z gets

smaller. Eventually, ⇢s(z) reaches another plateau corresponding to the density of SNPs in

the equilibrium suspension prior to evaporation. Fig. 6.4 also shows that the density profiles

of LNPs remain qualitatively unchanged when H(0) is increased (especially when H(0) is

large as in H4v1 and H8v1) but the evaporation rate is fixed. Going from the evaporating

interface to the bulk of the drying suspension, ⇢l(z) first decreases gradually and then decays

rapidly to its value in the equilibrium suspension before evaporation. As H(0) is increased,

the peak value of ⇢l(z) also becomes slightly larger [see the top row of Fig. 6.4].

The average height of LNPs and SNPs plotted in Fig. 6.5(a) and (b) shows interesting

systematic changes as H(0) is increased. First, hzsi/H(t) shifts upward more considerably

than hzli/H(t) with increasing H(0). The data indicate that for a film with a larger initial

thickness, the accumulation of both SNPs and LNPs near the receding interface and in the

top half of the drying film is enhanced. For example, for H1v1 with H(0) = 304�, the LNPs

actually are at deficit in the top half of the film at the late stage of drying. However, for

H4v1 with H(0) = 1246.5� and H8v1 with 2476.5�, the LNPs are always enriched in the top

half of the film during the entire drying process, as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). For all the systems,

Fig. 6.5(b) shows that the SNPs are always accumulated in the top half of the drying film.

As H(0) increases, the SNPs form a thicker jammed layer below the receding interface and

the LNPs are trapped in this layer, though they are expected to be pushed out of the region

close to the interface via the di↵usiophoretic mechanism. As a result, the enrichment of both

SNPs and LNPs is enhanced near the evaporating interface when H(0) is larger.

Fig. 6.5(c) shows that all the four systems display “small-on-top” stratification, which

emerges almost instantaneously for H2v1, H4v1, and H8v1 once the solvent evaporation
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Figure 6.5: Mean height relative to the center of a drying film of (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs
and (c) the di↵erence in average height of LNPs and SNPs, all normalized by H(t)/2, are
plotted against the extent of drying, (H(0)�H(t))/H(0), for H1v1 (blue upward triangle),
H2v1 (green square), H4v1 (yellow diamond), and H8v1 (purple right-pointing triangle).
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Figure 6.6: Di↵erence in average height of LNPs and SNPs, normalized by Hf/2, is plotted
against Pel for H1v1, H2v1, H4v1, and H8v1 from left to right. The data are extracted from
Fig. 6.5(c) at H(t) = Hf ' 0.3H(0).

is initiated. However, in the early stage of drying, H1v1 shows very weak “large-on-top”

stratification. For H1v1, a transition to “small-on-top” occurs at H(t)/H(0) ' 0.45.

When ve is fixed, the Péclet numbers become larger from H1v1 to H8v1 as H(0) is increased.

In Fig. 6.6 we plot the amplitude of stratification (2hzli � 2hzsi)/H(t) at H(t) = Hf '

0.3H(0) as a function of Pel. The four data points are for H1v1, H2v1, H4v1, and H8v1,

respectively. Note that a more negative value of (2hzli � 2hzsi)/H(t) indicates stronger

“small-on-top” stratification. Fig. 6.6 shows that stratification is most pronounced for an

intermediate value of Pel, which is around 435 for the systems studied here. This nonmono-

tonic behavior of the degree of stratification was also found in the simulations of Tatsumi et

al., where the Péclet numbers were increased by increasing ve while fixing H(0).

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we employed MD simulations to compare an explicit solvent model to an

implicit model in studying the drying process of bidisperse particle suspensions. In the

explicit model, the solvent is modeled as a Lennard-Jones liquid. In the implicit model, the
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solvent is treated as a viscous, uniform, isothermal background. In contrast to a previous

report on polymer solutions where “small-on-top” stratification does not occur in the explicit

solvent but occurs in the implicit one [86], we have observed the occurrence of “small-on-top”

in both models. Our results indicate that the implicit solvent model can be used e↵ectively

for modeling the drying of thin film suspensions, for which the evaporative flow of the solvent

is essentially one-dimensional. However, it remains unclear why the back-flow of the solvent

around a migrating particle and the hydrodynamic interactions between the particles seem

to be unimportant in the systems studied here [29, 86].

With the implicit solvent model, we further study the e↵ect of the initial film thickness on the

drying of a suspension film of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles. Our results indicate that

for films that are initially thick enough, the Péclet number is a valid dimensionless number

capturing the competition between solvent evaporation and nanoparticle di↵usion. For fast

drying, the accumulation of either large or small nanoparticles near the receding interface

is similar when the receding speed of the liquid-vapor interface is decreased in proportion

to the increase of the initial film thickness, which results in similar Péclet numbers. For

these systems, the degree of stratification is also similar. However, if the receding speed of

the interface is fixed, then the accumulation near the interface is more significant for both

large and small nanoparticles when the film gets thicker. The degree of stratification varies

nonmonotonically and is most enhanced at a Péclet number that is not too large.

In the systems studied here, the direct nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions are purely

repulsive and the same in both solvent models to ensure that the nanoparticles are well

dispersed in the suspension, though there might be solvent-mediated weak attractions be-

tween the nanoparticles in the explicit solvent. If there are direct attractions between the

nanoparticles or strong nanoparticle-solvent attractions leading to a layer of solvent bound

to each particle, then mapping an explicit solvent system to an implicit one requires a careful
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tuning of the nanoparticle-nanoparticle potentials to mimic the e↵ect of the solvent. This

mapping can be achieved by following the procedure outlined by Grest et al. to derive an

e↵ective potential between nanoparticles in an implicit solvent [39]. For such systems, it is

an interesting question whether similar stratification can be observed in drying polydisperse

particle suspensions with explicit and implicit solvents.



Chapter 7

Applications of moving interface

method

This chapter is based on a paper that is currently in preparation:

Yanfei Tang, Gary. S. Grest, and Shengfeng Cheng, “Modeling Solution Drying by Moving

a Liquid-Vapor Interface: Method and Applications”, to be submitted.

I designed and built all the models for molecular dynamics simulations and ran all the

simulations. I performed all the data analyses and prepared figures. Dr. Grest contributed

to the overall design of this project. All authors contributed to the writing of this paper.

My contributions to this paper were under Dr. Cheng’s supervision.

7.1 Introduction

The comparison in the previous chapter demonstrated that when carefully implemented, an

implicit solvent model can be used to study the drying of certain particle suspensions. In this

129
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chapter we apply this method to various soft matter solutions including a solution film of a

mixture of polymers and nanoparticles, a droplet of a bidisperse nanoparticle suspension, a

solution droplet of a polymer blend, and a droplet of diblock copolymer solution.

Drying is a phenomenon we witness everyday [130]. It is also a useful tool for material

fabrications [85, 131]. In a typical process, raw materials are dissolved or dispersed in an

appropriate solvent and the resulting solution is dried to yield desired materials with certain

structures. For example, drying is also frequently used to produce paint coatings [22, 132–

134], polymer films [3, 135], polymeric particles [136], and polymer nanocomposites [5, 44,

137, 138]. Because of its practical importance and rich nonequilibrium physics [14, 132],

many e↵orts have been devoted to elucidate the fundamental processes and mechanisms of

the drying of soft matter solutions [85, 126], including modeling based on molecular dynamics

methods [11, 12, 20, 21, 23, 34, 35, 44, 86, 127–129, 139–142].

To model the drying of soft matter solutions, a key challenge is the treatment of the solvent.

To capture factors that may be important in an evaporation process, such as hydrodynamic

interactions between solutes [86], evaporation-induced flow in the solution (e.g., capillary

flow in an evaporating sessile droplet showing the co↵ee-ring e↵ect) [143], and instabilities

during drying including Rayleigh-Bénard and Bénard-Marangoni instabilities [3, 144, 145],

it is ideal to include the solvent explicitly in a computational model [11, 12, 34, 35, 44, 86,

129, 139, 140, 142]. However, such models are computationally extremely expensive as the

number of solvent particles is usually much larger than that of the solutes at realistic volume

fractions. For example, systems containing several million solvent particles or more have to

be considered for several hundred to several thousand nanoparticles [34, 35]. Because of the

large system size, only fast evaporation rates can be modeled in this approach [11, 12, 34,

35, 44, 86, 129, 139, 140, 142]. Considering the limitations of explicit solvent models, it is

natural to explore alternative approaches that are computationally more e�cient and able
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to quickly yield results that are at least qualitatively correct. One such e↵ort is to model the

solvent as an uniform viscous medium in which the solutes are dispersed and moving around.

This approach is termed the implicit solvent modeling of soft matter solutions [39, 86, 142].

In the past few years, implicit solvent models have been applied to study the evaporation

process of particle suspensions and polymer solutions and reveal many interesting phenom-

ena induced by drying [20, 21, 23, 86, 127, 128, 139, 141, 142]. Fortini et al. used Langevin

dynamics simulations based on such a model to study the drying of a bidisperse colloidal

suspension film and demonstrated the counterintuitive “small-on-top” stratification in which

the smaller particles are predominately distributed on top of the larger particles after drying

[20, 21]. Tatsumi et al. used a similar model to investigate the role of evaporation rates on

stratification. Howard et al. and Statt et al. employed this approach to simulate the drying

of colloidal mixtures, polymer-colloid mixtures, and polydisperse polymer mixtures and ob-

served various stratifying phenomena as well [23, 86, 127, 141]. We recently demonstrated

that comparable stratification could be observed in both explicit and implicit solvent models

for which the di↵usion coe�cients of the particles are matched [142].

In the implicit solvent approach toward drying modeling, all the solutes or particles are

confined in the solution by a potential barrier, which plays the role of the liquid-vapor

interface in a solution with an explicit solvent. One simple form of the confining potential

is a harmonic potential. In a previous work, we analyzed the capillary force experience by

a small spherical particle at a liquid-vapor interface and showed that this approximation

is reasonable for many situations and the corresponding spring constant is related to the

particle size, the interfacial tension, and the lateral span of the liquid-vapor interface [80].

A rigorous physical foundation was thus established for the implicit solvent models. In this

chapter, we describe the general method of using the implicit solvent approach to study the

drying process of a soft matter solution and apply this method to various systems including
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solution films and droplets. The chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 7.2 the model and

simulation method are introduced. The applications of the method to various systems are

presented in Sec. 7.3. In Sec. 7.4 we briefly summarize the method and discuss its limitation.

7.2 Model and simulation methodology

In an implicit solvent model, the solvent is treated as a uniform, viscous, isothermal, and

isobaric background [142]. The motion of particles in this background is typically described

by a Langevin equation that includes the Stokes drag force as a damping term. The damping

rate can be chosen to tune the di↵usion coe�cient of the particles. For a system with a liquid-

vapor interface, a potential barrier is used to restrict all the particles in the liquid phase. As

shown previously [80], a harmonic potential can be employed as the barrier. The evaporation

process of the solvent can be implemented by moving the location of the confining potential’s

minimum to mimic the receding motion of the liquid-vapor interface in the corresponding

explicit solvent systems. Below we discuss these two main ingredients of an implicit solvent

model for a particle suspension.

7.2.1 Langevin dynamics

In an implicit solvent, the equation of motion of particles is given by the following Langevin

equation,

m
d
2ri
dt2

=
X

j 6=i

fij + FD

i
+ FR

i
, (7.1)

where m is the mass of the i-th particle, ri is its position vector, fij is the force on the particle

from its interaction with other particles in the system, FD

i
is the Stokes drag force, and FR

i
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is a random force. The Stokes drag force can be expressed as

FD

i
= �⇠

dri
dt

, (7.2)

where ⇠ is the friction (drag) coe�cient of the particle. To maintain the system at a constant

temperature T , the random force needs to follow the constraint set by the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem,

hFR

i
(t)i = 0,

hFR

i
(t) · FR

j
(t0)i = 6kBT ⇠�ij�(t� t

0),
(7.3)

where h·i stands for ensemble average, kB is the Boltzmann constant, t is time, and �(t) is

the Dirac delta function.

For a particle in the dilute limit, the di↵usion coe�cientD is related to the friction coe�cient

⇠ through

D =
kBT

⇠
, (7.4)

which is known as the Einstein relation. For a small particle with radius R in a fluid with a

low Reynolds number flow and the no-slip condition of the fluid velocity is satisfied at the

particle surface, the Stokes law states that ⇠ = 6⇡⌘R, where ⌘ is the viscosity of the fluid.

This yields the Einstein-Stokes relation,

D =
kBT

6⇡⌘R
. (7.5)

The friction coe�cient ⇠ is usually written in terms of a damping time � through ⇠ ⌘ m

� . As

a result, the Stokes drag becomes

FD

i
= �

m

�

dri
dt

. (7.6)
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If the Stokes law holds, then � = m/(6⇡⌘R). If we assume the particle has a uniform mass

density ⇢, then m = 4
3⇡R

3
⇢ and the damping time � becomes

� =
2⇢

9⌘
R

2
. (7.7)

The implication of this relationship is that for a bidisperse mixture of particles of two di↵erent

radii, Rl for the larger and Rs for the smaller particles, the damping time of the larger

particles needs to be ↵2 times of that of the smaller ones in order for the Stokes-Einstein

relation to hold, where ↵ ⌘ Rl/Rs is the size ratio.

7.2.2 Moving interface method of modeling drying

When the solvent evaporates from a solution, the liquid-vapor interface recedes. To mimic

this process, the location of the minimum of the potential barrier that is used to confine all

the particles (in general, solutes) in the liquid solvent is moved toward the solution phase

at speed ve. For evaporation at a constant rate ve is time independent and the position

of the liquid-vapor interface at time t is given by H(t) = H(0) � vet, where H(0) is the

initial thickness for a suspension film or the initial radius for a spherical droplet. Similarly,

H(t) is the thickness of a drying film or the radius of a drying droplet at time t. For a

particle within distance R from the liquid-vapor interface, where R is the particle’s radius,

the particle experiences a force normal to the interface with a magnitude

Fn =

8
><

>:

ks (�zn +R cos ✓) for |�zn|  R

0 otherwise,
(7.8)

where ks is a spring constant, �zn is the shortest distance from the center of the particle to

the instantaneous location of the liquid-vapor interface (which is flat for a film but curved
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for a droplet), and ✓ is the contact angle of the liquid solvent on the surface of the particle.

Mathematically, �zn = zn �H(t), where zn is the particle’s coordinate along the z-axis for

a flat interface in the x� y plane and with the bottom of the film located at z = 0 or along

the radial direction for a spherical interface with the center of the droplet located at z = 0.

The minimum of the confining potential is thus at H(t) � R cos ✓. In Eq. ( 7.8), a positive

(or negative) value indicates that the force is pointing toward the liquid solvent (or vapor

phase).

Some ambiguities exist in the literature regarding the physical interpretation of ks. Pieranski

proposed that ks = 2⇡� with � being the interfacial tension of the liquid-vapor interface

[49]. However, this expression completely neglects the capillary e↵ect. Recently we analyzed

the capillary force exerted on a spherical particle of radius R at a liquid-vapor interface

when the particle is displaced out of its equilibrium location and showed that the linear

approximation in Eq. (7.8) generally works well but the spring constant should be understood

as ks = 2⇡�
ln(2L/R) , where L is the lateral span of the liquid-vapor interface [33, 80]. In the

simulations reported here, we simply set ks = 3.0✏/�2, which is a reasonable value for the

systems considered. We also typically set ✓ = 0 and in this case the potential barrier

representing the liquid-vapor interface becomes the right half of a harmonic potential, which

ensures that all the solutes are confined in the solution. The contact angle ✓ can also be

adjusted to tune the interaction between the solute and the liquid-vapor interface. For

example, a finite ✓ can be used for systems with attractions between the solute and the

interface [7].
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7.3 Applications of moving interface method

7.3.1 Drying of polymer and nanoparticle hybrid solutions

Evaporation of a hybrid solution of polymers and nanoparticles has been studied via molec-

ular dynamics simulations with an explicit [44] and an implicit solvent model [23]. Here we

apply the moving interface method to study a mixture of 3200 linear polymer chains and 171

nanoparticles. Each chain consists of 100 beads of mass m and diameter �. All the beads

interact through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential,

ULJ(r) = 4✏
⇥
(�/r)12 � (�/r)6 � (�/rc)

12 + (�/rc)
6
⇤
, (7.9)

where r is the center-to-center separation of two beads, ✏ is the strength of the interaction,

� is a length scale, and rc is the cuto↵ of the potential. In this section, rc = 21/6�, rendering

the potential to be purely repulsive. Additionally, adjacent beads on a chain are connected

by a spring described by a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential [122],

UFENE(r) = �
1

2
kR

2
0 ln

✓
1�

r
2

R
2
0

◆
, (7.10)

where R0 = 1.5� and k = 30✏/�2. The LJ interaction between a pair of beads bonded

together is always truncated at 21/6�. With these parameters, the model describes polymer

chains in a good solvent.

A nanoparticle is modeled as a sphere uniformly filled with LJ beads at mass density 1.0m/�
3

[36, 37]. The interaction between a nanoparticle and a monomer bead on a polymer is given
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by an integrated LJ potential [36],

Unp(r) =
2

9

R
3
�
3
Anp

(R2 � r2)3


1�

(5R6 + 45R4
r
2 + 63R2

r
4 + 15r6)�6

15(R� r)6(R + r)6

�
, (7.11)

where R is the nanoparticle radius, r is the center-to-center distance between the nanoparticle

and the monomer, and Anp is a Hamaker constant setting the interaction strength. Here we

use R = 10� and Anp = 80✏/�2. The nanoparticle-polymer interaction is also made purely

repulsive by truncating the potential at 10.8587�.

The nanoparticle-nanoparticle interaction is given by an integrated LJ potential for two

spheres [36],

Unn(r) = UA(r) + UR(r), (7.12)

with

UA(r) = �
Ann

6


2R1R2

r2 � (R1 +R2)2
+

2R1R2

r2 � (R1 �R2)2
+ ln

✓
r
2
� (R1 +R2)2

r2 � (R1 �R2)2

◆�
, (7.13)

UR(r) =
Ann

37800

�
6

r


r
2
� 7r(R1 +R2) + 6(R2

1 + 7R1R2 +R
2
2)

(r �R1 �R2)7

+
r
2 + 7r(R1 +R2) + 6(R2
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r
2
� 7r(R1 +R2) + 6(R2

1 � 7R1R2 +R
2
2)

(r �R1 +R2)7

�
, (7.14)

where R1 and R2 are the radii of the nanoparticles, r is the distance between their centers,

and Ann is a Hamaker constant. Here we use Ann = 39.48✏ and R1 = R2 = 10�. The

nanoparticle-nanoparticle interaction is also purely repulsive with a cuto↵ 20.574� for the

potential. In this manner, the nanoparticles and polymer chains are guaranteed to be well
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disperse in the implicit solvent prior to evaporation.

The hybrid solution of the nanoparticles and polymer chains is placed in a rectangular

simulation cell with dimensions Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz, where Lx = Ly = 200� and Lz = 800�. The

liquid-vapor interface is modeled as a potential barrier as in Eq. (7.8) with H(0) = 800�.

The contact angle ✓ = 0 is used for both polymer beads and nanoparticles. All the particles

in the system are thermalized at a temperature T = 1.0✏/kB with a Langevin thermostat.

The damping time � is set equal to 1⌧ for the polymer beads and 100⌧ for the nanoparticles,

respectively. The drying process is modeled by moving the liquid-vapor interface downward

to H(t) = 200� at a constant speed ve = 0.024�/⌧ . The entire drying process thus lasts for

25000⌧ .

All the simulations reported here were performed with Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Mas-

sively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [41]. A velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step

dt = 0.005⌧ is used to integrate the equation of motion.

The initial volume fractions of the polymers and nanoparticles are �p = 0.0052 and �n =

0.022. The snapshots of the hybrid solution undergoing drying are shown in Fig. 7.1 for

various times after the evaporation is initiated. Prior to evaporation, all the polymers and

nanoparticles are uniformly distributed in the solution. After drying, the polymers are

enriched near the descending interface. Because of the repulsion with the polymer chains,

the nanoparticles are expelled from this skin layer of polymers and become accumulated

just below the skin layer. As a result, a stratified state is created, similar to the results

previously obtained with an explicit solvent model [44]. In the implicit solvent simulation of

Howard et al., similar stratification is also observed with nanoparticles concentrated below a

concentrated layer of polymer chains [23]. However, a layer of nanoparticles is also found on

top of the polymer skin layer in those simulations (see Figs. 6 and 7 of Ref. [23]). This is an

e↵ect of the potential barrier used in Ref. [23] to represent the liquid-vapor interface, where
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Figure 7.1: Snapshots of a hybrid solution of nanoparticles (orange) and polymers (green)
at various time elapsed since the drying process is initiated.
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the contact angle ✓ in Eq. (7.8) was set to be 90� for both nanoparticles and polymers. The

resulting potential is thus attractive for both species and the attraction can be quite strong

for nanoparticles, leading to their adsorption at the interface. Since here we use ✓ = 0 in

Eq. (7.8) for all the dispersed particles, this side e↵ect is removed, as evident in Fig. 7.1

7.3.2 Drying of suspension droplets of a bidisperse mixture of

nanoparticles

Stratification has mostly been discussed in the context of drying films [20, 21, 23, 25, 34,

86, 127, 128]. However, stratification can also occur in drying droplets under appropriate

conditions, which may lead to fast procedures of making core-shell structures. In industry,

spray drying processes are frequently practiced, where droplet drying is a critical step [146].

In one such process, a particle suspension is injected from a nozzle or an injector into a

flowing gas. The liquid jet of the suspension then breaks into droplets, which further dry in

the hot gas into clusters of particles (i.e., solutes). The drying of a single droplet was recently

studied using the Leidenfrost e↵ect: a droplet levitated on a hot substrate by its own vapor

and then let dry [147]. Here we use the moving interface method to study the drying of

a suspension droplet of a mixture of nanoparticles of two di↵erent radii, motivated by the

possibility of creating a core-shell cluster with one type of nanoparticles in the outside shell

while the other type in the inner core. In other words, a bidisperse nanoparticle mixture

stratifies radially into either “small-on-outside” or “large-on-outside”.

The droplet contains 200 large nanoparticles (LNPs) of radius Rl = 10� and 12800 small

nanoparticles (SNPs) of radius Rs = 2.5�, which are initially confined by a spherical potential

barrier inside a sphere with radius H(0) = 1000�, as shown in Fig. 7.2. Their initial volume

fractions are �l = �s = 0.0002. Although the liquid-vapor interface of a droplet is curved,
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Figure 7.2: Snapshots of a droplet of a bidisperse mixture of LNPs (orange) and SNPs
(green). The elapsed time since the start of evaporation is indicated below each snapshot.
Only a half of each droplet is shown for clarity. The radius of the droplet is 1000�, 550�,
825�, 990�, and 100� from left to right. All the droplets are scaled appropriately for better
visualization. A “small-on-outside” structure is clear in the final snapshot.

we still adopt Eq. (7.8) for the particle-interface interaction [116]. We set the contact angle

✓ = 0 for both LNPs and SNPs. The evaporation process is mimicked by decreasing the

radius of the droplet at a constant speed, ve. The instantaneous radius of the droplet at

time t since the start of the evaporation is thus H(t) = H(0) � vet and the minimum of

the potential barrier is at H(t) � R. The nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions are given

by the potential in Eq. (7.12) with Ann = 39.48✏. All these interactions are rendered purely

repulsive with cuto↵ 20.574�, 13.086�, and 5.596� for the LNP-LNP, LNP-SNP, and SNP-

SNP pairs, respectively. A Langevin thermostat is used to maintain the temperature of the

system at T = 1.0✏/kB. To conserve the Stokes-Einstein relation, the damping time is set

to be 16⌧ for LNPs and 1⌧ for SNPs according to Eq. (7.7). During evaporation, the radius

of the droplet is reduced to 100� during 50000⌧ . The receding speed of the interface is

ve = 1.8⇥ 10�2
�/⌧ .

Prior to drying, the nanoparticles are uniformly distributed in the droplet. During evapora-

tion, the nanoparticles are enriched near the liquid-vapor interface. Because of the similar

physical mechanism leading to “small-on-top” stratification in drying films of bidisperse par-

ticles, the SNPs form a concentrated shell near the interface while the LNPs are pushed out

of this region and into the interior of the droplet via di↵usiophoresis [24, 29]. In the final
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state, a “small-on-outside” cluster is clearly observed as shown in Fig. 7.2. The simple

model discussed here thus points to the possibility of creating core-shell clusters of particles

using suspension droplets that undergo fast drying. Real spray drying processes are of course

more complicated with many factors that are not captured by our simple model, such as air

invasion, cracking, and buckling [147, 148]. Despite these limitations, our results indicate

that increasing drying rates may lead to new strategies of controlling the structure of the

resulting clusters or creating new structures that are otherwise di�cult to produce.

7.3.3 Drying of solution droplets of a polymer blend

The moving interface method can also be used to study the drying of droplets of polymer

solutoins. Here we focus on a solution of a polymer blend, which is a symmetric mixture of

polymer A and polymer B, with 2048 chains of each type. Each chain is linear and consists of

12 beads of mass m that are bonded by the FENE potential in Eq. (7.10) [122]. In addition

to the bonded interaction, all the nonbonded pairs of beads interact via a LJ potential with

a cuto↵ 3.0�. To model an incompatible polymer blend, the strength of the interaction is

set to be ✏AA = ✏BB = ✏ while the cross interaction is weaker with ✏AB = 0.7✏. The entire

systems is kept at T = 1.0✏/kB via a Langevin thermostat with damping time � = 10⌧ .

In the initial state prior to drying, all the polymers are uniformly dispersed in a sphere with

radius 100�, as shown in Fig. 7.3(a). All the polymer beads are confined in this sphere with

a spherical potential barrier as described in Sec. 7.3.2 with H(0) = 100�. During drying,

the radius of the droplet is reduced to Hf = 24� at rate ve = 1.52 ⇥ 10�2
�/⌧ . The entire

drying process thus lasts 5000⌧ .

Figures 7.3(b) and (c) show that the morphology of the dry polymeric particle depends on

drying conditions and the polymer-interface interaction controlled by the contact angle ✓
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Figure 7.3: (a) Equilibrium solution droplet of a polymer blend prior to drying. Depending
on the interaction with the receding liquid-vapor interface, polymeric particle with di↵erent
morphologies are obtained after drying: (b) A Janus particle is produced with ✓ = 0 for both
polymer A (red) and B (blue) after drying for 5⇥ 103⌧ followed by a relaxation process for
5⇥ 104⌧ ; (c) A core-shell particle is produced with ✓ = 0 for polymer A (red) and ✓ = ⇡/2
for polymer B (blue) after drying for 5⇥ 103⌧ followed by a relaxation process for 5⇥ 104⌧ .
For clarity, only a half of the particle is shown in (b) and (c).

in Eq. (7.8). In Fig. 7.3(b), ✓ = 0 for both polymer A and B. The two polymers phase

separate after fast drying as the cross attraction (A-B) is weaker than the self attraction

(A-A or B-B) in the two components. Stripes of each component are clearly visible in

the resulting polymeric particle. After relaxation, a Janus particle is produced with each

component occupying half a sphere. In Fig. 7.3(c), ✓ = 0 for polymer A while ✓ = ⇡/2 for

polymer B, indicating that the liquid-vapor interface is repulsive for polymer A while there

is an attraction between polymer B and the interface. Polymer B thus has a tendency to be

adsorbed at the liquid-vapor interface. During fast drying, the B-type chains are enriched

at the particle surface while all the A-type chains are pushed into the interior of the sphere

though they have the same chain length. In the final particle with radius 24�, a core-shell

structure can be identified, but an island of polymer B in the domain of polymer A can

also be seen. After relaxation, the island disappears and the phase separation is complete,

leading to a polymeric particle with a well-define core-shell structure.
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7.3.4 Drying of solution droplets of diblock copolymers

Block copolymers can also be employed to produce structured polymeric nanoparticles [149].

For a bulk system of block copolymers with incompatible blocks, there are well-known phase-

separated structures such as lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical phases. In this section, we use

a geometry almost identical to the one in Sec. 7.3.3 to study the drying of a solution droplet

of diblock copolymer chains with monomers bonded by the FENE potential. We denote

the chain length as N and vary N from 12 to 64. The number ratio between monomers

in block A and those in block B is 1:1 in a diblock copolymer chain. The total number of

monomers is fixed at 49152 and the number of chains is thus 49152/N . For example, for

N = 12, there are 4096 chains while for N = 64, the number of chains is 768. All the

monomers interact with each other via a LJ potential as in Eq. (7.9). The cuto↵ of the

monomer-monomer interaction is 3.0� for nonbonded pairs. The interaction strength in the

LJ potential is ✏ for A-A and B-B interactions and 0.7✏ for A-B interactions. A Langevin

thermostat with damping time � = 10⌧ is used to control the temperature of the system

at 1.0✏/kB. In the initial state shown in Fig. 7.4(a), all the polymer chains are confined in

a sphere with radius 100� by a spherical potential barrier described by Eq. (7.8). During

a drying period that lasts 5000⌧ , the radius of the droplet is shrunk to 24� at a constant

speed ve = 1.52⇥ 10�2
�/⌧ .

Similar to the case of droplets of a polymer blend, Fig. 7.4 shows that the structure of the

resulting polymeric particle of diblock copolymers depends on the interaction between the

two blocks and the liquid-vapor interface. This interaction is determined by the contact

angle ✓ in Eq. (7.8). In Fig. 7.4(b), ✓ = 0 for both blocks and the interface therefore appears

neutral for all the monomers. After fast drying, stripes formed by each type of blocks are

clearly visible because of the incompatibility of the blocks, resembling the lamellar phase in

a bulk system of diblock copolymers. In Fig. 7.4(c), ✓ = 0 for block A while ✓ = ⇡/2 for
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Figure 7.4: (a) Equilibrium solution droplet of a diblock copolymer with N = 12 prior to
drying. Depending on the interaction with the receding liquid-vapor interface, polymeric
particle with di↵erent morphologies are obtained after drying: (b) A patchy particle is
produced with ✓ = 0 for both block A (red) and B (blue) after drying for 5⇥ 103⌧ followed
by a relaxation process for 5 ⇥ 104⌧ ; (c) An onion-like particle is produced with ✓ = 0 for
block A (red) and ✓ = ⇡/2 for block B (blue) after drying for 5⇥103⌧ followed by a relaxation
process for 5⇥ 104⌧ . For clarity, only a half of the particle is shown in (b) and (c).

block B. As a result, monomers in B blocks have a tendency to be adsorbed at the liquid-

vapor interface while A blocks are repelled by the interface. After drying, an onion-like

morphology emerges with a layer of B-type blocks at the surface of the particle, followed by

alternating layers of A blocks and B blocks. The onion structure is more prominent after

relaxation with the interfaces between neighboring shells smoothed. It is also interesting to

notice that before relaxation, the domain at the particle’s center is formed by A blocks while

after relaxation, B blocks occupy the central domain. This transition indicates that the

equilibrium morphology of a polymeric particle formed by incompatible diblock copolymers

is determined by the delicate competition between the block lengths and the particle radius.

This relationship remains an interesting direction of future research.

Figure 7.5 shows the e↵ect of chain length N on the particle morphology, while keeping the

length ratio of two blocks as 1:1 for each chain. For all these systems, ✓ = 0 for both block
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Figure 7.5: E↵ect of chain length N on particle morphology in drying droplets of diblock
copolymers. For all the systems, ✓ = 0 for both block A (red) and B (blue). The drying
process lasts 5⇥103⌧ , leading to particles in the left column. A relaxation process for 5⇥104⌧
yields particles in the right column.
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A and B, indicating that the interface is neutral and repulsive for both components. After

fast drying, phase separation occurs, resulting in patchy polymeric articles. After a following

relaxation process in which the radius of the confining spherical potential is fixed, stripe-like

domains are formed with each domain dominated by one-type of blocks. Each domain can

be regarded as a patch. The number of patches is thus reduced in the relaxation process.

Furthermore, the number of patches decreases as N is increased, as shown in Fig. 7.5. This

can be understood by noticing that the domain are more coarse and the average size is

larger when the block length is longer. For N = 64, the final polymeric nanoparticle after

relaxation has a surface pattern similar to that of a baseball. Our results indicate that the

chain length is a useful parameter to tune in order to control the surface pattern, including

the number of patches, of a polymeric particle produced via drying a solution droplet of

diblock copolymers.

Experimentally, the drying of solution droplets discussed above can be realized if a solution

is broken into droplets that are suspended and dried in air. This process was realized

in some experiments and industrial procedures such spray drying and superhearted steam

drying [150, 151]. Another technique that can be used to produce polymeric particles or

nanoparticle clusters from solution droplets is flash nanoprecipitation (FNP) invented by

Johnson and Prud’homme [152, 153], in which a solute or a mixture of solutes (e.g., drug

molecules, nanoparticles, polymers, etc.) is first dissolved in a solvent and then the solution

is rapidly mixed with a non-solvent for the solute(s). In this process, the solution is broken

into small droplets, which are dispersed in the non-solvent. As the solvent and non-solvent

are miscible, the solvent is quickly extracted from the droplets, which shrink rapidly, and the

solutes are compressed into particles or clusters by the surrounding non-solvent. This process

is quite similar to the drying of a solution droplet. During drying, the solvent leaves the

droplet via an evaporation process. In FNP, the solvent leaves the droplets via di↵usion into
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the non-solvent. In both cases, the surface of the droplet recedes, which is either a liquid-

vapor interface or an interface between the droplet and the non-solvent. It is not surprising

that polymeric particles with morphologies similar to those in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 can also be

produced using FNP [149]. The moving interface method discussed in this chapter can thus

be applied to droplets undergoing FNP and to explore issues such as how the mixing rate of

the solvent and non-solvent a↵ects the structure of the resulting particles.

7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we review the method of modeling particle suspensions, polymer solutions,

and their mixtures using an implicit solvent with the liquid-vapor interface mimicked by a

potential barrier confining all the solutes (referring generally to molecular solutes including

polymers as well as dispersed materials such as nanoparticles and colloids, or their mixtures)

in the solvent. Their drying process can be studied with the moving interface method, in

which the location of the liquid-vapor interface, i.e., the location of the confining potential

barrier’s minimum, is moved in a prescribed manner. The evaporation rate can be tuned by

varying the speed at which the interface is moved. Various evaporation patterns, including

drying films and droplets, can be realized with an appropriate choice of the way in which the

interface (i.e, the equipotential surface of the confining potential) is moved. For example,

the interface is flat and is translated along its normal direction when a film is dried while it

is spherical and is shrunk radially for a drying droplet.

With the moving interface method, we have studied the drying of a hybrid solution of poly-

mers and nanoparticles, a suspension droplet of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles, a

solution droplet of a polymer blend, and a solution droplet of diblock copolymers. A rich

set of structures are formed after drying, including stratified films, core-shell clusters (i.e.,
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radially stratified clusters) of nanoparticles, Janus polymeric particles, core-shell particles,

onion-like particles, and patchy particles. These structures are consistent with those observed

previously in explicit solvent simulations and experiments, indicating that the moving in-

terface method with an implicit solvent model can be used in certain situations to yield

realistic results. Since the solvent is not treated explicitly, such method has the advantage

of reducing the number of particles needed to describe a physical system and thus allows the

modeling of very larger systems over longer time scales and at slow evaporation rates that

may be directly comparable with typical experimental conditions.

Caution needs to be taken where the moving interface method can be applied. In this

method, the solvent is treated as a uniform, viscous, isothermal, and isobaric medium.

Therefore, there is no solvent flow. For drying films, spherical droplets, and cylindrical

droplets, this condition can be satisfied and the systems can be modeled with the moving

interface method. However, for systems in which the solvent develops flow patterns during

drying, the moving interface method cannot be directly employed. One example is the drying

of a sessile droplet on a substrate, in which a capillary flow emerges during evaporation,

transporting solutes to the edge of the droplet, and leads to the famous co↵ee-ring e↵ect

if the peripheral of the droplet is pinned. Since the capillary flow is not captured by an

implicit solvent model, it is impossible to produce the co↵ee-ring deposits with the simplest

moving interface method. However, in these situations the moving interface method can be

combined with other techniques such as lattice-Boltzmann method that is able to describe a

flow field to study the drying process. Despite this limitation, there are still many scenarios

in which the flow field of the solvent is not an dominant factor and the moving interface

method can be useful because of its computational e�ciency.
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Summary

Drying a multicomponent soft matter solution into a stratified film may lead to a facile, e�-

cient technique of fabricating multilayered, multifunctional materials [126]. In this thesis, we

used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the drying process of a suspension

of a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles. With an explicit solvent model, we demonstrated

that stratification occurs in a fast drying suspension (Chapter 2) and the outcome of stratifi-

cation can be controlled with a thermal gradient imposed on the suspension and the induced

thermophoresis (Chapter 3). In order to study larger systems over longer times, we then

explored implicit solvent models of particle suspensions in which the particles are suspended

in a uniform viscous background. A potential is used to represent the liquid-vapor interface

and confine all the particles in the suspension. Evaporation can then be modeled by moving

the location of the confining potential. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we clarified the physical

foundation of mapping a liquid-vapor interface into a confining potential. Then in Chapter

6 we used this method to map an explicit solvent system of a bidisperse nanoparticle sus-

pension into an implicit solvent system. The comparison showed that similar stratification

behavior was observed in both models. Finally, in Chapter 7 we applied the implicit solvent
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model to study the drying of various soft matter solutions ranging from a suspension film of

a mixture of nanoparticles and polymers to a solution droplet of diblock copolymers.

Because of the limitation of computational resources, MD simulations we have performed are

limited to systems of a few million particles and time scales up to a few hundred nanoseconds.

With the explicit solvent models, only a few hundred nanoparticles can be included in a

system while with the implicit solvent models, more nanoparticles can be simulated. As

a result, only ultra fast evaporation rates can be studied at present with the MD methods

when the solvent is treated explicitly. The receding speed of the liquid-vapor interface during

evaporation, ve, is larger than about 10�3 m/s and 3 to 4 orders of magnitudes higher than

a typical experimental value (⇠ 10�6 m/s). In the MD approach, the temperature of an

equilibrium suspension before evaporation is about 70 ⇠ 90% of the critical temperature

of the solvent. For an aqueous solution, this indicates that the temperature range studied

here is roughly from about 450 K to about 600 K. In order to model the drying of soft

matter solutions at lower temperatures and slower evaporation rates, alternative approaches,

typically more coarse-grained models, have to be adopted. Some examples include phase field

models [154], Lattice Boltzmann methods [155], and Monte Carlo simulations [156].

MD simulations based on an implicit solvent model can be used to alleviate some of the

limitations faced by the explicit solvent models. The implicit solvent models can be used for

larger systems, longer times, slower drying rates, and lower temperatures. However, these

models have their own issues. For example, hydrodynamic interactions may not be captured

[86]. Evaporation-induced gradients and flows in a drying solution are not included as well

[32]. As a result, the implicit solvent models can only be used for the drying of soft matter

solutions with certain geometries including a planar film, a suspended spherical droplet,

and a circular cylinder. For example, the models in their current forms cannot be used for

the drying of sessile droplets where capillary flow induced by solvent evaporation can lead
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to the formation of co↵ee rings [143]. The current implicit solvent models cannot capture

various instabilities (e.g., Rayleigh-Bernard and Benard-Marangoni instabilities [157, 158])

that might emerge in drying solutions.

The drying of soft matter solutions is an emerging field in soft matter physics. Many problems

are still open and many interesting systems and methods are under investigation. The

methods and results presented in this thesis are focused on the stratification phenomenon in

a drying suspension film containing a bidisperse mixture of nanoparticles. We hope this work

will motivate more research on the drying of suspensions with other shapes, larger particles,

aspherical particles, other types of solutes and suspended materials or their mixtures, a

mixture of solvents, and other features that are not imagined at the moment.
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Appendix A

Additional results for Chapter 2

1920-SNP Systems: Figure A.1 shows snapshots of �0.011R30 and �0.011R5 with Ns =

1920 at various times during evaporation. The corresponding density profiles are shown in

Fig. A.2. For these two systems, the initial volume fraction of the smaller nanoparticles

(SNPs) is �s = 0.011 ' �l/6. During solvent evaporation, a skin layer of SNPs forms in both

systems but is denser in �0.011R30, which has a higher evaporation rate. The accumulation

of larger nanoparticles (LNPs) below the skin layer of SNPs is obvious for both systems and

more significant for �0.011R30. Fig. A.3 shows the average positions of LNPs and SNPs (hzli

and hzsi) and their mean separation (hzli � hzsi) against (H �H(t))/H, where H(t) is the

film thickness at time t and H ⌘ H(0) is the equilibrium film thickness prior to evaporation.

The quantity (H �H(t))/H defines the extent of drying. The mean separation, hzli � hzsi,

characterizes the state of stratification with hzli � hzsi > 0 signals “large-on-top” while

hzli � hzsi < 0 indicates “small-on-top”. From Fig. A.3, it is clear that both �0.011R30

and �0.011R5 show the “large-on-top” stratification. This classification is consistent with

the density profiles of nanoparticles shown in Fig. A.2, where the density profile of LNPs

exhibits a positive gradient approaching the interfacial region. Though there is a surface
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accumulation of SNPs, the density profile of SNPs shows a negative gradient in the central

region of the film.

6400-SNP Systems: Figure A.4 shows snapshots of �0.034R30, �0.034R5, �0.034R1 with Ns =

6400 at various times during evaporation. The corresponding density profiles are shown in

Fig. A.5 and the average positions of NPs and their mean separation are shown in Fig. A.6.

All these 3 systems behave qualitatively similar as the 2 systems with Ns = 1920. This is

expected as for the 3 systems, �s = 0.034, which is still only about 1/2 of �l. Based on the

density profiles and the order parameters, we classify these 3 systems as “large-on-top” as

well.

12800-SNP Systems: Figure A.7 shows snapshots of �0.068R30, �0.068R5, and �0.068R1 with

Ns = 12800 at various times during evaporation. The corresponding density profiles are

shown in Fig. A.8 and the average positions of NPs and their mean separation are shown in

Fig. A.9. For these systems, �s = �l = 0.068. The systems �0.068R30 and �0.068R5 behave

similarly as the systems with Ns = 1920 and 6400 and show the “large-on-top” stratification.

However, the thickness of the interfacial region, in which the SNPs are accumulated and form

a skin layer, becomes wider than those in the systems withNs = 1920 and 6400. Furthermore,

the positive gradient of the density profile of LNPs below this skin layer of SNPs is smaller

for �0.068R30 and �0.068R5 than for the systems with Ns = 1920 (�0.011R30 and �0.011R5) and

Ns = 6400 (�0.034R30 and �0.034R5) at the same evaporation rate (i.e., the same ⇣ as in the

subscript of R in the system label). For �0.068R1, the density profiles of LNPs and SNPs are

almost flat, except for the slight density peak of SNPs at the interface which exists even in

equilibrium. We classify this system as “uniform”. This classification is corroborated by the

order parameter shown in Fig. A.9(c) for �0.068R1, which oscillates around 0.

In general at the same evaporation rate, the surface accumulation of SNPs becomes more sig-

nificant and the accumulation of LNPs below the skin layer of SNPs becomes less significant
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when �s is increased. Eventually, the system is driven into the “small-on-top” regime when

�s > c/Pes, where c ⇠ 1 and Pes is the Péclet number of SNPs. This transition is observed

for the systems with Ns = 19200 (�0.10R30, �0.10R5, and �0.10R1), which are discussed in

detail in the main text.

25600-SNP and 32000-SNP Systems: Figure A.10 shows snapshots of �0.13R30 and

�0.13R5 with Ns = 25600 at various times during evaporation. The corresponding density

profiles are shown in Fig. A.11 and the average positions of nanoparticles and their mean

separation are shown in Fig. A.12. For �0.13R30, the order parameter hzli � hzsi first has

a small positive value and then becomes negative. As shown in Figs. A.11(b), the density

profiles of LNPs at early times have a small positive gradient, indicating that the LNPs

accumulate slightly below the surface layer of SNPs. At late times, the density profiles of

LNPs are almost flat. Figs. A.11(c) shows that when the interfacial region is approached, a

positive gradient develops during evaporation for the density of SNPs. Combining the density

profiles of LNPs and SNPs and the results on the order parameter, we classify �0.13R30 as

“small-on-top”. For �0.13R5, the density profiles of LNPs and SNPs during evaporation are

almost always flat. We classify �0.13R5 as “uniform”, though its order parameter has a small

positive value.

Figure A.13 shows snapshots of �0.16R30 and �0.16R5 with Ns = 32000 at various times

during evaporation. The corresponding density profiles are shown in Fig. A.14 and the

average positions of nanoparticles and their mean separation are shown in Fig. A.15. These

2 systems behave similarly as the 2 systems with Ns = 25600. We classify �0.16R30 as

“small-on-top” and �0.16R5 as “uniform”, though the oder parameter in the latter system

has a small negative value.

For the systems with Ns = 25600 and 32000, some (⇠ 500) SNPs move into the vapor

during solvent evaporation. This undesirable behavior prevented us from running systems
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with more SNPs. Exploring the regime with high volume fractions of SNPs remains an

interesting direction for the future.

Temperature Profiles during Evaporation: The gradient of the solvent density is in-

duced by a temperature gradient in the solvent, which is caused by the evaporative cooling

at the interface. Examples of the temperature profiles are shown in Fig. A.16 for �0.034R30

at t = 1⇥ 105⌧ , for �0.034R5 at t = 3⇥ 105⌧ , and for �0.034R1 at t = 4⇥ 105⌧ , respectively.

The trend is clear: the higher the evaporation rate, the stronger the evaporative cooling

and the associated temperature gradient in the liquid solvent. It should also be pointed

out that there is no pressure gradient along the z-direction in the evaporating suspensions

studied here as mechanical equilibrium is established very quickly. Detailed discussion of

temperature and pressure profiles in an evaporating liquid can also be found in Ref. [32].
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Figure A.1: Snapshots of (a) �0.011R30 and (b) �0.011R5 with Ns = 1920. Color code: LNPs
(orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue). For clarity, only 5% of the solvent beads are
visualized.
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Figure A.2: Density profiles for �0.011R30 (left column) and �0.011R5 (right column): (a) and
(d) solvent; (b) and (e) LNPs; (c) and (f) SNPs. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
location of the liquid-vapor interface. For clarity, the density profiles for NPs are shifted
upward successively by 0.1m/�

3.
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Figure A.3: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against time (H � H(t))/H for (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c)
shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs, normalized by H(t)/2, as a function
of (H �H(t))/H. Data are for system �0.011R30 (red circles) and �0.011R5 (blue triangles).
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Figure A.4: Snapshots of (a) �0.034R30, (b) �0.034R5, and (c) �0.034R1 with Ns = 6400. Color
code: LNPs (orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue). For clarity, only 5% of the solvent
beads are visualized.
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Figure A.5: Density profiles for �0.034R30 (left column), �0.034R5 (middle column), and
�0.034R1 (right column): solvent (top row); LNPs (middle row); SNPs (bottom row). The
vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface. For clarity, the
density profiles for nanoparticles are shifted upward successively by 0.1m/�

3.
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Figure A.6: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against time (H � H(t))/H for (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c)
shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs, normalized by H(t)/2, as a function
of (H �H(t))/H. Data are for system �0.034R30 (red circles), �0.034R5 (blue triangles) and
�0.034R1 (green squares).
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Figure A.7: Snapshots of (a) �0.068R30, (b) �0.068R5, and (c) �0.068R1 with Ns = 12800. Color
code: LNPs (orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue). For clarity, only 5% of the solvent
beads are visualized.
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Figure A.8: Density profiles for �0.068R30 (left column), �0.068R5 (middle column), and
�0.068R1 (right column): solvent (top row); LNPs (middle row); SNPs (bottom row). The
vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface. For clarity, the
density profiles for LNPs (SNPs) are shifted upward successively by 0.1m/�

3 (0.2m/�
3).
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Figure A.9: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against time (H � H(t))/H for (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c)
shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs, normalized by H(t)/2, as a function
of (H �H(t))/H. Data are for system �0.068R30 (red circles), �0.068R5 (blue triangles) and
�0.068R1 (green squares).
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Figure A.10: Snapshots of (a) �0.13R30 and (b) �0.13R5 with Ns = 25600. Color code: LNPs
(orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue). For clarity, only 5% of the solvent beads are
visualized.
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Figure A.11: Density profiles for �0.13R30 (left column) and �0.13R5 (right column): (a) and
(d) solvent; (b) and (e) LNPs; (c) and (f) SNPs. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
location of the liquid-vapor interface. For clarity, the density profiles for LNPs (SNPs) are
shifted upward successively by 0.1m/�

3 (0.2m/�
3).
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Figure A.12: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against time (H � H(t))/H for (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c)
shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs, normalized by H(t)/2, as a function
of (H �H(t))/H. Data are for system �0.13R30 (red circles) and �0.13R5 (blue triangles).
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Figure A.13: Snapshots of (a) �0.16R30 and (b) �0.16R5 with Ns = 32000. Color code: LNPs
(orange), SNPs (green), and solvent (blue). For clarity, only 5% of the solvent beads are
visualized.
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Figure A.14: Density profiles for �0.16R30 (left column) and �0.16R5 (right column): (a) and
(d) solvent; (b) and (e) LNPs; (c) and (f) SNPs. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
location of the liquid-vapor interface. For clarity, the density profiles for LNPs (SNPs) are
shifted upward successively by 0.1m/�

3 (0.2m/�
3).
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Figure A.15: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against time (H � H(t))/H for (a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c)
shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs, normalized by H(t)/2, as a function
of (H �H(t))/H. Data are for system �0.16R30 (red circles) and �0.16R5 (blue triangles).
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Figure A.16: The temperature profile along the z-direction at t = 1 ⇥ 105⌧ for �0.034R30

(bottom blue line), t = 3⇥ 105⌧ for �0.034R5 (middle red line), and t = 4⇥ 105⌧ for �0.034R1

(top green line), respectively.



Appendix B

Thermophoresis of nanoparticles

To understand the thermophoresis of nanoparticles, we performed additional simulations for

suspensions of only SNPs or only LNPs at volume fractions close to those in the suspension

of the mixture of SNPs and LNPs. Each suspension was first equilibrated at T = 1.0✏/kB.

Then a thermal gradient was introduced into the system by thermalizing a top region of

the liquid solvent and all the vapor at TH = 1.0✏/kB while thermalizing a layer of the

solvent adjacent to the bottom wall at TL, as shown in Fig. B.1. Two values of TL, 0.9✏/kB

and 0.7✏/kB, were used to generate a thermal gradient with di↵erent magnitudes in the

direction perpendicular to the liquid-vapor interface. The average position of nanoparticles

in each system was recorded as a function of time after the thermal gradient was imposed

and the data are plotted in Fig. B.2. Since TL is lower than the initial temperature of the

equilibrium suspension, the liquid contracts and the liquid-vapor interface recedes when the

thermal gradient is imposed. Our data show that for the nanoparticle-solvent interaction

with Ans = 100✏, the SNPs first move toward the substrate because of the contraction of

the liquid solvent. After this transient phase, the SNPs do not show any response to the

imposed thermal gradient and their average position remains almost constant with time.
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However, the LNPs show a clear thermophoretic response to the thermal gradient and drift

toward the cooler region where the liquid density is higher. These independent simulations

thus demonstrate that for the parameters used in this chapter, the LNPs exhibit strong

thermophoresis while the SNPs exhibit none.

T = 1.0

Liquid

Vapor

introduce 
thermal

gradient

TH = 1.0

TL

Liquid

Vapor

!"# !$#

z

Figure B.1: The simulation set-up to study thermophoresis: (a) the entire solvent and vapor
are thermalized at T = 1.0✏/kB; (b) a top region of the liquid solvent and all the vapor
are thermalized at TH = 1.0✏/kB while a layer of the solvent adjacent to the bottom wall
is thermalized at TL. A positive thermal gradient is introduced into the system along the
z-axis by using TL = TH � 0.1✏/kB or TL = TH � 0.3✏/kB.
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Figure B.2: Average positions of LNPs (orange circles and dark brown squares) and SNPs
(green diamonds and cyan triangles) as a function of time after a positive thermal gradient
along the z-axis is introduced into the system as described in Fig. B.1. The data are for
�T ⌘ TH � TL = 0.3✏/kB (dark brown squares and cyan triangles) and 0.1✏/kB (orange
circles and green diamonds).



Appendix C

Di↵usion coe�cients of nanoparticles

The di↵usion coe�cients of the large nanoparticles (LNPs) and small nanoparticles (SNPs)

were determined by an independent simulation. A suspension of LNPs and SNPs with the

same volume fractions as in the initial suspension discussed in the main text, but without the

vapor phase of the solvent, was prepared. The suspension has a cubic shape with edge length

101.3�. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all three directions. The mean square

displacements of both LNPs and SNPs as a function of time are shown in Fig. C.1. The data

show a clear transition from ballistic regime at short times to di↵usive regime at long times.

The di↵usion coe�cients are Dl = 1.76⇥ 10�3
�
2
/⌧ for LNPs and Ds = 1.55⇥ 10�2

�
2
/⌧ for

SNPs.
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Figure C.1: Mean square displacement vs time for LNPs (blue circles) and SNPs (red dia-
monds).



Appendix D

Additional results for Chapter 3

We ran 5 additional simulations in which the systems were thermalized with Scheme C

with Tl = 1.0✏/kB and Tv = 1.1✏/kB, 1.05✏/kB, 0.9✏/kB, 0.85✏/kB, and 0.75✏/kB at an

evaporation rate set by ⇣ = 5, as listed in Table 1 of the main text. Snapshots at various

times during evaporation are shown in Fig. D.1 for T l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5, T
l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5, and T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5. The

corresponding temperature and density profiles for these 3 systems are shown in Fig. D.2.

The results for T l

1.0T
v

0.85⇣5 and T
l

1.0T
v

0.9⇣5 are similar to those for T l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5.

Similar to T
l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5, T
l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5 exhibits “small-on-top” stratification, though it is di�cult to

see this behavior clearly from the snapshots in Fig. D.1(a). For this system, there is a weak

positive thermal gradient in the evaporating suspension toward the liquid-vapor interface

[Fig. D.2(a)]. Via the thermophoresis induced by this gradient, the LNPs are driven toward

the substrate (i.e., toward the bottom of the liquid film) and depleted near the liquid-vapor

interface. This depletion almost balances the accumulation of LNPs near the top of the film

caused by the fast receding interface. As a result, the LNPs are almost uniformly distributed

in the drying film, as shown in Figs. D.2(c) and D.3(a). The SNPs are essentially una↵ected

by the thermal gradient and accumulate below the interface since Pes > 1 [see Figs. D.2(d)
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and D.3(b)]. The net outcome is “small-on-top” stratification for T l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5, as shown by the

order parameter of stratification plotted in Fig. D.3(c).

For T
l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5, the evaporative cooling in the solvent is balanced by the heating from the

vapor hermalized at Tv = 1.05✏/kB. The temperature and solvent density are almost uniform

in the evaporating suspension, as shown in Figs. D.2(e) and D.2(f). Both LNPs and SNPs

accumulate below the receding interface as Pel > Pes > 1 [see Figs. D.2(g) and D.2(h) and

Figs. D.3(a) and D.3(b)]. The distribution of nanoparticles in this system does not stratify

in the early stage of drying, though there is a transition to weak “large-on-top” at late times,

as shown by the corresponding order parameter of stratification in Fig. D.3(c).

T
l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 has been discussed in detail in the main text. Fig. D.3 shows the results of the

average position of nanoparticles normal to the interface and the order parameter of stratifi-

cation for T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5, T
l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5, and T
l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5. This comparison clearly shows the transition

from strong to weak “small-on-top” stratification and finally to almost no stratification or

weak “large-on-top” when Tv � Tl is reduced.

T
l

1.0⇣5 has a weak negative thermal gradient in the evaporating suspension because of evap-

orative cooling. Via the associated thermophoretic process, the LNPs are pushed toward

the liquid-vapor interface where the solvent density is higher. Thermophoresis overpowers

di↵usiophoresis where the LNPs are pushed away from the interface by the concentration

gradient of the SNPs. As a result, T l

1.0⇣5 exhibits “large-on-top” stratification. Motivated by

this observation, we ran T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 that has a large |Tv�Tl|. Our original goal was to induce

a large negative thermal gradient in the evaporating suspension at a relatively small vs such

that the accompanying thermophoresis could generate strong “large-on-top” stratification in

the drying suspension. However, as the initial vapor phase is at equilibrium with a liquid

at Tl = 1.0✏/kB, cooling the vapor down to Tv = 0.75✏/kB leads to droplet condensation in

the vapor phase, as shown in Fig. D.1(c). Eventually, a liquid film of the solvent beads is
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formed at the top of the simulation cell. Because of the condensation, the vapor density near

the liquid-vapor interface decreases very quickly and as a result, the solvent evaporates at a

rate much higher than for ⇣ = 5. The actual evaporation rate in T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 is close to that

in T
l

1.0⇣30. Increasing Tv to 0.85✏/kB or 0.90✏/kB yields similar droplet condensation in the

vapor phase, though the extent of condensation decreases as Tv is increased. As a result,

the receding speed of the liquid-vapor interface during evaporation decreases and becomes

closer from above to the value set by ⇣ = 5.

The average positions of LNPs and SNPs during drying are plotted in Fig. D.4 as a function

of the extent of drying for the 5 systems discussed in the main text (see Table 1), as well as

T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5. It is clear that the LNPs have a large thermophoretic response while the SNPs

only show changes in their average position in the late stage of drying, when the thermal

gradient is varied. The behavior of SNPs is predominately a↵ected by the receding speed

of the liquid-vapor interface. The variation of their average positions in the late stage of

drying under di↵erent thermal gradients is due to the change in the distribution of LNPs in

the drying film. For example, when the LNPs are concentrated in a region, the SNPs are

driven out of the same region because of crowding.

In Fig. D.5, the order parameter of stratification is plotted as a function of the extent of

drying for T
l

1.0⇣30, T
l

1.0⇣5, and T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5. T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 exhibits “large-on-top” stratification

with an amplitude very close to that in T
l

1.0⇣30 for reasons discussed previously. The reason

that T l

1.0⇣5 shows even stronger “large-on-top” stratification than T
l

1.0⇣30 is discussed in the

main text.

In Fig. D.6, we plot the average position of nanoparticles and the average separation between

LNPs and SNPs for the 3 systems with Tv < Tl, i.e., T l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5, T
l

1.0T
v

0.85⇣5, and T
l

1.0T
v

0.9⇣5.

While the SNPs show very little response to a thermal gradient, the distribution of LNPs

is sensitive to the strength of the thermal gradient. When Tv approaches Tl from below,
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the negative thermal gradient in the evaporating suspension becomes smaller in magnitude

and the driving force for LNPs to migrate to the interfacial region decreases. However,

the receding speed of the liquid-vapor interface also decreases as Tv is increased and gets

closer to Tl from below, and the di↵usiophoretic driving force that pushes LNPs way from the

interfacial region thus decreases. The complicated interplay of these two factors makes “large-

on-top” stratification stronger when Tv is increased as in T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 ! T
l

1.0T
v

0.85⇣5 ! T
l

1.0T
v

0.9⇣5

[see Fig. D.6(c)].
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Figure D.1: Snapshots during solvent evaporation for (a) T
l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5, (b) T
l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5, and
(c) T

l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5. Elapsed time since evaporation was initiated at t = 0 is listed under each
snapshot. Temperature and density profiles of the 5 systems are shown in Fig. D.2. Color
code: SNPs (green), LNPs (orange), and solvent (blue). Only 5% of the solvent beads are
visualized to improve clarity.
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Figure D.2: Temperature profiles (top row) and density profiles for the solvent (second
row), LNPs (third row), and SNPs (bottom row) for T

l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5 (a-d), T l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5 (e-h), and
T

l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 (i-l), respectively. The curves follow the same order as the snapshots shown in
Fig. D.1. The vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the liquid-vapor interface. For
clarity, the density profiles for LNPs (SNPs) are shifted upward by 0.1m/�

3 (0.2m/�
3)

successively.
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Figure D.3: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against the extent of drying, quantified as (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for
(a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c) shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs,
normalized by H(t)/2, as a function of the extent of drying. Data are for T

l

1.0T
v

1.05⇣5 (red
circles), T l

1.0T
v

1.1⇣5 (blue triangles), and T
l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 (purple right-pointing triangles).
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Figure D.4: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against the extent of drying, quantified as (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for
(a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Data are for T

l

1.0⇣30 (red circles), T l

1.0⇣5 (blue triangles), T1.0⇣30

(green squares), T1.0⇣5 (orange diamonds), T l

1.0T
v

1.2⇣5 (purple right-pointing triangles), and
T

l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 (brown left-pointing triangles).
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Figure D.5: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against the extent of drying, quantified as (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for
(a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c) shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs,
normalized by H(t)/2, as a function of the extent of drying. Data are for T l

1.0⇣30 (red circles),
T

l

1.0⇣5 (blue triangles), and T
l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 (brown left-pointing triangles).
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Figure D.6: Average position in the z direction relative to the center of the film, normalized
by H(t)/2, is plotted against the extent of drying, quantified as (H(0) � H(t))/H(0), for
(a) LNPs and (b) SNPs. Panel (c) shows the average separation between LNPs and SNPs,
normalized by H(t)/2, as a function of the extent of drying. Data are for T l

1.0T
v

0.75⇣5 (brown
left-pointing triangles), T l

1.0T
v

0.85⇣5 (blue circles), and T
l

1.0T
v

0.9⇣5 (green squares).



Appendix E

Young-Laplace equation

E.1 Derivation of Young-Laplace equation

The profile of a meniscus is governed by Eq. (4.1), which has been discussed extensively

for the geometry of sessile and pendant drops. Here we provide a simple derivation of this

equation. The energy of a liquid bath bound by a cylindrical container and a meniscus on

the outside of a cylinder at the center of the container (Fig. 4.1) is a sum of surface energy

and gravitational terms, G = �S+�pV +Ug, where � is the surface tension of the liquid, S is

the surface area of the liquid-vapor interface, �p is a Lagrange multiplier, V is the volume of

the liquid bath which is fixed, and Ug is the potential energy of the liquid in the gravitational

field. The meniscus profile can be found by minimizing G, which can be written in terms of

the surface profile z(r),

G = 2⇡�

Z
L

R

r

p
1 + z02 dr + 2⇡�p

Z
L

R

rz dr + ⇡�⇢g

Z
L

R

rz
2 dr. (E.1)
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We seek the surface profile that will make the energy function G =
R
f(z, z0, r) dr stationary,

i.e., �G = 0. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equation is

d

dr

@f

@z0
�
@f

@z
= 0. (E.2)

After some algebra, we obtain the following equation,

�

h
z
00

(1 + z02)3/2
+

z
0

r(1 + z02)1/2

i
= �p+�⇢gz, (E.3)

where the left hand side comes from the surface energy and the right hand side originates from

the volume of the liquid bath being fixed and the gravitational potential energy, respectively.

This equation is Eq. (4.1) in the main text.

E.2 Solution of zero-order

If the contact angle ✓1 on the cylinder in Fig. 4.1 is close to ⇡/2, the resulting liquid-vapor

interface is almost flat since the contact angle on the wall surface is fixed at ⇡/2. In this

case z
0 = tan�⌧ 1 and Eq. (4.1) can be approximated as

2H̃ + 
2
z =

1

r

d

dr

h
rz

0

(1 + z02)1/2

i
⇡

1

r

d

dr

h
rz

0(1 +O(z02))
i
, (E.4)

with the following boundary conditions,

� = �1 at r = R, (E.5a)

� = �2 at r = L and z = 0, (E.5b)
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where �1 = ✓1 + ⇡/2, �2 = ⇡. The solution of Eq. (E.4) which satisfies the boundary

condition Eq. (E.5b) is,

z =
2H̃

2

h
K0(r)

K0(L)
� 1
i
, (E.6)

and the angle � is given by

tan� = �
2H̃



K1(r)

K0(L)
, (E.7)

where K0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of second kind of order zero and one, respec-

tively. The undetermined constant H̃ can be found using the other boundary condition Eq.

(E.5a) and the result is

H̃ = �


2
tan�1

K0(L)

K1(R)
. (E.8)

E.3 Expansion of elliptic integrals

Here we derive the series expansions of incomplete elliptic integrals F (�, j) and E(�, j) in

the limit j2 ! �1. To facilitate the discussion it is helpful to introduce a small parameter

✏ > 0 and j
2 = �

1
✏2
; the limit j

2
! �1 thus corresponds to ✏ ! 0. Below we use the

incomplete elliptic integral of second kind, E(�, j), as an example. A similar expansion can
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be performed for F (�, j).

E(�, j) =

Z
�

0

q
1� j2 sin2

t dt (t 7! sin t)

=
1

✏

h Z p
✏

0

p
✏2 + t2

dt
p
1� t2| {z }

t 7! ✏t

+

Z sin�

p
✏

p
✏2 + t2

dt
p
1� t2| {z }

t 7! 1/t

i

=
1

✏

h
✏
2

Z 1/
p
✏

0

p
1 + t2

dt
p
1� ✏2t2

+

Z 1/
p
✏

1/ sin�

p
1 + ✏2t2

dt

t2
p
t2 � 1

i

=
1

✏
(1� cos�) + ✏

✓
�
ln ✏

2
+ ln 2 +

1

4
�

1

2
ln

1 + cos�

sin�

◆
+O(✏2). (E.9)

In this derivation we have employed the the following expansion,

1
p
1� ✏2t2

= 1 +
1

2
✏
2
t
2 +O(✏4t4)

and
p
1 + ✏2t2 = 1 +

1

2
✏
2
t
2 +O(✏4t4)

, and assumed that sin� >
p
✏. The expansion of the incomplete elliptic integral of first

kind, F (�, j), can be obtained similarly and the result is

F (�, j) = ✏

✓
� ln ✏+ 2 ln 2� ln

1 + cos�

sin�

◆
+O(✏2). (E.10)

By substituting Eq. (E.9) and Eq. (E.10) into Eq. (4.18), we arrive at

�h = R cos ✓1
h
ln

2L

R(1 + sin ✓1)
�

1

2

i
, (E.11)

which is Eq. (4.19) in the main text. Here the relations H = sin�1
l2�1 ⇡

cos ✓1
l2

and ✏ =
p

�j�2 =
p
c are used.
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E.4 Relative error of Eq. (4.18) on predicting �h

Figure E.1: (a) The relative error �h defined in Eq. (E.12) as a function of L for various
combinations of R and ✓1. (b) Data in (a) are collapsed onto a master curve when �h ⇥

[R(1 + sin ✓1)]�0.12 is plotted against L; the blue dashed line is the fit in Eq. (4.28). In
both (a) and (b) the gray zone indicates the crossover region 0.4�1 . L . 4�1.

In order to obtain an even more accurate expression of the meniscus height that applies to

R ⌧ 
�1 and an arbitrary L, we denote the meniscus height predicted in Eq. (4.18) using

elliptic integrals with the parameter l given in Eq. (4.26) as �h(elliptic). The full numerical

solution of Eq. (4.6) for an arbitrary L is denoted as �h(actual). The relative error of using
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Eq. (4.18) to predict the meniscus height is thus given by

�h =
�h(elliptic)��h(actual)

�h(elliptic)
. (E.12)

In Fig. E.1(a), �h is shown as a function of L that is normalized by �1 for several com-

binations of the cylinder radius, R, and the contact angle on its surface, ✓1. As expected,

the peak value of the relative error occurs at L = 1.85. We find that all the data collapse

to a master curve if we plot �h ⇥ [R(1 + sin ✓1)]�0.12 against L, as shown in Fig. E.1(b).

The master curve can be fit with the kink function given in Eq. (4.28) [dashed blue line

in Fig. E.1(b)]. With this universal fit to the collapsed data of relative error, we arrive at

Eq. (4.27) in the main text that can be used to accurately predict the meniscus height for

an arbitrary L.
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